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What a week this has been! 
 The two major political parties are locked in a fight for 
the presidency of the united states. The democrats had a 
very successful convention in denver, colorado, where every 
speech — from hillary and Bill clinton, to Ted kennedy and 
Joe Biden, and finally to Barack obama himself — seemed 
to connect to the delegates hearing them. many democrats 
held their breaths, fearing that hillary supporters (about 
half of those who voted in the democratic primary elections) 
would make it hard for obama (who received the other 
half of the votes), and for a smooth-running convention. 
instead, everything worked perfectly. even the weather co-
operated!
 Then the republicans (John mccain’s party) began their 
own convention in st. Paul, minnesota. But for them, things 
have not gone as planned. first, a huge hurricane (gustav) 
slammed into louisiana, just as katrina did almost exactly 
three years ago. This time, the government, learning from 
their failures during katrina, was prepared for the possible 
devastation, coordinating local, state and federal efforts to 
evacuate new orleans and other gulf population centers. 
This reminder of how badly the national government (led 
by george Bush and the republicans) failed during katrina 
cannot be good news for their party. But worse, the 
hurricane struck on the very first day of their convention, 
forcing them to cancel the speech making, which lead the 
TV networks to cancel their planned opening-day coverage 
(which is worth a fortune in free advertising for their 
party). 
 more unpredictability — mccain succeeded in taking 
the spotlight off obama’s successful convention by naming 
a woman to be his running mate for vice-president, shaking 
up everybody’s expectations. it was a very risky thing to 
do, because the woman he chose — sarah Palin — has only 
been the governor of her state (alaska) for a little more 
than a year, and is, perhaps, the least experienced and least 
known of anyone ever put in that position. and almost 
immediately, the risk was evident when she announced 
that her unmarried 17-year-old daughter is pregnant. Being 
strongly anti-abortion, she announced that her daughter 
would not only have the baby, but also have the love 
and support of her whole family. But how this will play 
out among american voters is anyone’s guess. The usual 
roles of the two parties seemed suddenly reversed. Those 
republican conservatives (who often condemn democrats 
for “destroying family values” because of such things as 
teen pregnancy) immediately jumped to her defense, while 
democrats (who have made women’s rights central to their 
party’s identity) began to question whether a woman with 
five young children, including a newborn with down’s 
syndrome, could be both a mother and a heartbeat away 
from the presidency. But the truth is, no one knows how 
this will play out among voters, and both democrats and 
republicans were taken by surprise, just as the entire 
country was. 
 for those who follow politics, this has been some of 
the most unpredictable and confusing of developments. 
no one can predict what will happen next and, in a way, 
the entire country is waiting for the other shoe to drop. 
in the meantime, governor Palin has announced that her 
daughter will have the baby (she opposes abortion in all 
circumstances), and that her daughter will have the full 
support of her entire family. That led us to a Beat topic 
for a future Beat issue (“Teen Pregnancy”), asking whether 
our Beat writers enjoy the same support from their families 
when they find themselves in the same predicament.
 and the fact that there’s a Black man at the head of 
one party (for the first time ever) and a woman in the 
second spot in the other party (for the second time ever) 
makes for some interesting speculation. for example, will 
those Americans who would never consider voting for a 
woman be cancelled out by those Americans who would 
never consider voting for an african-american? or, have we 
gotten past those petty concerns? Whichever way it goes, 
the results will be historic 
 But not all the events of the week had to do with great 
issues of politics and national debate. some events of the 
week brought us back to earth, hard, and focused attention 
on the day-to-day problems that are the meat and potatoes 

of our writer’s lives.
 over the weekend, we received a phone call from a 
dear friend, a former Beat writer and valued member of 
our own Beat family. he and his girlfriend went to mexico 
to celebrate the three-day labor day holiday. They got into 
a verbal fight in the car, and were pulled over by mexican 
police. he was jailed. When we asked, “Were you drunk,” 
he replied, “of course!”
 This gave us another topic for an upcoming Beat 
(“alcohol and alcoholism”), but it also caused us to reflect 
on the whole question about why we keep doing the things 
that always get us into trouble, why so many of us seem 
so helpless to break the patterns of the past, even when 
we recognize the damage they are causing. We have no 
answers to our question (we’re hoping some of you deep 
thinkers and fine writers will help us to understand). While 
our friend was in jail (ten men in a cell, one bunk bed) 
waiting to be bailed out, someone broke the window out of 
his car and stole his Play station and his laptop computer. 
on that computer was all his writing, all his photographs, 
all the things he values, and he is feeling as low as he ever 
has because of this loss. But he also acknowledges that he 
is the one responsible for it because he was drunk, meaning 
he was not thinking rationally (no drunk ever does). as a 
friend, we have talked to him many times about taking 
control of his addiction (and we did again this time), but 
up to now, he has allowed alcohol to control him. and each 
time he falls a little father into a dark pit. 
 All this only confirms that life brings us trials that we 
cannot predict ahead of time. how we deal with those trials 
can determine where we put our feet the next day — or 
even if we’re still around to put our feet anywhere! even an 
event as super-controlled and stage-managed as a national 
political convention can have unpredictable consequences. 
We cannot control everything. 
 We’re not even sure what all this means. What we know 
is that some things are predicable (the first week of school, 
for example, which also occurred this historic week), and 
we can and should prepare for them, while some things 
are totally unpredictable, and all we can do is educate 
ourselves, keep our minds  and bodies as healthy as we 
can, so that we can roll with whatever comes. 
 and what will next week hold? We don’t know. We’re 
holding our breath… maybe it’s the very uncertainty of the 
future that makes life worth living, that sends us down 
one path when we thought we were going down another. 
nobody knows what’s around the next corner. The only 
thing we can say for sure is that nothing stays the same.
 Which brings us to the topics in this issue. The first 
topic our wonderful writers tackle is: “should prisons be 
racially segregated?”- california's prisons have long been 
segregated to keep racial tensions low. But in 1995, a Black 
prisoner sued the department, challenging the state’s policy 
of segregation. The u.s. supreme court agreed with him, 
and ruled in 2005 that housing decisions will no longer be 
made according to race. Prisoners of any race can be mixed 
with prisoners of any other race, a policy which is about 
to be implemented. do you think this is a good or a bad 
policy? Why?  What about you? do you segregate yourself 
when you’re here, or on the outs, or at school? if so, when 
did you start doing this? 
 The second topic deals with “The hardest decision I ever 
made”- on any given day, we make dozens of decisions, and 
over the course of a lifetime — even a short lifetime — we 
make hundreds and thousands of them. What we want to 
know is, as you look back, what was the hardest decision 
you ever had to make? What made it so hard for you? What 
did you consider before deciding?  What kinds of things did 
you have to weigh before you made your choice? did the 
decision you made lead to the result you wanted? if you 
were faced with the same problem today, would you make 
the same choice? Why or why not?
 finally, we asked “What’s got hold of you?”- has 
something got hold of you that you can’t let go of?  it 
might be love or hate; it might be drugs or alcohol; it might 
be a mindset or a thought you want to change. explain in 
detail what’s got hold of you.
 This issue goes out to the victims of hurricane gustav 
along the gulf coast…
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my Pain ,  my goals ,  and my l i fe
What’s good Beat, it’s yo’ boy. Mouthpiece B… stuck here 
in this unit. I had court last week but they decided to detain 
yo’ boy. It’s all good though, I got faith, and I don’t give up 
on praying. 
 I’m just a little bit of embarrassed at the fact that I kept 
myself away from God for a very long time. But now when I 
read Him, since I’m locked up, I get close to Him and I feel 
stupid. But everyday and night I pray and apologize to God 
about departing myself from Him and that I will never leave 
His side again, I know He watches over me…I love you God. 
Hopefully He answers my prayers.
 I got court soon, and hopefully that goes well. Once I’m 
out it’s going to be work, and school. I’m going to college 
to study, believe it or not, criminal justice! I want to be a 
juvenile hall counselor; I want to keep kids and teens away 
from gangs, drugs, and violence. What more better than to 
get advice from someone who’s been through it all? I’m 
dead serious about my goal. 
 And Beat, I’m going to keep in touch with you all while 
I’m in here as well as when I’m in the outs. That’s real 
talk. 
 Four years from now I’ll be telling these minors when 
I use to read and write The Beat. But yeah, I can’t say I’m 
glad I’m locked up, but I am glad I had this experience, 
it took three times getting locked up to clarify and find 
myself. But now that I’m good, ready for the world, nothing 
can stop me from reaching my goals.  
 So to all these gangsters, stop the fronting. Gang 
banging ain’t the life, I been through all that. But again, do 
what you do…but can I ask you something? What homies 
are there for you when you’re locked up? Who pays for 
your medical bills? Puts a roof on your head? Not your 
homies, but your family. I realized that my family is my 
life, my everything. And being behind these walls just ain’t 
the place to be in to prove to the world that you’re a good 

person. Be responsible! Remember, responsibility 
requires actions.
  When I get out I’m going to hang out with the right 
friends. I don’t need these trouble-looking friends. I have a 
friend that I knew for years but didn’t really hang out with 
him because I was banging and I didn’t want him to be in 
trouble like me. But recently, around May, we started to 
hang out a lot, and I was trying to change and he helped 
me. We would just go to BBQs and kick it and play that 
“cupcaking” game with the females, haha. But yea, he’s a 
true friend. When I got locked up he bought me books to 
read and updates with my mom once in a while to see how 
I’m doing. While my so-called “homies” are out there not 
caring, just doing what they do not even caring about me. 
So I know who my real friends are. 
 I don’t need a lot of friends to make it. Real friends 
will always be there but fake ones are fronts. I’m most of 
all going to quit smoking cigarettes, it’s killing me. I feel 
much healthier now since I don’t smoke in here. 
 Well Beat, I got to take it down in my room. Pray for me 
at court. I’ll keep in touch with you. I got your number and 
email I’ll keep you updated with my life.
  All right then, ya’ll stay up, I’m gonna keep my head 
up, knock my time off, and handle my business. Love ya’ll...
peace...
 Lastly,  I want to give a shout out to my family. Mom, 
dad, Cathy (lil sis) I miss ya’ll, I love ya’ll, hope to see you 
guys soon. Also to Mark, Kirk, Camilla, I miss ya’ll also 
see ya’ll soon. Last but not least R.I.P. Michael aka Krillin, 
I miss you bro.

-Mouthpiece B, Santa Clara
from The Beat: mouthpiece, you consistently write such thoughtful, well-
written, insightful pieces. We are thrilled that you have a dream to go 
into criminal justice and help out the kids who will be sitting in your 
position in the future. hold that dream strong, and work really hard in 
school when you get out. it won’t be easy to get there, but we know you 
can do it. and keep writing to us each step of the way, we would love to 
be updated on your progress.

Death
I’m in the belly of the beast
Where everyone is deceased
From Ted Bundy to normal people like you and me
As I take a walk through this beast
I think of death.
Death is certain but the time of death
Is uncertain said the soldier.
But who or what dies?
Yes, the bad guy dies and the brain no longer functions
Yet even the most novice soldiers
Come to understand that the essence 
Of who we are isn’t in the physical form
And who we are continues.
Death is only a transformation.
No one really dies from existence
And what we’re fighting for will go over
And over,  the cycle of existence does not end
At the death of the comrade.
We continue to exist til we have freed ourselves
From all traces of greed, hatred,
And anyone who opposed death is not an enemy.
It’s natural.
That’s my opinion.

-Ernesto, Santa Cruz
from the Beat: Wow.  good work. life is a precious thing, not to be 
thrown away by either wasting it through indifference and animosity, 
or putting yourself at risk of death.  you have a wise insight about the 
purpose of life- to free ourselves from greed and hatred.  keep watching, 
thinking, learning, and expressing your feelings.  you are special.  you’ll 
get through this on top.

the last  hug
The last hug was a sad one.
 My mom was crying. 
She was talking to me about God.
I told her that God was real, and that I do believe in Him, 
but He only helps those rich people and forgets about us 
poor ones. 
She told me that was a lie, and I told her that if He loves 
us so much, 
why are my brothers in prison, doing life, and why am I 
here, 
locked up, and why are you always crying. 
That means that God never helped us ,
if He cared for you and me we would not be so sad and we 
would be a happy family.
 I said I can tell in your eyes that you are sad all the time 
and if God loved you, 
you would not be this way. 
And what she told me next broke my heart. 
She told me that I was the one that made her sad and that 
I was the one killing her slowly. Those words got to me 
and when I was in my room I shed a tear.

-Lil’ Siete, Santa Cruz
from The Beat: This is another huge piece, ‘lil siete. you are dealing 
with very difficult, very large, subjects in your writing. While it’s painful 
to confront them, it’s also good for you to do so. We note that you were 
able to shed a tear, and if we are remembering correctly, it hasn’t been 
easy for you to cry, lately. keep writing about these hard subjects. you 
are beginning to open up in healthy ways. We very much appreciate 
your pieces.

POW POW
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eyes open/Closed
Living with your eyes closed throughout life could make 
it easier, but where I come from it would make it shorter 
and more dangerous. 
 If I didn’t see some of my ninjas get “popped” or didn’t 
have to go through things I went through, I most likely 
wouldn’t be in juvie or have done the things I did. 
 For me, I think there is no choice but to keep them 
open! ‘Cause either you get beat down, hustled or worse…
simply dead.  
 Another thing is that I was taught not only to keep ‘em 
open but how to adapt. So whether I’m in a classroom, 
hugging the block, or even in a church, my demeanor 
might change but I’m still going to be tha hustler I am. 
 I might of seen some stuff I wish I didn’t but it made 
me and that makes me who I am. So keep ‘em open, I’m 
glad I did.

-T, Santa Clara 
from The Beat: That’s good that you have self-awareness. now take it 
to the next level and take action to rise above the environment that 
forced you to see things you wish you didn’t, and use those life skills 
to find a better life than coming to juvie.  you sound like you have the 
courage for the truth.

the hardest  Decis ion was th is…
The hardest decision I ever had to make was the choice 
between living a better life 
or staying with the streets,
my crew. The hood life is what I chose back in the day 
when I was a youngster, with a stupid mentality. 
I thought the gang life was for me. 
I had to choose between staying with “my hood”
or being legit. I always had the support of my mom 
but it took losing someone I was really close to,
 to give me a reality check.
 I thought I would live that gang life forever. 
The homegirl with the cortez and the dickies. 
I decided to change my life, although I’ll never forget 
where I came from. 
I threw the dickies away. I left my gang life. I can care 
less 
what anybody says. Call me fake, call me anything you 
wish, dropout, 
whatever pleases you. I can really care less. 
That was the BEST decision I ever made, even though I’m 
in here, 
I’m keeping my head high. Staying strong ‘cause of 
mama. 
I’m keeping the faith. The gang life is behind me and
college is ahead of me. Every step I take I get closer, 
and best believe I’m gonna get it. I’m not just talk. 
I’m going to succeed and accomplish everything. 
I hope you all realize.
Stop being hardheaded. That gang life isnt’ worth it.
You can still live that good life without the streets. 
Just believe. Sounds corny, but its true. 
I know you say the hood is your family 
but take time to realize who’s gonna be there for you in 
the end? 
The homies? 
Think not!
One love, 
loyalty, 
respect.
 Gone

-A new me, Santa Clara
from The Beat: To your lot we add our little – a heartfelt good for you, 
and, write on!

i t ’s  t ime For  Changes
… and what I mean about that is people need to stop all 
the violence, gang banging, robberies, and murder. There’s 
no point because none of it’s worth it. 
 First I’ma start off by saying gang bangers need to stop 
gang banging because it’s leading them to two places. One 
of the places is to jail and the second is to an early grave. 
 Let’s say you’re in one gang and this guy is in another 
gang that you don’t like, start fighting because you’re in 
opposite gangs. It confuses me because ya never seen each 
other before and ya never met. 
 Second, robberies need to stop because there’s no 
point. It may seem easy but once you get caught you want 
to cry because it’s your fault for making that decision. You 
might as well just get a job because you’re still working to 
get what you want. You still work even if you are robbing 
someone because you’re putting effort into robbing 
them. What if your mom got robbed because Karma is a 
problem? 
 My final thought is murder. It needs to stop because 
nowadays, it seems like kids are picking up guns before 
they pick up a book. Parents these days are scared to let 
their kids go out and play because they’re scared that 
their kids might get killed. People killing people over some 
stupid shit like dice games and mainly about money. I hate 
seeing all this compound and happen to my close friends 
and family.

-Lil’ Ker, Alameda 
from The Beat:  is it time for you to change also?  We think you’re 
speaking truth here, and wonder how all this knowledge you’re speaking 
effects you, and the life you intend to lead.  

who bel ieves in  You
Q-vole Beaters. Well the person who really believes in 
me is my mom. My mom believes that I can really change 
my life. 
 My mom wants me to stop gang banging and I hope I 
could make her beliefs come true, I will do when I get out, 
alrato. I LOVE YOU MOM. 

-Eg, Santa Clara 
from The Beat: We hope that you can get a good start on changing your 
ways. Through your journey make sure that you know why you want 
to better yourself. many times we lose sight of our goals and give up 
forgetting why we even tried. don’t lose sight of your goals and why 
you’re trying to reach them.  keep this with you!

Somethin ’  to  real ize
What’s good with that Beat! This ya boy Ulala posted up 
in this whack-ass unit…. 
 But that shhh I want to speak on is, “What would 
you do when all yo’ homies that you trust is in jail for 
life, or when they’re in a better place…” Would you still 
be rockin’ to the fullest like you say you would, or is it 
at that point when you finally realize that the game is 
gettin’ too hectic, and you finally want to change your life 
around?
 There’s nothin’ wrong in changin’ your life for the 
better, but the thing is you finally changin’ ‘cause you see 
all yo’ homies gone. Plus, you don’t want to be in their 
position… 
 It’s just somethin’ I’ve been thinkin’ ‘bout, and 
somethin’ to put out there…
 To all the homies, keep ya heads up.

-Ulala, San Francisco
from The Beat: This is one of the most thoughtful pieces you’ve 
written, and we appreciate that. We hope this piece means that you 
are beginning to question whether the choices you’ve been making in 
your life really are in your own best interest or not. you’ve asked a very 
mature question in this piece. We hope this adult thinking carries over 
into adult behavior…

POW
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Crying
Well, crying is one of those things I wish I could do, but 
for some reason, I just can’t. It’s not that I don’t want 
to because the homies will say that I’m soft. I don’t care 
about what they think.  
 I want to let some of the pain out that I’ve been holding 
inside for a long time. I feel like I can’t take it any longer. 
Sometimes I don’t know what to do. I think of some crazy 
stuff sometimes, and I know that if I let some tears out 
of my eyes, I will feel way better, but to this day, I haven’t 
been able to do it – not since I’ve been 9 or 10 years old. I 
try to do it, and I can’t.
  I have too much hate in my heart. To tell the truth, 
I don’t think I have a heart. I have no feelings and I can’t 
cry.

-Oswaldo, Santa Cruz
from The Beat: This is a very moving piece, oswaldo, and not at all easy 
for us to respond to. But the first thing we have to say is that we know 
you have a heart, and we know you have feelings, deep feelings. What 
we wish we could do is help you to tear down the damn that’s holding 
back that flood of tears. it’s possible that you both want and fear that 
flood. right now, here’s our best guess as to how you might once again 
be able to cry. as painful as this may be, sit quietly and review your 
personal history. hold nothing back from your memory’s gaze. address 
all that pain head on. and write about it, too. you are a powerful writer. 
This is a major project. it will take time and persistence. and, we repeat, 
it will likely be quite painful. But we have a hunch that reviewing your 
history, a deep review of it, may be the trick to punching a hole in that 
damn. it will take a lot of courage to put yourself through this process, 
but if you’re ready for it, then go for it. remember this: you have a heart 
and you have feelings. and very likely, a lot of pain. if you think that 
this might be helpful, give it a try. 

get  out  and Do right 
What’s got hold of me is getting money. My love for me 
money has caused me to do some real shady things in 
my time. 
 You know being out there in the streets you gotta get 
it how you live. So you do what you gotta do to get what 
you want. Because you been in the streets doin’ yo thang 
for so long mom’s ain’t messin’ with you like that. 
 So you basically out there takin’ care of yourself. 
So you runnin’ in shh or treatin’ ninjas off to get that 
dough. 
 But I finally learned from the mistakes that I’ve made. 
It took me a long time to finally wanna make a change and 
get out and do right. But because of the way I’m used to 
livin’ ain’t no telling if that change that I’m thinking’ of 
may been gone ever come to reality. 

-Chippa, Alameda  
from The Beat: That change you’re thinking of is reality if you can see 
yourself making it, if you’re thinking it, planning it, if you’re with that 
change in your heart.  learn from your mistakes, forgive yourself, and 
set some goals and make some plans for the life you really want.  you 
don’t have to keep livin’ the same way—it’s your choice.

i  l ive  to  love
Some people say that you love to live. I think not. I live 
to love. But when love reaches your grasp, it spurs away. 
You lose it. Think about what love really is. Did it escape 
your grasp, like it did me? 
 What is love? Can you say you honestly love 
someone? The proof is you live first, then you love. I just 
been thinkin’ of times love has left me empty and cold. 
Well, that’s just what’s on my mind. See you later. I’m out! 
Good luck, you all.

-Nerdy, Marin 
from The Beat: love really can be elusive and evanescent, you’re right. 
But it can also be enduring, overcoming all obstacles. all you or anyone 
can do is offer love to someone, and/or accept it or not when someone 
gives it to you, but that’s not so bad, is it? meanwhile, you can live your 
precious life pretty much any way you want. 

my l i fe ’s ,  my Problems
In my life, so many problems I’ve had to deal with from 
being multi-racial and having a Caucasian mother and 
an African American father whom I’ve never met.  To be 
honest, hope I do never meet and would regret it if I did.  
 Well anyways, my family was mostly always poor and 
moving from place to place so I was never really settled 
down.   
 So when I was nine years old my mother passed 
way of leukemia, cancer.  When I was nine years old and 
my brother and I were alone so my brother went to the 
streets and I was too young to remember most of it but I 
remember wanting to be like him cause to me it seemed 
like he didn’t feel no pain and I wanted that.
 But now, that I’m older and have experienced all of 
that shhh.  I know that’s no way to live life and nothing 
but pain comes out from it.  But even though I want to 
change, it seems so hard; sometimes to keep myself from 
my old ways.  But even though, I done many bad things, 
I know that deep, deep down my love for the street will 
never die. Because when I was down, my homies where 
there and when ever I needed help they were there for me 
and it was just us out in the streets doing what ever to 
survive and we just had one another.  But even though I’m 
locked up they’re always with me so only God knows the 
trouble I’ve faced and will face in the future.

-Taylor, Fresno
from The Beat:  What to say?  We feel moved by your piece and the 
outcome of your life and your brother’s.  life has not been fair, not 
having the presence of a guiding father and then the tragedy of your 
mother’s death at only nine!  you mention two conflicting issues, which 
are wanting to change but also having deep ties to the streets.  This is 
perhaps, a sense of responsibility that you feel that you owe to your 
homies.  it is quite understandable that you feel this commitment due 
to your sustained survival. Taylor, we recognizes that for your survival 
as a successful adult it will become necessary to pull yourself out of that 
life.  once you are in the system as an adult it will be difficult to climb 
out. do not be afraid to ask for the resources to meet your goals.   

Should  Pr isons be racia l ly  Segregated?
California prisons have long been segregated to keep 
racial tensions low. I don’t think so. People will segregate 
themselves for all types of reasons, such as their comfort 
zone with a certain group, or even just for protection. 
 For example, hypothetically speaking, if someone’s 
from a particular block, and they see someone from 
another block that’s real close, I know it sound stupid but 
people have beef with each other from right around the 
corner. I wish our brothas can stop this cycle, because 
that’s what the white man want us to do. 
 I want all our young brothas to know this is not 
new. This shhh was already in the making before we was 
even born. So remember, next time you feel like doing 
something for your block — oh, let me rephrase that… the 
block that you have never owned — think twice and know 
that whatever you do, the man want chu to do that. 
 I have a question for my ninjas: why we can’t come 
together and do something with our lives? I don’t squash 
beef, but let’s take it a step further. Do you really think 
dyin’ for your turf is supposed to be normal? Well its NOT! 
What do you live for if that’s the case? I like to shine on 
the block but forget being a block legend! 

-Young Mari, San Francisco
from The Beat: first, we want to tell you how much we appreciate the 
fact that you always “take it a step further.” We definitely appreciate 
that you take The Beat seriously, and think about what you want to 
say. The question of prison segregation has now been decided in the 
courts, and it’s no longer to be tolerated in cell assignments. We’ll have 
to wait to see the consequences of this legal decision. as for the rest 
of your piece, you’re asking all the right questions. it requires a level 
of maturity to ask these questions. you are turning into a responsible 
young man with a decent future ahead of you.
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m and a ta lk  about  San Quent in
M:  I went to San Quentin with Jack Jacqua with the 
Omega Squires program. San Quentin’s not segregated. 
 On the yard they was playin’ basketball, bench-
pressin’ tables and doin’ pull-ups. I saw hella ‘migos 
playin’ soccer, and the yard is divided into four parts—not 
divided by race, but divided by cases—the seriousness of 
the cases, I guess. But it didn’t look like it was separated 
by race.  Isn’t that right, (A)?
 A: The last time we went to Q, I think they did have 
them separated by race in their cells—black people with 
blacks, white people with whites. 
 There’s a new law now that says they can put people 
of different races in the same cell, but they ain’t trippin’. 
 M: I don’t know, I ain’t in prison. In juvy we aren’t 
separated. I ain’t going to prison, but if I did, I wouldn’t 
care if my cellie was in a different race, ‘cause whenever 
you go out on the streets, there’s gonna be people of 
different ethnicities. I’m used to it, I like it, hanging with 
people of different ethnicities. I think it’s cool. 
 I learn from people of different races all the time. You 
learn from what they’ve been through, what their family 
been through, what they know. I’m Mexican.
 A: I’m Samoan—mixed.
 M: I have friends from all races, especially Nicaraguans. 
I love their food. Also Guatemalan food—tamales. We 
don’t have tamales in Mexico. These are people whose 
houses I eat at. That’s real food, not generic food. Their 
(my homies’) mamas made this food for me. Puerto Rican 
families have their own style, their own flavor, too. They 
put spicy hot stuff in it. I don’t know what it’s called. Food 
from different races is poppin’. 
 Girls from different races are poppin’, too! 
Salvadoran, Puerto Rican, Brazilians, Dominicans—ain’t 
no differences. It just get better and better.
 I go to school with kids of all races, have friends of all 
races, girl friends of all races.
 In the halls, they don’t segregate us by race. They 
should know we know how to deal with each other, 
so racism’s not a problem. I’ve had roommates of all 
backgrounds.

-Moreno and A, San Francisco 
from The Beat: it sounds like you both have learned a lot from visiting 
san Quentin, and from being in juvy, too. Both of you seem to have 
grown up in families and with school friends who aren’t racist, and now 
you are now open hearted and generous with everybody.  We think it’s 
important that we have the attitude that we learn and enjoy each other, 
rather than fear and avoid anyone different from us.

global  Dominat ion
You can be free or bow to cash corruption 
‘Cause suckas always fall for social seduction 
There’s no love, just money and blood under the rug 
A child behind a mug, a corporate soul inside a thug 
Everybody’s crazy, I don’t know what insane is 
God forgive me, I forget what pain is 
Never mind my soul, my steel is stainless 
To hell with a law, to hell with a politician 
The titles are fictitious and the people are forsaken 
They on the street roamin’, hustlin’ for more 
In the White House roamin hustlin’ for all 
It’s either or: 
If you want peace, prepare for war 
Son, that’s what it’s good for 
This is out to Uncle Tom and Mr. Smith 
Ring the alarm ‘cause we don’t play that shhh
Global Domination — they’ll do it without hesitating
Drop chemical weapons without speculating
This is my testimony of truth
Let it soak, ‘cause it’s deep like state issued blue

-Will, San Francisco
from The Beat: although we had to take out several inappropriate lines 
(The Beat is not the place to threaten anyone with guns, including the 
cops you hate), we still admire your skills and much of your thinking. 
even if it’s true that presidents and politicians would destroy the 
world for their own corrupt corporate souls, how does that make such 
destruction right? if it isn’t right when they do it, how is it right when 
you do it? if you choose firepower to make your statement, you will 
always be outgunned! The government is well prepared to meet violence 
with violence. What they aren’t prepared for is intelligence. They have 
superior weapons but not superior brains. clearly, you are a thinker. 
don’t squander that great gift by thinking that stainless steel is more 
powerful than a brain.

when
When he say, “Hi, what’s your name?” he mean, “The 
only thing I want is to see if you got that food.”
 When he say, “Can I have your number?” it mean he 
got you where he wants you. 
 When he say, “You have a beautiful smile,” he’s not 
saying’ it as a compliment. He saying it as, “I want you.” 
 When he say, “Come chill with me,” that don’t mean, 
“Let’s go out,” it mean, “He can only have you.” 
 When he say, “I love you,” it don’t mean always and 
forever. It means, “Yeah, I’m doing wrong, but you’re not 
leavin’.” 
 When you tell him you love him, you don’t mean 
always and forever. You mean, “I told you that ‘cause you 
old me that.” 
 When you tell him that you care about him, you mean, 
“If you break my heart, it’s going to be all bad.”
 When he ask you, “Do you want to meet my parents?” 
It don’t mean let’s get married. It means he putting you to 
a life test. 
 When he say, “Let’s make love,” it don’t mean it’s 
going to be all good. It mean, “I just need some.” 
 When you tell him you’re pregnant to him, it means 
to you that he’s going to help… 
 But when he say it’s not his, he means it’s NOT his 
and he’s finished.

-Kishna, San Francisco
from The Beat: We think you’ve got a wonderful ear for what boys 
say and what their words really mean. (you do just as well with what 
girls say and mean, too.) since we think every word is true, then you 
have to make sure you never say that you’re pregnant because you were 
responsible enough to take precautions. since you knoW he isn’t going 
to act responsibly, the job falls on your shoulders. This is a terrific 
piece… With a few (hundred) more examples, you could publish it as a 
book!
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Floater 
Well I’m black and I hang out with a variety of people 
with different styles and faces. I notice people race but 
it don’t really matter to me. It don’t make a difference if 
yo style is cool and we get along, it’s good. I don’t have a 
clique neither I float with different groups and get along 
with 90% of most people. I hang around people that don’t 
bring me down.      
 The negative thing about it is if one group don’t like 
the other and I hang out with both of them they would get 
mad and want to turn on you. The positive thing is if I’m 
ever in trouble I got tons of back up friends, so that’s why 
I’m a floater. 
 Well my opinion is that this is cool on the outs but 
once you get in here  you need to keep yourself until you 
in your right mind and once you are then and the only 
then can you hang out associate with others who are they 
right mind also and don’t bring you down that’s what jail 
is for. 

-Damon, Alameda  
from The Beat: you are making a lot of sense here damon.  some 
people say that intelligence has to do with being adaptable to different 
situations, or in this case, people.  We wonder how you would break 
down what exactly it is to be in your “right mind?”  and how do you 
get yourself there?

what ’s  got  hold  of  You
There’s quite a few things that got a hold of me that I 
can’t let go, or can’t get out of me. It’s this girl that’s 
in my life. I miss her and being away from her is killing 
me. Being away from her is something I can’t accept. I 
need her and I won’t let her go. I may have been gone, 
separated from her, not being able to see her, but she will 
always be in my heart. 
 Another thing I just can’t let go of is my hate and my 
anger I’m feeling. I hate these people. They out to get me. 
They don’t even know me and they want to make me feel 
pain. They setting me up for failure for further things that 
I don’t need, and that is bad for me. 
 What’s wrong with these people? I’m a nice kid who’s 
made some bad decisions in my life, and they’re trying to 
turn me into a monster. They’re trying to make my anger 
build and put me in an environment where I will go crazy 
and turn into something I don’t want to. My anger and 
hate towards these people is something I just can’t let 
go.

-Ramon, San Francisco
from The Beat: We hope that as long as you can write as well as you 
do, as long as you can express your frustrations with the clarity and 
passion you do in this piece, you’ll be able to keep your rage under 
control by taking it out on paper. don’t let them — anyone — tell you 
who you are or who you can become. no one knows (or loves) you as 
you know and love yourself. let your love be a beacon to guide you 
home, and your anger be motivation for showing these people that they 
are 100% wrong about you! success is the best revenge!my Story

I was a meth addict, playing and getting deep in it’s 
game
I got tangled in its nets, too caught up to see
I didn’t bother with my family, forgot about my true 
friends
I became the little girl “strung out on G”
I was so out of control, but the thing is, I was never really 
free
I had a black hole inside eating me alive
I was hurting so much but had no emotions left to cry
So I used every day
I swear you couldn’t see a thing in my eyes
I walked around half dead
I probably would have preferred to die
I wanted to quit so bad, I wanted someone else’s life
But every time I thought of it, it pulled me back with its 
lies
It told me no one really cared, 
No one really gave a damn whether I walked or I fell
I knew it was a lie, but I was too strung out to notice
I wasn’t really trying ‘cause my family was there
But I chose to be condemned . . . 
Then I got locked up and had some time to think
And noticed the path I was walking wasn’t for me
But regardless I have cravings, nightmares
Terrible things happen when I go to close my eyes
But it’s my fault for what I’m going through
I’ll do it for the change ‘cause it’s good to have my family back
Even if I’ll never be the same.
( . . . Don’t ruin your lives, 
Notice what you’ve got
Never take life for granted 
Be thankful to God . . .)

- Amanda, Durango, Maricopa County, Arizona 
from The Beat:  Wouldn’t it be great if the young listened to the advice 
given them by their elders?  But unfortunately so many of us stubbornly 
try to forge out our own destinies on the same old paths of rebellion 
and just like our elders end up head long in the mud.  We hope now that 
you understand the life you have been living is killing your heart and 
soul, that you will have the patience and persistence to walk a different 
path.  The path to recovery can be most difficult, but not impossible, if 
we lean on those willing to help.   The support is there but the work is 
yours to do.  how bad do you want to change?

mother….Father?
Mother…where are you today? 
You took a piece of me the day you went away. 
No recollection nor the smell of your perfume.  
I took a piece of you the day I left the womb.  

And father put your needle down.  
The best thing for you is to leave this awful town.  
Someday you’ll have us to feed.

If you see mother tell her I can say please 
don’t worry. I am doing fine.  
You’re much too busy to even find the time.  
So stop your chemicals and take this to your grave.  
You must be proud of the boys you didn’t raise.

So father where are you today?  
You must be proud of the boys you didn’t  raise.  
No recollection nor the smell of your cologne.  
Because of you today I am alone.

-Henry, Durango, Maricopa County, Arizona
from The Beat:  henry, you recognize the value of connection to family.  
from what you write, your parents were absent when you needed their 
love and reassurance.  it is normal to want to build life with family as 
the foundation.  What can you take from your family and your life to 
build a foundation that will be one you can depend on?  Who or what 
has given you direction and encouragement through the years?  We 
encourage you to be creative and look for the people around you who 
emulate what you desire to be…learn from them…connect to the people 
who encourage you to be all you can be and will love you, even when 
things don’t always go as planned.  

I’m a nice kid who’s made some 
bad decisions in my life, and 
they’re trying to turn me into a 
monster.
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my l i t t le  S is ter 
The day I almost lost my little sister was the day I almost 
went crazy. She had to have a heart-transplant and I 
was just like “why did this have to happen to her? Why 
couldn't it happen to me instead?”  
 I treat her as if she were my own daughter. I will do 
anything for her. This situation had me and my family 
going thru hard times. I couldn't even think about her 
without bursting into tears. 
 After the surgery she turned out to be okay but then 
a few months after that she had to go back to the hospital 
because something was going wrong with her heart. She 
was there for a couple weeks after she went back in, but 
during the time I just couldn't take all the pain that came 
to me from almost losing her again. Her doctor had said 
that everything would be alright so that just relieved all 
the things I was going through.  
 Now she is doing fine and I'm glad we didn't lose her 
because I don't know what I would do without her. Me and 
her are the closest out of everyone in my family and that's 
why I can't afford to lose her.

- Juan, Fresno
from The Beat: We're glad your sister is okay and everything worked 
out with her. it is a wonderful to love a sibling.

most  get  taken over 
(by  Drugs)  af ter  their  F irst  t ime
Most get taken over after their first time. They will try to 
feel like they did when they first did it, but will hopelessly 
kill themselves off searching.  
 I have lost loved ones to it, yet I still did it. I have 
seen people stop at nothing to get this euphoria, saying “I 
would never get like that” but still find myself two months 
later, breaking into cars, houses, even stealing from my 
family to get it.  
 I have heard the stories of people going crazy,  because 
they were in so deep and it held so tight that to not have 
it would be the end of the world, saying I would never get 
like that but after two years I find myself away from home 
with nothing but a bunch of dope fiends for weeks at a 
time, going out and trying to find something so that we 
could do it again. It had a hold on me, so bad, I hated it, 
but I couldn't stop.  
 I loved the taste as I blow it out and the crackle of ti 
hardening after that first hit and the rush so I wouldn't 
feel like crap. But I hated what it did to me, my family and 
all those around me. Crystal Meth had a hold of me for 
over four and a half years. My family has had a hold of me 
so that the crystal may never hold me again. 

-Geoff, Fresno 
from the Beat: drugs are powerful and harmful and don't care anything 
about us.  

Seven Dreaded words
The time in my life when I was reached…it was not an 
easy moment for that moment in time was devastating.   
 When the judge said, “I ask that the juvenile remain 
detained, only because her parents are not able to gain 
control over the juvenile”. 
  I knew from that moment on, my mother and father 
had no say.   So what was to become of me? 
 As I headed back to my cell, I thought, “Wow!”  I know 
what your thinking, Wow! You just got detained.  Well for 
me it was a wake up call.   
 Shhh if my parents couldn’t control me nobody 
would…right?  Wrong!  Boy was I wrong.  They had a right 
to do as they please with me.  
 So I went on with life, did everything I could to show 
my judge I was worth being released back into society.  
It took months, years, “actually” to make me think this 
time and for real. Many times I went to court thinking I’m 
a get out and there were many times when I did get out, 
but not this time.   
 Now I‘ve left so many things behind, my family, my 
life, but most important, my daughter.  So now everyday 
I spend in my cell I think and wallow in self-pity, ‘bout 
everything I could’ve and would’ve done.

-Sabrina, Durango, Maricopa County, Arizona 
from The Beat:  sabrina, you say mom and dad had no say, but we 
wonder whether or not you were open to their instruction.  you say 
you think about everything you could’ve and would’ve done, but we 
encourage you to focus more on what you will do with your time in 
the future.  you remind us through your piece that it takes some of us 
longer than others to see that what we are doing is not in our best 
interest.  The losses you mention are great and we feel for you!  it is 
normal to grieve our losses and the time and how we grief is different 
for each person.  We hope you will eventually be able to heal and find 
the strength to live your life honoring and valuing yourself and those 
you love.  

love’s  got  hold  of  you?
Something that’s gotten a hold of me?  I think that would 
have to be love. Yeah, for sure.  Ever since March 16th, 
2008 I’ve been with the most amazing girl and at fifteen 
that’s hard to find.  She made me want to change my life 
and all that good stuff.
 Imagine that.   It’s gotten a hold of me, how much I 
love her. So many times, every time I screw up it hits me 
and I always want to change.  But I’m me and never do.  
I’m always just crying every time I get in deep shhh. Then 
I’ll get out of it and go right back to the old me. 
 We do almost everything together.  Now, here I am 
locked up, actually doing time.  Saying what I say every 
time.  But do I mean it, who knows.  I guess if I love her 
and realize that I’m only hurting our relationship by 
messing up, and then I’ll change.  Again I’ll say that every 
time.  But do I mean it?  Yes.  It has hit me harder than 
ever this time.  Constantly I think about her.  So will I 
change?  If it’s gotten a hold of me, I will.

-Dylan, Fresno
from The Beat:  hey dylan, it sounds like you’re still testing your theory 
if it really did affect you this time and whether your love will keep you 
out of trouble.  We encourage you to take hold and to take charge for 
the good of your future.  you must be determined to keep to the right 
path and in the end, it will pay off even to sustain your love.
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my Jef i ta
The last person who gave me a hug was my Jefita when 
I went to court. The hug that I gave my Jefita was a happy 
hug. I felt good when my Jefita gave me a nice hug. I think 
my Jefita was feeling good because I gave her a big hug 
and I never gave her one like I did today. 

-S, Santa Clara
from The Beat: We know that your mom appreciated the hug s. many 
times we forget to show the ones we love how much we appreciate 
them. it can be the smaller things in life that add so much joy to our 
lives.  don’t forget the things you learned from this whole experience-
get out of it what you can.  (like realizing how much you love your 
Jefita, and hugging her big). 

i  know For Sure
Man I touchdown on Tuesday. I can’t wait to see my baby 
she has been waiting for her daddy. 
 My days of being incarcerated are over from Tuesday 
forward I will not subject myself to the system. I will take 
care of any responsibilities like a man. 
 I have a couple jobs lined up and I’m going to enroll in 
school and college at Cal-State East Bay. 
 What I will do to keep myself in check is focus on my 
goals in front of me and not fall off track. But I know for 
sure I will not come back to jail.

-Sydy, Alameda
from The Beat:  god speed sydy.  We hope you are out there right now 
doing all the things you say here, your baby’s happy to have you back, 
you are working and going to school, and keeping your focus on your 
goals.

love and hate
I cried that night
Couldn’t forget the sight
It gave me a fright

Why did you die?
You suffer, finally out of relief you sigh
You put yourself in danger
You were a total stranger
You should’ve never come

Now I yell
I cuddle up in a shell
It’s like I live in hell
Why me?
Don’t you see?
I hurt

I can’t stand it
It’s like I’ve been hit
I can’t take this  

I wish you were alive
I wish you could say hi
I wish you could say bye
I could never forgive myself 
I could never talk to him
Now, I can’t talk to you

He hangs so low
He doesn’t think it’s a show
But he doesn’t know

Why me?
Why did this happen? 
What did I do?
Save her
Don’t save me…I beg you

I need her 
Bring her back
I can’t stand it

I was covered in blood
She said she loves me
Then she passed away

In the end 
I still cry
Hoping it won’t happen again

-Stacks, Santa Clara
from The Beat: This is a tragic poem and a bit cryptic. it seems that the 
trauma still haunts you and the poem is a really intense re-living of that 
moment. We hope you keep writing and writing so that you can climb 
out of this tragedy alive and well.

Furnace
With eyes closed, what could you see? 
 Not someone come out the cuts and lay you out of your 
misery.
 With eyes closed you just can’t see the reality,
 Hard-headed like me with an f’d - up mentality. 
I feel you’re headed toward the pen,
the guards lay you out with fire power.
This game you play ain’t no joke.
 I just might let the quetes smoke.
 Ratta tat tat… lay you on your back,
 trying to breath saying, “Lord help me, please”.
 You might burn up in the furnace
 but down here I have everything you need.
 Don’t get me wrong, I’m playing spades with your vida.
 If you don’t play the right cards,
 down here will be your vida, o yeah.
 By the way, my name is Lucifer.
 Don’t try to be El mas Chingon.
 Take it from your peers, be strong with your head up
 ‘cause I could call a bluff.

-Ernesto, Santa Cruz
from The Beat- it sounds like you have made good use of your solitary 
time to really think about your situation… to open your eyes.  We hear 
acceptance, humility, maturity and creativity in your writing. These are 
all very positive outcomes from your time here in the hall. you have a 
gift for words and describing your experience.  keep your eyes and your 
heart open.  We’re proud of you.

make the right  Decis ion
The hardest decision I ever made is fighting and I should 
have never got in a fight because now look where I’m at, 
in J-Hall, for doing something stupid. And being behind 
these walls ain’t for me. I should have made a right 
decision and walked away from the problem and been a 
better person. And what’s got a hold of me is weed and 
the weed doesn’t make me think. 
 I should stop smoking so I could think before I do 
things. And now I’m away from my family and I want to 
be with my family. That’s the most important thing in my 
life. So next time I should make the right decision and 
not get in a fight and I’m gonna stop smoking weed and 
get back on the right path and do right. So I could be with 
my family and not be in J-Hall and I regret everything I 
did. 

-Gabriel, Santa Clara
from The Beat: as of right now you’re making the right decisions and 
you’re in a real positive attitude. you made a poor decision and now you 
see where its led you. you don’t want to be away from your family and 
loved ones. stay positive, learn from your mistake, and keep striving 
to make better decisions so you won’t have to come back here and miss 
your family again. 
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going on F ie ld  tr ips  at  the ranch
It’s ya boy, Lil’ Rob, at the Ranch, chillin’. Man, even 
though we have to do 11½ months of BS, we get to go 
on trips! On the outs I never went camping, canoeing, to 
Santa Cruz and a rodeo! Holla. Well, Beat, that’s all I got 
for you today! Until I touch down.

-Lil’ Rob
from The Beat: it is great that the counselors take you (when you 
do your programs), to other ranches to play softball, volleyball and 
soccer, and to camp in Big sur, to the monterey aquarium, swimming, 
innertubing and canoeing at Johnson Beach in guerneville. They want 
you to have experiences you haven’t had, that will help open up your 
perspective on your life, and your future. 

no matter  what
My mom is the first and last person I hug when I am 
here, it is always a good thing to hold her for a second to 
make sure she is here and real and she is always a person 
who believes in me and will never give up hope on me no 
matter what I am looking at in life. 
 She always believes I can be anything I want to be and 
that I’m smart enough to do anything I want to. I love her 
a lot. 

-Paso
from The Beat: do you believe in yourself the way that your mom does 
in you? you are real too.  it’s been said that it’s more difficult for us 
humans to accept the light in us, than it is to know the shadow.  don’t 
ever give up, no matter what you are looking at in life.

a Strong hold
Many things got a hold of me. 
The desire to change is the most important to me. 
I been trying to change my lifestyle and my wrongdoing, 
but I end up getting locked up and hurting my loved ones. 
If you really know me, I go through this process all the time.
 Every time I come back it gets worse. 
My desire to change increases every time. 
Now I’m here looking at 10 or 15. 
Telling myself why the hell I didn’t change earlier. 
Now I’m having a baby.
 That makes my desire to change increase. 
This is what I been wanting for the past three years. 
But at the cost of what? 15 years of my life. 
I still know that I will be out soon. 
Living that life I dream about, and that life my parents 
wanted for me. Love also got a hold of me. 
I don’t want that hold to let go. 
My baby momma, sister, brothers, parents, 
nephew, and my unborn child contribute to that hold. 
They also contribute to why I want to change. 
There is another hold on me that I don’t like. 
It’s my mindset about the hood and putting in work. 
This I want to change…try living life differently. 
The way I been living
 just takes me away from my loved ones and puts me behind 
bars. This is my time, my time to fulfill my dream. 
A time to change. I don’t care what anyone thinks. 
If they don’t like it, shhh they got to deal with it.

-Inthavong, Santa Clara
from The Beat: you sound pretty determined to change, but you also 
said you felt determined to change the last several times too. how 
can you use the holds that love and the desire to change have on you 
to overcome whatever keeps pulling you back? good luck, and stay 
strong. 

one man team
Empty bullet holes
Deep deep down burns like hot coals
Tears come down steamin’
From deep within, I’m internally bleedin’
Never known love; 
Shhh, to me its all a bluff
My life is really, really tough; 
Especially when I’m confined in tight cuffs
Don’t never know when it’s enough 
I just keep pushing to survive to just exist
I’m fallin’ down a steep cliff 
But I’m blinded by poverty
For some people life is one big party
But for me life is pain living just for the change 
While I take aim and shoot
I don’t realize that I’m actually pullin’ myself up from the 
roots
While the owls hoot at night
I spark up a blunt to get high
I never sat down to ask myself why
But now that I sit down, I realize my problems vanish 
with the smoke
Shhh, there goes all my hope 
Now I feel like hangin’ myself by a rope
I got no one to love, I’m in this by myself
Sometimes I ask myself why I don’t have a supporting 
family
Man, forget it, I don’t care, I’m a one man team 
All I need is me and this big green tree

-D-Boy, San Francisco
from The Beat: your problems may vanish with the smoke, but they 
come right back with the next sunrise. each time you run from these 
problems (which is what you’re doing by getting high), you make it 
harder to face them and defeat them. it’s terrible that you don’t feel love 
and support from your family, but you have to love yourself enough to 
create dreams for the future, and then a step-by-step plan for achieving 
them. 

Free me 
This place sucks. I can’t wait to leave. I wish I never did 
this crime. So I can keep on dreamin’ what it’s like, but 
now I know, so I want to go home but I can’t, because 
people don’t know me, for who I am, they no me from 
letters written on a paper, which means I can’t leave till 
paper reads “free me.” 
 But that means I won’t leave for who I am or what I 
become. But instead what the paper says. So when I leave 
am I going to be the same? Happy, cheerful, generous 
about things? Or will I fear being back in here? Will I 
live in paranoia or will I live as how I was, ‘cause no one 
knows but me. 

-Taz, Alameda  
from The Beat: you got it, it’s your life, you decide.  you’re asking good 
questions about who you are, how you feel and your future.  Who would 
you like to become, and how are you doing that?

what  the hel l  am i  Doing?
What poppin’? Take it day by day. I was just thinking 
about my mom. Like man, I put her through hell. Man, I 
need to stop doin’ what I do. I got a good mom. What the 
hell am I doing? 
 All the ninjas in jail, just stop and think about your 
mom. My mom be like, “When you go to jail, I am not go 
to get you.” But she always come get me, and she always 
come to court. I be feelin’ hella bad when my mom come 
see me. I just say, “I miss you mom, and I love you. 

-Kevin, San Francisco
from The Beat: here’s the deal, kevin. children always think they are 
the center of the universe, and that everyone and everything revolves 
around them. But now that you have moved out of childhood, you’re 
seeing things like an adult, and that maturity will serve your future 
very well. you’re right, you owe your mom a lot. When you were a child, 
you couldn’t see that. But now that you’re a man, you know it. now’s 
the time to show it!
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Since You got  k i l led
Yeah, what’s good with The Beat? Here go this rap for 
my lost thugs:
I’m sitting right here homie, eyes full of tears 
Never thought that pain last this many years 
One thing I’ve learned from all of this shhh… life real 
Rep yo’ name till I die homie, that’s how I feel 
Watch how everything changed since you got killed 
Two days after you died, ninjas broke in yo’ crib 
Ninjas saying yo’ lil cousin the one who sold yo’ wheels 
This shhh probably shouldn’t mess with me but it really 
is
What’s gone happen to me after I die 
One of my biggest fears to see what my partner done been 
through 
Got me scared to live 
I pray to god my life ain’t end like his 
I wish I can being my ninja back for one day 
And take him by the daycare to see his son play
And go show him how his baby momma done went 
straight 
And how them ninjas who claiming they love you done 
walked away

-Felix, San Francisco
from The Beat: We like the way you’ve told a whole story in rap… even 
though the story itself is tragic! Besides praying to god that your life 
will end like your homie’s, what else are you doing to reduce these risks 
and increase the chances of your success? do you have a plan to put into 
action when you walk out of here? What is it?

Some Changes in  my Future
What’s up with The Beat, mayne? I go to court this 
upcoming week. I don’t know what I wanna do. But let’s 
get to a topic. 
 Lockdowns! That’s what happened all of last week. 
We had to spend so much time in our room, that I just 
started thinking about life from when I entered this world 
as a newborn innocent baby. 
 Now I’m 18 years old, two months away from my 19th 
birthday, and I just started to think about my past, my 
present — and now how or what I’m going to make at my 
future. I know if I continue to go to college and do good in 
school, then I might just be a corporate thug. 
 But I just gotta get out and put my plans into action, 
and the best I can. But it just depends on where I be at, 
who I be with or what I’ma be doing. I’ma just change 
some things that will not get me back to San Bruno or 
850. 
 A’ight. till next time…

-Wiggims, San Francisco
from The Beat: it’s always good to take stock of our lives… to look 
where we’ve been, where we are, and where we want to be. But where 
you’ll be doesn’t really depend on anything but you. if homies take you 
away from your goal, it’s your responsibility, and you have to live with 
the consequences. so we hope you are strong enough to know what is 
in your own best interests, and then to pursue it without risking your 
freedom again!

homicides!
Everyday I wake up I see young men dead.
Homies selling dope,
Got caught by the blue and red.
They got changed on four different cases,
Got sent to the feds.
Big homies don’t fight no mo',
They put money on boys head.
Somebody think they really tough but they really scared.
Then you got like killers they’ll send you to bed.
Like one boy I seen get hit,
Took off his whole leg.
But it’s eye for an eye,
That’s what the old saying said.
Life down, homicides getting high
It’s getting so bad that the police don’t even come,
They send the FBI
Young man running trying to save his life
But what’s the chances of him living?
I don’t know but his is stakes high

-Kearan, Alameda 
from The Beat: Powerful poem… you paint a grim picture of a world 
gone dark, a world most americans would like to pretend doesn’t exist. 
But see – like you say, the stakes are high. a man can survive, a man like 
you, but only if he says no to the madness. are you ready to say no?

get  Your mind right
Look man, forget these topics. I’ma talk about some real 
shhh. What I don’t get is when ninjas come to jail on some 
serious shhh like murder and get off. They come right 
back for another gun case, like they don’t give a damn. 
 Man, y’all beat something like that… y’all gotta 
understand that that is a blessing, to go home. All I’m 
saying is people need to get they mind right and start 
thinking. 
 Man, life is like chess. One wrong move and yo’ ass 
will be in checkmate. So get yo’ mind right. 

-Angelo, San Francisco
from The Beat: We have the same reaction as you, angelo, when we 
see young people getting a break, and then acting as if they don’t 
know where their identical actions will lead them. We can’t explain this 
except that people mature at different rates. it’s clear to us that you 
have matured out of a childish vision of the world, and we believe that 
this sad experience is one you will steadily be moving away from, and 
towards college, career, and a decent life.

work to  Do
Above all, I would like to give my gratitude to The Beat. It 
has been my voice to spread the knowledge that I have. 
 For every homie out there – take the time to be 
openminded. Spread the word to those who will listen. 
Help those who will accept help. It’s time to educate 
those who are inarticulate – to spread knowledge like an 
epidemic – to take responsibility and be courageous. We 
need to finalize unfinished work that the OGs started. It’s 
a non-violent revolution that can be accomplished with 
hard work and dedication. So don’t reiterate the failures 
and mistakes of others.

-Baby Drifter, Santa Cruz
from The Beat: first, we thank you for the note of appreciation. second, 
you impress us with your newfound mission. We are so glad that 
you’re making the most of your opportunities in a difficult situation. 
We especially like that clever line in the middle of your piece: spread 
knowledge like an epidemic. keep at it Baby drifter. you’re the real 
thing.
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tension
The courts got me locked up tryin’ to make me learn 
a lesson but how do I learn a lesson with so much 
tension? 
All you are in here is aggression and depression, 
On top of that I got enemies muggin’ me 
But don’t want to throw ‘em ‘cause they want to get 
released 
Tell me how do you learn something with all of this? 
The system don’t teach me shhh. 
When I get out I’m gonna come back and they know that’s 
a fact, 
Another fact is the system a trap -- with tension, 
aggression, and depression.
I catch more cases and they slap me with more time and 
blame it on the choices of mine 
But what choice do I got when I'm surrounded with all of 
that? 
The system is whack they don’t give us help where we 
need it 
 Because of all that it’s tension, aggression, and depression 
inside of me.

-Keith, Alameda
from The Beat: you have a lot more power than you think, if you really 
do want to change your life and get away from all this stress and anger. 
sure, there’s negativity around you, but there’s also lots of programs you 
can go to on your own, that are more positive and can teach you a lot 
more than either the streets or the system. it’s a trap, yes, but if your 
eyes are open, you can sidestep it!

Same Chi ldhood
What’s really with The Beat? It’s Yung Chink reporting 
live from the Ranch, ya dig? Doin' me to the fullest.
  As a young goon, growin’ up in these hungry streets 
was never the code. You had to be strong and fearless to 
make it in this game. My child life was never peaches and 
cream. I provided for myself the majority of my life. I had 
a couple key family members that helped me on my way 
up. 
 Don’t get me wrong, I appreciate it. My childhood 
friends I hung out with was always older than me--I think 
that’s why I act the way I act—mature. In my neighborhood, 
there was lots of violence taking place, so I had to adapt 
to an environment that only the strong survives. No time 
for complainin’ and get with the movement. I was forced 
to do shhh that the normal kid didn’t do until he hit his 
teens. I love my life even though I’ve been through a lot of 
obstacles.
 Well, Beat, I’ma keep it pushin’ like an NFL lineman. 
As for my childhood, I wouldn’t change nothing, so when 
I’m down and out, I can reflect on my past to see where I 
came from, to justify where I’m goin’. 

-Yung Chink, San Francisco 
from The Beat: you do seem independent and mature, and able to get 
along with everybody. Why did you have to somewhat raise yourself? 
Why did you have to hang with friends older than you were? it’s nice 
that you’ve written about yourself. maybe when you write more about 
the obstacles you overcame when you were a child, you can help your 
young Beat readers work with their similar problems.  We had to edit 
anything that doesn’t keep the peace.

Shackled to  my heart
Q-vo Beat? Pues, as for tonight, the third topic caught 
my eye.
 Something that has a hold of me is gang bangin’. It’s not 
that I’m not able to let it go, I just don’t have any interest 
in letting it go. I view gang bangin’ as a commitment, 
and my opinion on drop-outs and wannabees is straight 
disgust with a passion. 
 I love what I represent and how I represent it. For this 
I have made sacrifices, took the good as well as the bad 
and I have no regrets whatsoever. I’m dedicated till the 
day my time is up and soul reaches the sky no matter 
what.
 Orale pues, Beat, I’ma cut this piece short. This jaina 
is out. Alrato

-Grumpy, San Francisco
from The Beat: you write too well for us not to recognize you with a 
co-Pow designation. But what you write and what you think leaves us 
fearing for your future, even if you don’t. yes, you have made sacrifices. 
in fact, you’ve sacrificed your god-given freedom more than once to 
carry out someone else’s idea of what’s good. (let’s face it, grumpy, you 
had absolutely nothing to do with the cause you are ready to die for; 
you’re just a follower and nothing more, and that is the true tragedy of 
your story!) We pray (literally) that you will see that you are far more 
valuable than anyone’s cause long before the sacrifices you’re called on 
to make leave you a permanent slave… or in a permanent grave!

Stuck in  a maze
For years Lord I’ve been stuck in a maze 
And I’m going thought some thangs but I guess it’s a 
phase
Tryna stay woke up in this game but I’m lost in a daze 
The system tryin' to do me in it’s time to change my 
ways
Dear Lord my life ain’t right 
Every day I toss and turn in my sleep at night 
Think 'bout how I get money, and how I’m gone live 
Tryin' to make it on the block but the game don’t give 
See I done, done a lot of dirt
And now I’m starting to hurt
Feeling like I’m lost in time 
Stuck in a thought of mind 
Selling nickel and dimes 
I’m stuck on the block  
Got me feeling like the hands on a clock 
‘Cause I’m stuck doing time.

-Lil' Santana
from The Beat: santana – you have a good name. The name of an artist 
who worked hard to develop his talent and become a great cultural hero 
who helped his people and became a treasure for not only  california, 
but the world.  you have talent too – it shows in this piece.  Push and 
live up to the promise of your name, and don’t forget us when you win 
the game!

For years Lord I’ve been stuck 
in a maze 
And I’m going thought some thangs 
but I guess it’s a phase
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appreciate  what  Ya  got
What’s up?  …first time sending a letter. Don’t know what 
to say but I’m good. Talking to somebody that has good 
experience on everything…but I wanted to say thank-you 
for getting my letter, even if you don’t publish it.   But 
I’m all good right here in Durango.  Great people that you 
meet, especially the staff-good, loving people that come 
to work with good attitudes.  They know what crimes that 
we did, but they still talk to us like loving people that we 
are.  
 Thank you for reading my letter-you all look or sound 
like good people.  This is for the staff and detainees: 
all the world is a good place to be, even if there are bad 
things done, but just to believe in One Love. He is always 
with us and always would be.  Thank-you for the great gift 
of putting people where they wanted to be in good or bad 
thoughts.  It’s good to have fun once I leave here, but I 
have to wait until that time come.  
 I might have to do something once I’m out.  Since 
there is love and hate, just appreciate what you got and 
learn from your mistake, no matter what it takes.

-Felix The Cat, Durango, Maricopa County, Arizona
from The Beat:  felix, you say lots of positives in your piece.  you seem 
to be a “glass half full” type guy. The words are uplifting & positive….
Will you follow-through be the same? if you practice what you preach 
we believe you will find positive opportunities open to you in time. 

i  Just  wanna…
Be free
Free from jail
Which is trapped along side me
Inside this cell
I don’t want this life
It’s not for me
I’m no con
But no one sees
The real me
I’m screamin’ out
But no one hears
No one cares about my river of tears
I’ve let those down
Those who really cared
I get what I deserve
I don’t like it, but it’s fair
This life
This side
Just isn’t me
I’m no crook
I just wanna be free!!

-Robert, Durango, Maricopa County, Arizona
from The Beat:  hopefully now that you know what facing the 
consequences feels like…you won’t repeat the same mistakes, like many 
do.  Was giving up your freedom worth it?  is being in a cell worth 
it?  is being labeled as a “con” worth it?  are all those tears worth 
it?  Was hurting your loved ones worth it?  i’m sure the answer to all 
these questions is…no!  so think about all these questions when you 
get released and dwell on what’s going to make your time worthwhile.  
We spend the most time doing and being with those we love the most.  
Where will you spend your time?

bring my nin ja  back For  one Day
What’s up with The Beat? I ain’t feeling too good today, 
sittin’ here thinkin’ about my ninja who just got killed. 
It’s wild, yo, how the ninjas you love the most seem like 
them the ones who always die first. Yo, I just wish I had 
the chance to bring my ninjas back for one day.

God, give me my ninjas back for 24 hours 
So we can ride wild, laugh at these cowards, 
Go to the liquor store and park, and just talk for hours
Show him how if a ninja die how they lose they powers
A ninja forget about you, dawg, after they gave you them 
flowers
That trifling-ass baby mama done got wilder 
Now she messing with the ninja you robbed with the pink 
Impala 
Like I told you before, bra, that girl sour
Cried at ya funeral and changed right after, 
Yo, this shhh hurt man 
And I really wish I could bring my ninja back for one 
day.

-Trill, San Francisco
from The Beat: Whenever anyone gets killed, someone is there to 
mourn the loss. everyone has someone who loves them, so the pain 
your experiencing is just the same pain they experience when they lose 
a loved one. and that’s why we hate this beef! We all wish we could 
bring our loved ones back, even for an hour, and none of us will see 
that prayer answered. death is permanent, and always leaves a trail of 
tears. We’re sorry for yours.

my mom’s Death  got  a  hold  of  You?
Something that has been on my mind lately is my mom's 
death. That brings me anger which is one of the reasons 
I'm in this place. Every time I think about my mother's 
death I get mad which leads to anger which leads to me 
getting in trouble or in this case. Me getting locked up. I 
just can't stand living without my mom. She died when I 
was barely in the third grade.

-Ty, Fresno 
from The Beat: That's very hard. We feel for you and wish you the best 
in recovering from your grief.  
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Should  Pr isons be racia l ly  Segregated
I don’t think that prisons should be racially segregated 
because I think that its going to bring nothing but 
problem’s because as you can see on some shows there 
is always gang tensions and it shouldn’t have to be the 
prisons decision.
 I think that it should be the prisoner’s decision. 
Because if the prison tries to take matters into their own 
hand it’s just going to lead to more deaths and different 
gangs.

-Esdras
from The Beat: you have an interesting idea.  do you think the prisoners 
would all agree about whether they should be segregated or not?

menta l i ty
My mentality gots a good hold of me. Whether in a good 
way or for the worst. My mentality is deep in gang activity, 
it’s not show much but that’s all about my mentality! 
Secretly! 
 My mentality is different from others around me! Very 
different. Im working very hard to break mentality it’s 
very difficult when before gang activity was on my mind 
to act out in perfection! 

-Remi
from The Beat:  maybe if you put that same effort into breaking the old 
mentality as you put into making it perfect, you can break it open and 
be free again!  you are the one in control, not the mentality.  live what 
you know is right in your heart.

get  used to  being around People
I think that they should only not segregate people if they 
are getting out soon so that if they have problems with 
another race, they can get used to being around people 
they might not like ‘cause of race.
 I love my mom and sisters, Breanne, Jasmine, and 
KK

-Dorin
from The Beat: We think it’s good to be able to be around anyone you 
come across in life.  We think it’s best to live with love for people, not 
fear.  segregation is based on fearing the differences in people, not the 
things we have in common.  We have to figure this world out together.

i  had to  P ick one
The hardest decision I made was when I had to pick one 
friend over another friend and they both was good friends 
but I had to pick one that was the hardest decision I made. 
Because they didn’t like each other for some reason.

-Gary 
from The Beat: We wonder why couldn’t you just spend time with them 
separately?  of course we don’t know the details.  Why did you have to 
choose?  Would they have fought?  next time write more.

never thought…
The hardest decision I ever made was when I started 
doing drugs, because I never thought what it would have 
me doing.  
 I started stealing and getting arrested.  Now I’m sitting 
here all alone thinking about my family and that’s it.  I 
stay in my room thinking about the decision I made and 
the family I love.  I started stealing from aunt and my 
family to support my habit.  But now I think about it and 
know it’s time to change.

-Jesse
from The Beat:  one of the problems of addiction is that your relationship 
to the drugs or alcohol becomes the most important relationship you 
have.  of course this hurts our loved ones, and in turn, us.  can you 
write while you’re alone?  you can find your way past this!

what ’s  got  me?
What’s got a hold of me? I don’t know, I think the money 
and the streets 
I always stay fresh, I’m raw like meat 
Always on the streets because there is money to eat 
You tell me what’s got a hold of me 
I love the money and always stay with the green 
Then I’ll smoke it all up 
But never let it get a hold of me 
Walk on the streets and I’m feeling free 
So tell the truth nothing got a hold of me!!!

-The Lil’ King
from The Beat: you could be fooled.  you’re feeling free when actually 
you’re stuck in a cycle and you smoke to “feel” free, but you still got the 
money and the streets to deal with it and then you gotta smoke to feel 
free but you still got the money and the streets to deal with…

i  only  hurt  mysel f
With all the struggles and joys in life I still do the wrong 
thing.  No matter how hard I try I can’t do the right thing.  
I know in my heart that if I do good it will only benefit me.  
But still I choose to “only hurt myself.”  
 I wish I could take it all back, that I would have never 
hurt my family--but this is reality and sin has a hold of 
me.  So all I can do is keep tryin’ so that maybe one day 
I can be the man God wants me to be.  But until then I 
think I will keep reading the Bible and praying.  So God 
let me stop this life of sin so I can stop “only hurting 
myself.”

-Jixx
from The Beat:  We have been told that the word “sin” actually meant 
“mistake” in the language it was translated from.  sometimes we 
make mistakes over and over until we get whatever we are trying to 
learn.  Who do you want to be?  Progress, not perfection.   Be kind to 
yourself.

S o l a n o

...until then I think I will 
keep reading the Bible 
and praying. 
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what  has a  ho ld  on me!
Not too much has a hold on me!
My anger has a hold in me! 
It’s in my eyes & blinding me! 
Somebody help me please!
I’m not hurting anybody but me!

-Queen Lola
from The Beat: Well, lola try to get it out in appropriate ways.  Writing 
helps many people with their anger, singing, drawing, basically use any 
expressive tool you have access to.  soon it will lose it’s hold, and you 
can look at what else is there, what helps you, and build on that.

Sup beat
What’s up Beat how you been? I’m doin’ good just got 
into a little trouble.
 Yesterday I lost 100 points for yelling and cussing but 
its ok.
  I lost time off my furlough but I’m cool. Oh before I go 
I must tell you I just turned 18. 
 Well bye Beat see you next time. 

-Smiley 
from The Beat:  happy Belated Birthday.  how did you get your cool 
back?  it sounds here like you’re handling your frustration well, but 
what happened earlier?  did you make some plans for your life on your 
birthday?  you need to choose where you’re going, don’t wait to see 
whatever comes to you.

useless th ings
Useless things are funny in the meanwhile
Useless things talk for awhile .

Useless things get old quick
Useless things is always talking shhh

Useless things gets you in a lot of trouble
Useless things are sometimes what get you in trouble

Useless things get in our way
Useless things get carried away
 
Useless things are all around us
Useless things you can’t trust

-Meanwhile
from The Beat:  it’s been said that what you pay attention to grows.  
so if that’s true your life will be absolutely full of useless things soon.  
What is useful to you?  Why not focus on that?

Juveni le  Crush
You’re in my mind
You’re in my soul
Yo quero que seas mi amor 
Yo quiero que estes junto con migo
But for now I see you like un amigo
So what’s up boy do you wanna be mine?
Its seems like you would be my kind 
Andas siempre en mis pensamientos
I’ma try to win you
Y eso te lo prometo
I hope you got no one else in my mind 
You’re someone special 
And plus you’re fine 
No other girl could give you what you want 
Ill give you some love, my mind and heart 
Damn you be driven me insane 
In dis small room 
And you’re always in my brain
I hope dat one day we could see each other 
Cause I wanna see what you’re about 
You don’t have to have money
Or any cars
 I just want chu to wrap me in your arms
and touch those juicy lips 
Boy would you let me get dat one kiss? 
I feel like you’re my one angelito
I thank God que estas con migo
Pero solamento Dios knows why you got caught up 
Don’t get it twisted dis aint love 
Dis is to my angel from above

-Lady Happy
from The Beat:  We had to edit a little, but the sentiment is still 
strong.  

the Struggle  to  w in
Everyday I sit and think will I lose today? The gangsta 
in me is revealed everyday. The enemies see that and try 
to use it against me, but I just laugh it off it doesn’t even 
tempt me. 
 Without a choice I’m held down  by this g, sometimes 
I think do I have fear in me? Never that, it’s by choice not 
by pressure….Everyday I sit and think will I win again 
today. 
 The gangsta in me never pretends. Held down by this 
g, there is no end. I’m stuck in this game like there’s no 
way out, the only thing that speaks loud is the gangsta 
that comes out my mouth. Held down by this g, started 
from a thug that got stronger than me.
 I never lose, but will I lose today?

-Sitting and Thinking
from The Beat:  This reminds us of the story of the two animals that 
live and fight inside a young man, one fierce and deathly, and one kind 
and companionable.  The young man asks an elder which will win?  The 
elder replies:  whichever one you feed.  maybe if you feed the you way 
inside it will get stronger and stronger and speak for itself once again.

now & then
I think about the outs ‘cause I bored out my mind.  This 
makes me angry.  All the time.  Walk down the street. but 
I can’t.  S is hot.  like the human torch.  I hope it won’t 
burn.

-Daffy
from The Beat:  What happens when you think about you?  you have all 
this time on your hands to think about you and your life.  What do you 
come up with?  is that what makes you mad?  We hear it’s hot, but we 
don’t think you’re talking about global warming…

St i l l  l iv in ’  and breath in ’
Time and time again people always ask me…. 
Dre what the heck are you thinking, you got locked up for 
that last week…. 

I sit back and reply, “ Get out of my earlobe….” 
You gotta undersand, it’s a daily struggle 
and in this game it’s real cold…. 
And there’s only one way to survive 
and that’s by being real bold. 

Like Mac Dre said you only live once 
and there ain’t no telling when you leavin’…. 
So I’ma do it all, have a ball while 
I’m still livin’ and breathin.’ 

-Dre Day
from The Beat: are you havin’ a “ball” getting locked up over and over 
for the same thing?  We think what would be “bold” is to face your self, 
and maybe let those who care for you into your “earlobe,” before you 
are no longer “still livin’ and breathin.’”

S o l a n o
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my g ir l
If the sun was to fall and the sun was to lose its shine 
I wouldn’t be upset as long as you’re by my side. 
Through the good and the bad
Gurl you the best thing I ever had. 
So aint nuthin stopping me from getting bactight wit chu
‘cause deep in my heart you will always be my boo. 
Aint nuttin  in this world I wouldn’t do for you gurl
we belong together forever in this world.
I always wanna hold you in my arms 
because to me you’re my good luck charm. 
Thoughts of you are like the 4th of July
I see a lot of fireworks with brightness in my eyes.  
Every time your next to me 
your passion takes me to ecstasy. 
All of these feelings are real
and it gets me full like a meal.
I love to see you smile 
it makes it worth the while. 
Holdin’ you by the waist 
takes me to a lovely place. 
You’re always down for me 
whatever the situation might be.
So you know you ma girl 
And its me and you against the …!

-Andrew  
from The Beat:  We know lots of young men who worked on their 
relationships with their girlfriends, and with their support, have been 
able to stay away from jail.

blessed 
What’s up Beat? My name is Spanky and I’m going to 
write about my juvenile hall experience. Well I got locked 
up in May.  So for the three days before my first court date 
I sit and stress out my mind about the time I’m gonna 
have to do.  
 I also stress if my soon to be wife (next year) is gonna 
be faithful.  The day I got locked up was the day before 
my little brother’s birthday, his teenage life where he is 
gonna meet some of his biggest obstacles like girls and 
drugs and I realize that I’m not going to be there to give 
him advice and steer him in the right direction.  
 So then I go back to court. Then my Mom comes to 
visit me and tells me she went to the doctor and they 
think she has cervical cancer so I let my mind wander to 
thinking that she is going to die, and then this church 
man comes and talks to us (Mr. Sheldon) and he has 
never met me before and starts praying for my Mom and 
I asked him how he knew that my Mom was sick and he 
said God told him.
  At that very moment I started believing in God to the 
fullest. I’ve always had my doubts about God but who 
hasn’t.  So I accepted Jesus in my heart and then started 
praying every day at least three times a day and I had my 
last court date and out of all the time they could’ve given 
me I got four months New Foundations, a program to help 
with drugs.  
 Then my Mom comes to visit me and she says that the 
doctors said it’s the closest she can get to having cancer 
but not having it.  So I guess what my Beat is about is 
to have faith and believe in God and he will answer your 
prayer, alright Beat I’m out (gone) 

-Spanky
from The Beat:  This is an amazing story.  you are being given another 
chance!  don’t forget this experience.  What will you do with this second 
chance?  how can you build more trust into you relationship with your 
soon to be wife?  your decisions are guiding your little brother now, so 
make the decisions you want him to follow.  how can you show your 
mom you love her?

what ’s  got  hold  of  You?
Drugs, and alcohol.  Ever since I went to a party in San 
Francisco and got messed up I could never get my hands 
off of it.
 It was getting to the point where I drank in the 
morning day and night, smoking three to four times a 
day.  Not mentioning doing different drugs that I never 
tried before.  
 I was a wreck and now I’m in here because of it.  It 
sucks but I just got to find a way to deal with it.

-Boots
from The Beat: Well you sound clear about the fact that it affects you 
very strongly.  some people just leave it alone, finding it easier than 
constantly trying to manage it.  some know they’ll die if they don’t 
keep hands off.

hatred has my l i fe  in  a  hold
Ever since I can remember I’ve had hate in my heart and 
my veins ‘cause since I was little somebody has done 
something to my family for me to start having hate toward 
the world.  
 And as I grew up the world has taken every body that 
has showed me love.  So that’s why I have hate and hatred 
has me.  So for now I’m gonna hold it down.

-Christopher Columbus
from The Beat:  What does this hate do for you?  What if you woke 
up one day and it had just disappeared?  Would you feel unprotected? 
Vulnerable to all the things that have hurt you in the past?  What if you 
thought you lost what you loved, instead of that it was taken from you.  
hatred can keep you from all the good in your life too.  careful.

St ick  w i th  god
The life I was living had a hold of me
the life I was living is what I have become to be
I wonder why it had a hold of me
I think it’s because I wasn’t consuming my B-I-B-L-E
But now I stick with God and I continue to change
And I got a good feeling inside and it’s kinda strange
So now I have given God control of my life
And I got rid of that feeling that made my heart feel like 
a knife
What’s got a hold of you?
For me God.

-Ernest
from The Beat: This is a great transformation and it’s good you got rid 
of that feeling…keep reading.  do you have a practice, like praying 
three times a day, or reading a certain amount…that you can continue 
when you are released?

S o l a n o
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l ies
The hardest thing I ever had to do is lie to my mother.  
Every time I do I feel very bad.  I hate lying to my mother.  
I don’t understand why I do.  I say I love her but I break 
her heart with lies.  For that I’m truly sorry.

-Twun-Twun
from The Beat:  Well we lie when it’s more convenient for us than 
telling the truth right?  We lie so we can have what we want when we 
want it, regardless of the integrity we lose to get that.  sometimes the 
wildest thing you can do is tell the truth and stick around to see what 
happens.

what  i  Fee l  ins ide
So much that I hold It got me feelin’ old 
Been left in the cold Got me feelin’ like mold 
Gotta good soul witta heavy load 
Fell in so many holes Real crazy in that mode 
I just might explode, Tryna shine like gold 
And stay on the road so many times I felt my life 
I sold and the pain so hard to try to unfold, 
My stomach hurt like I ate some coal But it 
don’t stop me I’ma reach my goal I’ma make it to the top 
even if I gotta go solo….

-Lil' Nite
from The Beat: We like this poem even though it’s about so much pain.  
you’ve got great original writing here, and a style that’s coming out 
consistent and strong.  as hard as it may be to believe, you will find 
companions along the way.

trouble  has a  hold  of  me
Trouble has hold of me because I am always getting into 
it.  I came to jail many times because I was getting into 
trouble.
 I changed schools, I’ve moved to get away from trouble 
but it always sticks to me.  I try to stay out of trouble, but 
it always finds a way back to me.
 I try hard but if trouble can keep up with me than I am 
not trying hard enough.
 Trouble follows me because what I have done in 
the past.  I was a problem and I started problems with 
everyone no matter who it was.  I start to think I am away 
from trouble, then the person I started problems with 
came from nowhere and put me into trouble.  Trouble 
always comes and finds me.

-Puppy Chow
from The Beat:  even if trouble finds you, you can turn in a different 
direction.  how’s it going at nf?  are you starting things and is trouble 
finding you there?  Practice new ways of dealing with things there.  
also, it might help if you could think of yourself as someone else, 
someone who didn’t have Trouble Velcro.  Who would that be?

love Poem
A wat up Beat I’m going to talk about something that 
I want to let go.  I started to like some female, man it is 
hard to tell her that I like her, man.
 But if I was free I will try to see if she want to be my 
female.  But what I know that is going on, a lot of people 
is trying to do the same thing.  But I’m shy to tell her.  But 
one day I’m going to see was up because man I want to 
tell her hella bad.  
 I hope that one day it will come true.  She shine like 
the stars in the sky and I like her eyes too.  I wonder if 
she likes me too.  But to see if she does I have to tell her 
that I feel something for her.  Well I’m done see y’all next 
time Beat.

-Lil’ Elfy
from The Beat:  it’s a risk to like someone, and a risk to tell them, 
because they may or may not feel the same way.  But what if you don’t?  
Then it’s like watching life walk off without you.  you don’t have so 
much to lose but a little bit of face…and maybe a lot to gain.

i f  You look into  my eyes
By the grace of god I’m here to talk about my eyes 
One time I closed my eyes and everybody thought I died 
If you look into my eyes you can see hurt and pain 
If you look into my eyes you can see all this rain 
If you look into my eyes you can see I have vain 
If you look into my eyes you may even see a flame 
If you look into my eyes you can see all this shame 
If you look into my eyes you can I’m not the same 
If you look into my eyes you better know my name 
If you look into my eyes you can see I’m not a lame 
If you look into my eyes you can see it’s not a game 
If you look into my eyes you can see I want fame 
If you look into my eyes I’m not ashamed 
If you look into my eyes you can see bang bang 
If you look into my eyes you can see I said dang 
If you look into my eyes you can see I used a cane 
If you look into my eyes you can see I went insane 
If you look into my eyes you see I hate cocaine 
If you look into my eyes you can see I got five 
If you look into my eyes you can see I stay high 
The next time I open my eyes I changed for the better…

-Lil' Nite
from The Beat: glad you stuck around lil’ nite.  you seem to be asking 
people to see what’s beneath the surface, which takes courage.  how 
can you show people who you really are, when they aren’t looking that 
deep?  

i t ’s  hard to  Change
To me what I think gots a hold of me is money, drugs, 
girls but most of all my lifestyle. It’s hard to change I’ve 
been banging for a long time and I’m continuing to get 
deeper in the game. It’s crazy always watching your back 
from not only your rivals but from the rollas steady trying 
to hemp a homie up trying to give us another case this 
shhh gets me angry but I just keep it moving and keep 
going what I do and try to live another day But it’s only 
made for the solid only the strong survive You feel well 
that’s all I got get at me Beat.

-Young Goofy 
from The Beat:  do you want to be in this situation, where you’re trying 
to live another day with many at your back, sinking deeper all the time?  
We think that what is really solid is to be loyal to the highest potential 
of your self as a person, to love your family by being there and to not 
hurt anyone, including yourself.  you do have to be very strong and full 
of courage to get there from where you are, but you can do it.

People  to  love
To tell the truth, I think that if you put blacks and 
Mexicans and whites all together, it would more than 
likely be all bad. If everyone is trying to kill each other 
because of their skin now, how will they cope with being 
in the same cell together? Personally don’t think that it 
will work. 
 I started being segregated from other people when I 
was in 7th grade. My family was in the pen and put it 
in my mind that whites was the only people to love. But 
now, 5 years later, I’m finally realizing that everyone is 
the same on the inside. Well I’m out till next time. I’m 
out

-Scott 
from The Beat:  We don’t have the answers, but we are glad that you 
have found that people are the same on the inside.  evidently though 
we have differences we have far more in common, as human beings 
trying to figure out who to love.  

S o l a n o
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no  hope in  Dope
Drugs are a powerful substance they make you feel 
happy for an instant and it’s not a coincidence if you do 
enough you’ll think ur tuff and you’ll go from being tuff 
to hiding in a dark alley stickin’ a needle in your veins 
counting down the hours till the spoon drains and when 
the spoon drains you’ll start to feel the hunger pains 
as the serotonin drains from your brain and your mind 
starts to play mind games.

-A 
from The Beat:  and it can get a lot worse than that too.  life is a lot 
simpler if you can let it go.  your own feelings are not as bad as what 
this drug relationship will bring you.

te l l in  i t  how i t  is
I’m so frustrated All I’m doin’ is waitin’ 
Been comtemplatin’ on a serious situation 
He make it so hard you know I’m talking about Satan 
I be so mad can’t have a conversation 
They put me in here on one allegation 
It feel like I don’t even have no circulation 
What I feel now is a crazy sensation 
But I still try to give my best cooperation 
As you see in here I ain’t got no coordination 
As I look around I see so many temptations 
And youngstas wit lil’ education, 
My whole life been full of complication 
And I still have so many obligations, 
They think it help what a lil’ medication 
But my liver dyin’ like from some radiation 
They need to get real and understand my perception 
I really can’t stand this juvenile station 
It almost feel like I’m in a totally different nation 
I love her so much but its hard communication 
I really appreciate her hard dedication 
What I get from her is some real motivation 
So when I get out I’ma hold my reputation 
U already know I’ma have a celebration, 
But I’m here just to hear my PO discretion 
Nine nine months to that facilitation 
It’s like a game like a bad competition 
If you put it all together like in a calculation, 
Never mind it don’t matter cause I know my direction

-Lil' Nite
from The Beat:  This is an amazing complicated story, and we know we 
don’t get it all.  can you put it all together “like in a calculation?”  What 
is your direction lil’ nite?  What are your plans?  What do you want for 
your life?  What do you find beautiful?  What do you love?

what ’s  got  a  hold  of  me
I got drugs stuck on my mind and I’m addicted to them. 
Mainly because I’ve been using for over three years. It has 
you on stuck mode and you feel like you can do anything, 
especially on coke. After you do it once you will wanna 
do it again. Someday I hope I quit because it make me go 
crazy. The first time snorted pow wow I felt like the Hulk 
and Superman put together. I was up for a week straight. 
Not ever being able to eat anything for days. It’s not like 
marijuana that makes you hungry

-D
from The Beat: People react differently to drugs.  it sounds like you’re 
real sensitive to them, and that they affect you very strongly.  There’s a 
whole separate anonymous group for cocaine you know, ca.  That’s how 
many people it got stuck.  it’s dangerous to think we are so powerful…
not needing food or sleep.

my Cul ture and Pride
What’s got hold of me is my culture and pride
I show it everyday I don’t ever let it hide
It’s on my binder for school on both sides
Samoa and Tonga The Kingdom that is my pride
You might see me and wonder why
Why sometimes do I cry
I cry because of the pain inside
Of the fallen Usos and Tanas that showed their pride
Okua Ofa Atu Samoa e Le Tonga for ever
I don’t tolerate disrespect to my culture, never
Culture and pride I live to show
I will fight for it everyday with every blow
Tonga Ma’a Tonga you should hear my flow
Afacasi Samoa an Tonga you should know
Ofa Lahi Atu I say it loud
I love my heritage and culture I say it proud.
If you understand
I was raised not a punk but to be a man
I will fight for everything I love that’s a fact
from here to the Islands and from there back
So please understand when I say
I rep my culture and pride every day!

-Sean
from The Beat:  When we think of culture we think of music, food, art, 
what has been brought to excellence in a society and transferred from 
generation to generation…and we wonder why would you have to fight 
for this everyday, literally with “blows?”  Why are your friends dying for 
their culture?  We think that pride is something you either have or don’t 
have, and not something you have to fight for.  maybe you could write 
about this more, shine more light for us.

when Does i t  end
-I live my life of the unforgiven,  taken changes and I 
mite just end up in prison…… 
 Wats up Beat! Wat it do? They got me locked in this 
cage another day, another week, another month. I’ve been 
getting locked since the age of 14. I turn 18 on the 27th of 
this month. When does it end. 
 Not now, I know that for “sure”. I’m from Vacaville.  
I’m too deep and that’s wat gots a hold of me.  My homie 
you will never be forgotten. I’ll see you one day. I love 
you. And to all my homies that’s locked down. One love. 
Keep your head held hi and stay solid. Wen I get out, I’ll 
be waiten for you.

-Droopy
from The Beat: There have been people in very deep who have managed 
to save their lives, and save their loved ones from the sorrow of losing 
them one way or another.  you keep getting another chance!!  it’s a 
different world in the adult system.  Believe in yourself.

S o l a n o
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tak ing Drugs over Spending 
t ime w ith  my gir l fr iend
The hardest decision I ever made was at this party I went 
to I had 10 dollars to take my girlfriend to the movies 
and my friend had some mushrooms he was selling so I 
bought them instead and ate them and got all tripped out 
and ended up getting in a fist fight  with my best friends 
brother and making out with some girl. Then I lost my 
best friend and my girlfriend. If I would have made better 
decisions I would still be with my ex-girlfriend and best 
friend.
 -Jackson
from The Beat: drugs don't care anything about us and the people we 
care for.  

Drugs and alcohol are the worst Decision
Drug and Alcohol has been the worst decision I ever 
made in my life. 
I always thought that drugs and alcohol was the way of 
life. 
I never knew I was chasing the wrong way to live. 
It must have been the friends I chose to hang around 
with. 
I was scared to admit that I had a drinking and smoking 
problem. 
The only thing it brought me was more decisions to 
face. 
I was scared to face my decisions face to face, 
but now I'm in this horrible place. 
All I hear about here is my case, which is the worst 
problem to face. 
I'm just trying to erase my past, which is the worst 
problem to face,
I'm just trying to erase my past and hope that my time 
goes by fast.
When I step out of this place I'm going to put my life in a 
straight row 
and never again make wrong decisions like messing with 
dope. 

-C
from The Beat: We wish you the best in putting this behind you and 
living a straight and clean life.

a hard l i fe  o f  mine
I'm writing of how I feel about something holding me.
  I came in JJC on a bad choice. 
 I ended up getting a girlfriend to get out of trouble 
but I still never left my habits and my friends that I got in 
trouble with. I love my girlfriend so much. I'd do anything 
as we got to know each other more and more and the 
more we argued and as we argue the more I ended up 
doing more alcohol and drugs. I started lagging on the job 
and stopped going to school. I started doing bad things 
. I started stealing and not caring about everything. I 
stopped going home. 
 Now that I am in JJC I get sad and depressed. Now I 
take back all the things I did. I hope to get out soon to 
turn my life around.

-Alonso 
from The Beat: We hope you turn your life around also. Thank you for 
sharing with us.

run or  Stay.
The hardest decision I had to make was to run or stay. 
It was my first time getting in trouble, not just getting in 
trouble for petty theft, but actually  getting in trouble with 
the law. I got in trouble for trespassing and obstruction to 
a peace officer. They told me I had to go to court. I went 
and the judge told me I had to do community service for 
220 hours.  
 I went to Fresno Fairgrounds the first time. Then I 
decided I wasn't going to go back after that.  
 I told my PO that I wasn't gonna do it no more. He 
told me if I didn't do it I was going to get a warrant for my 
arrest. So I ran and never looked back, not even at my own 
shadow. It's been two years since and I've gotten myself 
in more trouble so here I am in Juvenile hall, waiting for 
camp to come and get me.

-Erixs 
from The Beat:  We have to deal with our problems or they are going 
to get bigger. 

what 's  a  hold  of  me.
What's got a hold of me is the streets. There's a lot of 
things you can do. Whenever I see something with money. 
I would plan on getting it, like cars. I used to steal a lot 
of them.  
 Well especially when I know a lot of people who want 
car parts and when I think of that, I think of money. Also 
in the streets, there's plenty of ways to come up fat.  
 There's plenty of times I wouldn't think twice 
whenever I do think twice, it would be a dumb decision. 
It's very hard to get out of the street because it's fun and 
easy money.

-Menthol
from The Beat: We hope next time you think about these actions you 
will think about the results of them.

this  Struggle
I've been struggling ever since I was ten years old. 
Well now I am fifteen and still in it. 
I guess it's life as I know it. 
I know I've made bad decisions but I'm going to keep 
trying.
 I am not going to give up because a lot of people I love 
count on me. 
It's hard getting out of the system once you get into it 
so I am not going to do anything stupid. 
My whole life I was taught to be reliable and dependable 
and not run away from things. 
I know this is how I will be.
 I can't worry about how other people think of me. I have 
to keep it real. 
Now I'm back here for the 20th time and still messing up 
but next time I am going to try harder.

-Lil’ Jimmy  
from The Beat: obviously, our life isn't going to change unless we 
change.

F r e S n o

I ran and never looked back, not 
even at my own shadow. It's been 
two years since and I've gotten 
myself in more trouble...
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my Fami ly  has got  a  hold  of  me 
Something is bothering me and I can’t let it go.  My 
situation is I have a lot of nephew’s, niece’s, brothers, 
cousin’s, and sister’s and I suppose to be setting a good 
example but I can’t because I’m locked up.
    My Mother has heart failure and she is stressing 
over me.  Only if I had a chance to redeem myself and 
straighten my life up.  I think being locked up made me 
a better man because in here I put God in my life and 
became saved and I have a better future on hold until I 
get out.  What hurts me the most is if I get out and my 
younger siblings don’t remember me anymore.

-Jordon
from The Beat:  The best start is to have remorse with being locked 
up and not being accepting of your situation.  if you truly feel the 
responsibility to the younger kids and to your mother with time your 
actions will prove that you can be good role model.  i will be up to 
you.

my mom’s got  a  hold  of  You?
I think that love has a hold of me because every time I 
think about my mom tears come from my eyes.  Every 
night I pray to my Lord to please protect my mom where 
ever she is.  To send her a message that she is not alone 
in the world that way I do the things that I do.  Like join 
gangs and break the law.  So that is what has a hold of 
me, “love over my mom.”  That way I am in the spot that 
I am in right now. 

-Little Monster 
from The Beat:  We hear your pain on the disappointment that you have 
caused your mother and your worry for her.  We are sure that she also 
feels the same for you.  draw from this strength to be a better person so 
that you can be there for each other for many years to come. 

an angry Predict ion
I think that a lot of prisoners are going to start to kill each 
other more now because the races don’t like each other, 
and from 2008 about to 2011 hundreds of prisoners are 
going to get raped or shot by the prison staff for fighting 
and there too much more drug are going to be input into 
the prison.

-Miguel
from The Beat: We recognize your awareness and insight on hot political 
issues of the growing number of prisons and prisoners and the possible 
problems that may come to be.

my Crazy  Fami ly
Some say family is the most important thing in life.  I 
strongly agree with that, although I think every family is 
different.
 In my case it’s real different!  I am seventeen years 
old, born in the slums of  Fresno and an offspring from a 
family of long time convicts.  
  Raised by a very strong and committed grandmother I 
was taught to repel myself from anything or anyone who 
is going to keep me down.  So, as I got older and wiser 
my mind started to function in ways I never thought of.  
I started to realize that family or certain people in the 
fambam were the ones I really had to watch out for.

-Sanchez
from The Beat:  how fortunate you are to have such a great influence 
in your life.  We are sure that you are the first to know that you really 
hate to disappoint her.  With your grandmother on your side we know 
that you will be on your way.

my love
All I can think about is her. 
day and night
When I’m sleeping and when I’m awake.
Sometimes I’m happy, sometimes I’m sad.
Depends on what thought I have…she always made me 
smile. 
But, being away from her kills me.
I count the days ‘till I get to see her face again and when 
I’ll near her soft voice.
I miss her gentle touch, and the way her lips felt against 
mine.
She is my world, my everything,
She is my LOVE.

-Raymond
from The Beat:  love has definitely gotten a hold on your every thought.  
I believe most us have been lucky enough to feel this way once or twice 
in our lifetime.  Be careful that this love does not totally consume you.  
keeping a wise balance in your life is always good.

running was my worst  Decis ion.
As I look back the hardest decision I made was running 
from my first group home. The thing that made it hard for 
me is that once I saw how much freedom I had while on 
the run then I just ran every time I went back. The thing 
that I had to consider before deciding was how much I 
was gonna hurt my  family.  
 The things that I had to weigh was how I was going to 
how was I going to support myself. The decision results 
in something good or bad.  The good was I finally got to go 
home. The bad was I was gonna be locked up. If I faced the 
same problem today I would not make the same decision 
because I need to get out of the system.

-Lil’ Mikey
from The Beat: We know how attractive it looks to run but it catches up 
to us that's why we deal with it now and put it behind us.

Segregated
Yo, what’s up Beat? I think prisons should be segregated 
because of the racism that goes on. I think there would 
be less problems if we was apart because when you go to 
prison you got to join a gang. They are the ones that start 
most of the racial fights because to join them you gotta 
stab or kill someone black. I think if they was away from 
us nothing would start and no one would die (from racial 
related fights).

-Keepin’ It Real On This
from The Beat: We don't think anyone needs to hurt anyone else. We all 
need to get better at living together with others.   

being locked up.
Being locked up is not a good thing because you are 
away from your family and it doesn't fill the same when 
somebody is telling you what to do like when to talk, 
when to use the restroom and when to eat and you only 
have a little bit of time to do everything.  
 There's nothing you can do but walk around in your 
room and look out the window. You eat nasty food and 
take a shower for 2 minutes. I just want to tell you, don't 
get locked up. It's not fun in here. There's nothing to do. 
It's not a joke to be locked up. Oh yeah, the good thing 
is you can get visits three times a week but that's it for 
now.

-Carlos
from The Beat:  We agree, being locked up isn't fun and being with our 
family is much better.

F r e S n o
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Pa in
It’s so painful to be in here.  You are away from your 
family and the people that you love.  You have to ask to 
do everything in here.  You have to ask to do everything 
in here, it’s like hell.  
 When you’re in your cell you think about a lot and 
what you would be doing on the outs.  You always thinking 
about the one your with the most.  Thinking if they are 
doing you right or what they are doing.  You wish that you 
could be with them and when you are laying in your cell 
you wish you were laying with them holding them and 
just loving them.  
 It takes you everything not to get into a fight or to tell 
off one of the system folk.  It’s like they treat you like a 
animal, locked up in a cage and they pull you out to eat.  
I’m getting tired of this place.  I don’t like being told what 
to do and be away from my family and my girl. 

-Angelo
from The Beat:  We believe you have the right attitude of despising 
being locked up this will help you to have the incentive not to ever find 
yourself in this predicament again.  continue staying low maintaining 
your anger so that you won’t get into fights and upsetting those who 
work in the system.  also, take a good luck at yourself and start figuring 
out ways to avoid returning.

love and hate
I am writing of how I feel about my son.  I miss him more 
than anything.  I hate being in  here because I can’t I can’t 
see what he is doing and I miss holdin’ him and huggin’ 
him and kissin’ him.  
   I hate this place because I can’t see my family.  I miss 
my mama, my sisters and my brother.  I don’t feel right in 
this place.  I can’t sleep right, I can’t eat right, I can’t do 
nutin right up in here it is hell in here.  But I am going to 
make it work in here.  Just do my time.

-Cruz
from The Beat:  We who have children understand your deep sentiments 
of the love of your child.  This is the best resource to draw from to make 
you the best you can be for your child.  We encourage you to continue 
to grow as a strong individual for the benefit of yourself and your child 
being a good father is a life long responsibility.

me against  the world
I feel like I’m in a hole, a really deep hole. 
 It’s gets deeper every time I make a mistake.  
So it feels like I will never get out.  
Me going against the world is like me holding something 
really, really on my back.  
But to tell you the truth I am really a good person, 
when I meet new people they see someone really smart.  
But when I start to go down the wrong path it seems like 
I’m going down that same hole.  So, when I feel that the 
world is getting heavier 
I have the choice to make the right choice.

-Young Active
from The Beat:  so much pain and sorrow in your words but  it is noted 
that you have many strong characteristics such as the confidence to 
recognize that you are a good person and that you are smart.  We feel 
confident that you will make the right choices.

Segregated?
In this Juvenile Hall it is not segregated and I think it is 
a good thing.  Because if it was segregated I think it would 
just cause more tension.  But, like it is not, one race gets 
along with every race.   
 I have heard about the segregation in prisons and I 
disagree with it but in there they segregate themselves 
without no one telling them.  Segregation is not good, 
‘cause someone from one race might of grown up with 
another race.  I don’t segregate myself in here but, in the 
outs I do but, not by race.

-Ricardo
from The Beat:  Thank you for sharing your views on the topic of 
segregation.  We’re curious why and how you segregate yourself when 
you’re out?

the hood’s  got  a  hold  of  You?
The Hood (neighborhood) got a hold of me and takes me 
under.  
Born and raised on the Fresno streets.  
Living in the hood got me caught up in the criminal life.  
Seems I was just a lil’ kid 
having dealers, robbers, murderer’s, sex offenders, drug 
fiends (known as crack-heads) where I’m from seemed all 
normal to me. 
 Don’t get me wrong, 
I have parents who love me and try the best to get me 
what I never had.  
But all that didn’t matter where I lived 
it just meant my parents had more bank than the next 
parents down the street.     

-Ricardo
from The Beat:  There is another normal out there and it sounds like your 
parents tried to create that for you at home.  as you realize growing up 
around all the outside negative influences has not been good for you.  
Please strive to change this perhaps with expanding your sights on 
going to college. you can do it!

Choices Determine our Dest iny.
They are the hardest decision that I had it make. It is 
like choosing your own destiny. You make one decision 
then it might be bad or good, if you choose. The other 
then it might be the same as the other decision that is 
why it is so hard to choose the right decision. One can be 
good. One can be bad.

-Ger
from The Beat: We agree a decision made is like choosing your destiny. 
choose well.   

what ’s  got  hold  of  You?
Now about drugs, I first put a joint in my mouth at the 
age of twelve.   I guess selling narcotics was the only way 
to make your money in such a young age and even older. 
  If it wasn’t that that’s when the jocking (robbing) 
came to place exchange that for money we was about our 
chetter (money) and any individual that would put a hold 
on my business would be taken care of.  Seemed like 
after awhile I started seeing fakes something your not get 
caught up in the system and that’s when the snitchin’ 
comes to place. 
   See I don’t condone situations so when they say the 
game ain’t for anybody they really mean that.  Don’t play 
the game if you ain’t gonna follow the rules ‘cause there 
is consequences.  Seemed like growing up with dirty 
muthas was normal with that said living like the way it 
is it’s getting caught up in the system.  My brain cells is 
dead and all I think is revenge.
     That’s how the hood took me under and believe it or 
not I look up and see the light searching for a new life 
believe me or not love is what changed my point of view 
so you hope things changed.

-Ricardo
from The Beat: yes, your old ways will bury you in this system if not the 
grave, thank goodness you have a heart and have found love that had 
given you hope and a view of seeing things differently. 

F r e S n o
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l iv ing leg i t
The hardest decision I’ve made is to straighten up my 
life and live right. There’s a lot of temptation to go back 
to livin’ the fast life and get everything the easy way, it’s a 
lot harder living legit. That’s why it’s hard, but in the end 
it’ll be worth it.

-Beanz
from The Beat: We think it’s worth it to live legit, just in the knowledge 
that you aren’t risking having to spend another second locked up.  your 
life builds from there, friends, family, jobs, more friends, and a clearer 
sense of why it’s worth it to you to live legit, as a free man. 

Cat ted of f
Well they call me Lil’ Knuckles.  Today I was supposed 
to get swooped up by camp, but just like I thought they 
catted out like some j-gatos (j-cats) but it’s good ‘cause 
I’ll be up there next week. But yea I’m gonna be up there 
and pimp that thang ya feel me?   
 I’m getting tired of waking up every morning to some 
dudes. It’s time to get out and be with my lady and my 
family.  
 Until then I’ma keep it solid and hope for the best for 
me and all out there doing what they gotta do.

-Lil’ Knuckles 
from The Beat:  That must be frustrating not getting to camp when you 
thought you would.  When you do get there we hope you really do your 
program, and keep following that type of lifestyle when you’re out.  
doing the program is not supposed to be a short term thing that is over 
when you leave – the point is to learn from it and change your ways to 
make sure you don’t come back to the hall.

the worst  mistake
The worst mistake I made was coming here to the hall. 
The reason why I say that is because when you in here 
you don’t have your freedom, or the rights that you have 
when you out. It’s the worst to me because I can only see 
my mom and dad on Thursdays and Sundays when I’m 
used to seeing them everyday.  Also the food reminds me 
of elementary school lunch food.  
 I haven’t seen any of my friends in hella long either. 
 People in here are annoying and thinks they hard 
when they aint, but some people are cool. It’s the worst 
because everyday I think about getting out and going 
home but it never happens.
  I still got to wait to go to camp and then I got to 
do like six months over there. That’s why I think it’s the 
worst mistake because it’s my first time in here and I 
didn’t even get a chance to go home and I had to watch my 
mom cry in court, but there aint nothing I can do about it. 
So I just got to wait till my time is up.

-Lil’ Drew
from The Beat:  While there’s nothing you can do to get out right now, 
that doesn’t mean you have to just sit waiting.  now is a good time to 
think about how you ended up in the hall, and how not to end up here 
again.  read some other pieces from those that are on their 6th or 7th 
time here, see what you can learn from them.

the beat
Aye Beat what up this yo boy young Nuu (Noon). I’m in 
the hall but I’m making the best of it.  I’m top citizen 
trying to get to the honor unit, if I do that it’s a better 
chance I can go home.  Plu,s my grandmother wants to 
see  me in that gold. But I’m out.

-Young Noon
from The Beat:  We’re glad you’re motivated to do better, to take some 
control and hopefully earn your freedom back.  hopefully when you do 
earn it back you won’t take it for granted.  There’s no point working so 
hard to get out soon if as soon as you leave you go right back to what 
you were doing to land you in the hall in the first place.

Quest ions about  l i fe
Why is life so hard? 
Why ain’t life easy? 
Why don’t people respect each other? 
Why are people so fake? 
What’s so hard about telling the truth? 
Why is it so easy for people to look someone in the 
face and tell a bold face lie? Why are people so easily 
embarrassed and ashamed?
 Why are people so afraid to fight? 
Why do people always run to their guns first before even 
getting beat up? 
Why don’t people just take fighting lessons? 
Why do people always let pride get in the way of things? 
Why don’t people just put that pride aside?

-The why man
from The Beat:  you’ve asked some really tough questions here.  These 
are questions that very few people think about, and even fewer attempt 
to answer.  if you’re up for it, we’d love to know what you think some of 
the answers are.  you’ve raised so many interesting thoughts – can you 
answer your own questions?
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mission Distr ic t  got  a  hold  of  me
I come from a place where everyday is a struggle and 
most die. In the Mission district you got to be on alert the 
whole time ‘cause suckas might slide through. Well you 
know we posted on the block ready for the funk if they do 
slide through. 
 You already know someone getting murk is nothing 
to us, just another murder seen.  You know me I never 
speak on what I saw or did. Me and my homies is true and 
loyal to the block and we all about that money, we could 
never stop hustling. 
 One last thing which we slide through the otha side 
yo better yuh duck and pray because the block, the beef 
and the guns got a hold of me

-Weasel
from The Beat:  The block, the beef and the guns got a hold on a lot 
of folks, which is why as you say “everyday is a struggle and most 
die.”  We wonder what is the goal of this war Weasel?  it must be so 
tragic to lose friend after friend for nothing.  if it somehow helped your 
community, or your family it might be different, but all we see is a lot 
of damage and potentially great men dying before they hit 25.  life like 
this makes people cold to feelings, you learn from witnessing too much 
death to distance yourself from the reality of the fact that these are 
sons, brothers, uncles, and fathers--real people with families who are 
dying.  everyday.  There is so much more to life than this block struggle, 
so much more to being a man than being loyal to homies.

my Faul t
Man life is no good. 
If I could change my life I would. 
I think about my mistakes and all my wrongs. 
I blame myself for the people I hang with 
knowin’ god don’t like the squad I hang with. 
So I pray that he really talk back 
I’m doin’ good but quick to turn bad 
So I end this Beat with a good word 
Knowin’ if I sin everyday I’m livin’ a curse.

-Doin’ Good
from The Beat:  We think it’s important to recognize that you’re doing 
good now—and keep putting days together like that.  find out where 
you tend to slip up and think of turning “bad.”  study your self.

we F ight  over bread and Color
Pour out a lil’ liquor and drift on a memory for a bit.
Thinkin’ of my carnals let my tears fall on da pavement 
den my anger arise my demons let loose. 
I’m from the Latin ghetto where vatos not scared 
the mission district San Francisco Skrillafornia 
where we stack dough, switch lanes in the glass house 
sittin’ on dub duces. 
The city where we fight over bread and color.
Any one can get it, no discrimination. 
And to let you know I’m not trippin’ off incarceration. 

-Shadow 
from The Beat: We had to edit heavily, and still think some of what you 
have to say comes across.  We don’t see this fight benefiting anyone, 
even if you get the “bread,” it just gets spent or you go to jail—or 
prison.  is it worth all the “carnals” who have fallen? on both sides?  
it’s not fair to kids or old people who have to live in the middle of this 
war.  When you are an old man, what will have mattered to you?  love?  
Bread and colors?  your family?  The fact that you are a good writer?  

love for  my gir l ,  and Fu l l  o f  regrets
The only things that had got a hold of me that I cannot 
let go of is having love for my girl. Its hard for me to let 
go of her because she mean a lot to me personally for my 
opinion. Other things that got a hold of me that I can’t let 
go is to feel full of regrets in my life with all the mistakes 
I’ve made

-Goofy
from The Beat:  hopefully you don’t have to let go of the love you 
have for your girl.  even if you can’t see her now you can still have 
that love for her.  it would be great too if you could forgive yourself 
for your mistakes.  it won’t change the mistakes, but it will release 
you from their hold so you can go on with your life.  you could still 
take responsibility for whatever mistakes you have made, and forgive 
yourself and let go of those mistakes so they no longer hold you—and 
you can be free to step in to your future.

my l i fe 
My family is everything to me and I let them down, well I 
think. But in their eyes they still think I’m a hero. 
 Going to jail is a major let down to my family and I 
was at a low-point of my life before I got in here, when I 
got on probation I was going crazy. Being the oldest child 
comes with a lot of responsibility and I think I wasn’t 
holding up my end of the deal of being responsible. By me 
having to take care of my little bruhs and sis’s and being 
a role model. 
 I failed to lead them to success but I’m sorry to my 
family and my girl. 

-Marvin  
from The Beat: it sounds like your family loves you.  you have a long life 
yet to be a good role model, and a good partner.  What took you down 
to that “low-point?”  how can you avoid that road in the future?

 too  hot 
I walk through the dark streets of Oakland. Every where 
I go is black. When I close my eyes it get even blacker but 
when am with them polar bears they call me “Black.” I 
like that name. 
 My girlfriend said she don’t like calling me “Black.” 
case that name seem “HOT.” There not a lot of people 
name Black so there is 1 and only 1 out there – and dat’s 
Black. But the world will never know who I am they gone 
see when the black street lights come on. 

-Black 
from The Beat: do you like it when no one knows who you are?  What 
would you like to be known for?  it’s nice to be the 1 and only 1.  When 
do the “black street lights come on?”

my assumpt ion
A man who stand for nothing will fall for anything. The 
lack of schooling, health, and being called a dummy. 
 Being a black person, mainly a black man is hard. We 
are often look at as lazy, not smart, most of all dangerous. 
They say we belong in jail or dead. There are no jobs for 
us besides selling drugs, and these are the things we 
stand for, just to have people that don’t even know us 
judge us.

-Fear
from The Beat: call 1-800-soldier when you get, or call The mentoring 
center. you’ll find out that there are people in the community who believe 
that you can be a proud, successful black man. and they can support 
you if you decide you want more than the life you just described.

Segregated Prisons
That is not a question because prisons are segregated 
as we speak. Blacks stick with the blacks, Mexicans with 
the Mexicans, whites with the whites. 
 So it’s like you can say what’s up but it ain’t no buddy 
buddy type thing, you stick with your own kind and 
people from your own hood. 
 Because when a riot or something jump off only your 
ninjas gone ride or die for you feel me. 

-Weeze 
from The Beat:  it’s a drag to have to live your life a certain way because 
sometime there mighT be a fight…
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the hardest  Decis ion i  ever made
The hardest decision I ever made is what landed me 
in YGC. It was hard for me because it is a violent crime 
and I am not a violent person. I wont be specific but I 
almost really hurt someone and if I could go back in time, 
I wouldn’t do it. It wasn’t worth it.

-Dillion 
from The Beat:  it’s really important that you are so clear that you 
wouldn’t make the same decision again.  now you know what your 
limits are and you can go forward with your life with a strong sense 
of what situations to avoid, and the huge impact certain decisions can 
have on your life, as well as other’s.

not  here to  make Fr iends 
I segregate my self from everybody in this place because 
I am not here to make friends I am here to do my time not 
make my friends. 

-D.  
from The Beat: it can be wise to be independent.  as people however, 
we are social beings.  set clear goals for yourself and focus on them…
then check out if there’s anyone who supports you as your best self.  
They could be friends.

Dedicat ion 
I made that phone call just to let my momma know 
‘bout the status of my court but when she said “hello” 
a crack in her voice sent chill down my spine.
Tear fallin’ down a million thoughts ran through my 
mind. 
I never did expect the news that I heard next, 
I barely understood but I heard what she had said.
Damn this can’t be true man I can’t believe my ears
another life gone and my boy for many years. 
A father and a husband, son of a beauty queen
everybody takin’ candles and roses to the scene. 
Smoking blunts of weed sippin’ corona and some henn 
I’m locked up waitin’ to hit the pen. 
Wishin’ that I was there sharing tears and sharing hugs
my boys brought together showin’ some major love. 
Another fallen man a warrior at ease 
and now my carnal chino let da big homie rest in peace. 
We miss homie, gone but not forgotton bro (7/4/84 – 
3/25/06) 
RIP Chino  

-Shadow 
from The Beat: This is a testament of love to your friend, another 
potentially great man who died before he even hit 25.  Wasn’t his life 
worth more than his friends sipping beer and henn?  and you waiting 
to go to the pen?  can you see the big picture?  you write it well, 
break down the details.  it’s full of loss, regret, drowning sorrows.  What 
if you had another cause to soldier for? What would it be?  you are 
clearly a good writer.  if you used your skills to change the world, your 
community, the block…what would you fight for?  

last  Cal l 
The special one to me baby I need you in my life
baby girl you know you the one I need by my side 
Through the thick and thin day and night 
no more fears I’m here so no need to cry. 
I wanna hold you tight in my arms forever
I know people wanna hate on us ‘cause we together. 
I wanna be more den friends more like lovers 
we close then cousins more like sister and brother. 
The one who was there when the tears start to fall 
was there when the sun was out and when it was nothing 
but fog.
Pretty eyes I love ‘em they hypnotize 
you say by my brown eyes I mesmerize.
So what’s good then ma is you down for wat ever? 
Then we can be lil’ deestylistics song “Always and 
Forever.”
It’s all about you and me, you’ll be my chola 
I’ll be your cholo por vida 
bien aqui mexicano. 
So what’s good wit' it girl are you ready are you down? 
I cross waters for you girl I’ll walk many miles 
but don’t get me wrong I’m not desperate 
‘cause this the last time you’ll find me restless, 
after tonight August 5th 2008 
I don’t get an answer den I’m gone alright then late--
you made a mistake and took too long ‘cause soon I’ll be 
leavin’ 
the east bay back to San Francisco,  la varrio Mission, 
but you’ll see me sometimes ‘cause I live in the town.

-Shadow 
from The Beat: This is a really old school love poem, in the tradition 
that asks the question are you with me, or not?  We like your modern 
spin.  it’s clear from your writing that you have some good language 
skills.

money
I’m Bill Gates
And make no mistakes
My pockets got digits like license plates
No I don’t got a black card
But when it comes to money you broke ninjas better 
stand guard
And I didn’t need an A plus on my report card
'Cause I was makin’ dollars during recess time on the 
courtyard
Money be my motivation and my foundations
To hell with breakin’ the law and down probation
Money my first love and I don’t need no explanation

-Bill “Hard Workin'” Gates
from The Beat: it’s hard to keep track of you with your name switching 
up each flow/but it’s good to see you have a plan when you go/legit 
money is the money they can’t take away/but if you want that rich 
tomorrow you gotta slow it down today/get your education, clear your 
name/and whatever you do, get out the game!

think ing ‘bout  Changing
My hardest thing is trying to change my life because 
trouble you try to stay away from comes to you. I be 
always trying to change my life but it’s hard. 
 People I hang with I stopped hanging out with them 
and it’s still the same. When I get out I’ma get a job.  Me and 
my girlfriend. Jail has a hold on me I can’t go anywhere 
because I’m in a cell all day thinking ‘bout changing my 
life.

-Seshawn
from The Beat:  We guess if trouble seems to keep coming to you, you 
just gotta keep turning another way.  eventually the trouble will give 
up and go somewhere else.  having a job can help in many ways.  it can 
help you make new and different friends, money, and it helps with your 
own self-esteem.

get  my mind right
The hardest decision I ever had to make is changing my 
ways of life. Because when I was in jail last time I said I 
was gone get a job, go to school, stay out of trouble. 
 But as soon as I touchdown I was on da same hype.  
So I really hadn’t change. I think that’s why I came back 
so I know I gotta get my mind right and switch it up feel 
me.

-Weeze 
from The Beat:  We do feel you.  We want you to think back on where 
you started slipping up so you can do it differently next time.  Will you 
let people help you?  Who supports you changing your life?
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Change! ! !
Beat man when I get out I’m going to change. Reason is 
because this street life ain’t it. 
 Reason is people dyin’ every day on these streets and 
I ain’t bout to die to these streets. Man when I get out I’m 
bout to have a job, get a new house man I’m solid. Man 
I’m glad I’m through with these.

-Jc
from The Beat:  how are you going to change?  Will you change where 
you go, who you hang out with, how you get money?  make some plans 
and set up some support, some people who can keep your best interests 
in mind.

the hardest  Decis ion i  ever made
What’s Good Beat this that homeboy Shadow coming 
and the topic I wanna touch on is the hardest decision I 
ever made. 
 Well tha hardest decision I ever made is smashin’ 
on my BM (Babymomma). Well it started off as fun we 
were cracking jokes she called me a pisa (because my 
dad is from Puebla) and then I told her that she couldn’t 
talk ‘cause she was chumpty and couldn’t pronounce 
United States or California but could pronounce Nike and 
K-swiss. 
 My homeboy was there and he started to laugh. She 
got mad and stomped out to da kitchen and came back wit 
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. I tried to grab one and 
she tried to put it down my shirt. So I grabbed the other, 
smashed it in her face then she said f my dead homie, I 
said what, say it again then she said it so I smashed on 
her.  
 We broke up and I got back wit my other female. It 
was hard ‘cause I love my BM but don’t disrespect the 
dead homie because my hood was there before she was.

-Shadow
from The Beat:  so you respect your dead homie more than the mother 
of your child, alive, standing right in front of you shadow?  That’s 
messed up.  you both pushed each other way too far.  We hope you can 
figure out how to treat each other well so that your child learns about 
love, about good relationships, about how to handle situations that get 
out of hand.  respect is about more than who was there first…it’s also 
about honor, depth of feeling, and acknowledgement of the struggles 
others face. 

my tough Choices
About a year ago my girlfriend, Heidy, told me she was 
pregnant. 
 This news came as a complete shock to both of us 
because being a parent so early in life wasn’t what we had 
planned. We were stressed out for 2-3 months trying to 
figure out what to do. After telling her mother, she backed 
us up 100% on killing our accident. 
 The abortion then took place, but she always seemed 
a little distant since that day at the clinic. This was one 
of the most difficult choices I ever had to make, and one I 
deeply regret to this day. 
 Heidy and I both are still deeply in love with each 
other, and are to be married some time next year, 2009. 
She is now almost a month and a half pregnant with our 
planned child. His name shall be: Nicolae Jetty, or if it is 
a female: Bellatrix Sierra 

-A New Dad To Be
from The Beat: having an abortion is a difficult and painful decision, 
and many couples have a hard time staying together afterwards. it’s 
good to hear that you and the girl you loved have stuck with each other. 
now that you are about to be a father, what kinds of changes are you 
planning to make in life?

beef
Beef is not what I said to someone
Beef is when the working folks can’t find jobs 
so they try to find ninjas to rob 
trying to find bigger guns so they can finish the job
Beef is when the crack babies can’t find moms 
cause they in a pine box or locked behind bars
Beef aint the summer Jam for hot 9-7
Beef is the cocaine and AIDs epidemic

-Tone’
from The Beat:  This is an interesting piece.  do you mean beef is when 
you can’t accept the way things are, so you fight even if you still lose?

Domino e f fect
Sophomore year my friend, or so I thought was my 
friend, and I went through the lockers while P.E. was in 
session. 
 I came up fatter and he wanted a 50/50 cut. I refused 
– what I get is mine and vice-versa. He snitched to the kid 
I came up on. Here’s where the domino effect began. I put 
him in the hospital, got expelled to a high school across 
town. I was expelled again and sent to village continuation 
which is similar to sunset in Hayward. 
 I made the basketball team but this past year (my 
junior year) I was expelled for a fight during a game. All 
because that kid snitched I’m where I’m at. I cheated 
the system and got my GED. early by taking the CHSPE 
test, so I’m going to JC a year early, probably Chabot in 
Hayward or Laney in Oakland. They can’t hold me down! 
!

-Rad
from The Beat: We’re glad you’ve got big plans, but your first mistake 
was stealing from other kids in your school. don’t blame the kid who 
told on you, you were the one who made the decision to take what 
wasn’t yours! man up, we make our own lives.

breaking in
The hardest decision I ever made was a decision to 
break into someone’s rim shop. I knew something could 
go wrong and some one could get hurt, I considered 
probably in something else that was more easier than 
that one, like if I got caught I could lose freedom and I 
could lose my car. I went back tryin’ to be greedy. 
 No I would not make the same choice …I would just 
stay home and play games or something.

-Anonymous
from The Beat: sounds like you learned something  about how you want 
to live and what you want to do. maybe in the long run, this will prove 
to have been a good experience. next time sign a name so you can get 
credit for your writing!

what  got  me
Jail has a physical hold of me because I ain’t going 
nowhere till they open dem gates. The streets got a hold 
of me because I’m dedicated to the block. Change got a 
hold of me ‘cause I’m ready for it.

-Weeze 
from The Beat:  can you be dedicated to the block and still make the 
changes you need to make?  in what ways are you ready to change?  

no let t ing  go
The streets got a hold, ain’t no letting go of me, 
Too deep in the game to let go
It’s just me and I ain't going to change

-Young Stubborn
from The Beat: you’re the one who won’t let go of the streets, don’t 
pretend you don’t have a choice. your life and future are at stake.
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i t  Don’ t  bother me
Prison is racially segregated. People go with their own 
people, for example blacks go with blacks and Mexicans 
go with the Mexicans and Asians with Asians. 
 There aren’t that many white people inside the hall 
to really segregate themselves. It don’t bother me at all 
because I’m with the homies in here and on the outs.

-With the Homies
from The Beat:  What do you think when you see someone else crossing 
these racially segregated lines?  Would you support other people 
checking them somehow, or would you back the person up?

renegade
Maybe it’s hatred I spew maybe it’s food for the spirits 
maybe it’s beautiful music I made for you to just cherish 
but I’m debuted, disputed, hated, and viewed in America 
as a drug addict and criminal like you didn’t experiment? 
Now, now that’s when you start and see yourself as a kid 
again and you get embarrassed.

-2;2 Tone’
from The Beat:

i t  Just  happens
I don’t think it should be but people segregate themselves 
when they’re in prison. It would start a problem if they 
associate with another race, like if a black person were to 
associate with a white person he would get killed or xed 
out from their crew or get beat up every day so that’s why 
the blacks stay with the blacks, Mexicans hang with the 
Mexicans, and whites hang with the whites. That’s just 
how it is in the prison.

-Boobie
from The Beat:  What happens to the multiracial people?  how would 
that work for you, if you were forcibly segregated in an institution—not 
even necessarily prison, would you accept that?

F irst  and last
Something that had got a hold of me is when I came to 
jail. Because I can’t come in and out of my room and see 
all my family and hang out with my friends. I will never 
come back in here because this is my first time coming in 
here and my last time. This is not a place for me.

-Lacey 
from The Beat: great, we hope we never see you again for your own 
sake.  keep what you wrote here with you, don’t slip.  it’s much better 
to be free.

i  had to  decide
The hardest decision I ever made was when I had to 
decide on if I wanted to rob this old lady for money or 
not and it was very hard with all of the things my family 
taught me. 

-Things My Family Taught Me
from The Beat: so if you could re-wind what details would you change 
so you weren’t in that predicament?  What did you think you needed 
the money so badly for right then that you were willing to go against 
all the things your family taught you?  We all make mistakes.  learn 
from yours!

l iv ing my l i fe  everyday as a Fr iday
When I was on the outs I lived my life everyday as a 
Friday 
Got high school drunk, bedhead off a snack. 
Those was the days, now that I'm in here I can't. 
I wrote at letter to everyone I hung out with telling then 
how when I get out
 I was going to be less hyphy. 
When I came to mind I thought above it in my cell I would 
never change don’t know why it’s just me. Sometimes I 
hope I change 
But it will not be soo,n still gone do what I do and live my 
life like this Friday

-Lil’ Hyfee
from The Beat: But you already know what happens when you live 
your life that way – it gets you back in the system, where every day is 
lockdown day. are there things you like doing, where you can have fun 
without breaking laws and giving the system another reason to take 
you back?

grandma’s  hug
The last time I got a hug is like a week before I went 
down by my grandma. And she was telling me to turn 
myself in because I was on the run, and I didn’t need to 
be running this street life. 'Cause she know it’s a body 
falling everyday and she did not want it to be me. But I 
didn’t turn myself in and now I went down.

-Demaurija
from The Beat: man – see lesson learned: always listen to your grandma! 
have you talked to her since you got caught?

i  Don’ t  know what ’s  going on
Damn, looks like they said forget life and give the man 
that taught me everything I know the death penalty…
damn I’m hot right now. Everybody in Jail but looks like 
I’m the only one who go bounce back like crack…life is 
hard so dying must be easy….shhh I guess…but man I’m 
goin back to camp and I’m just gon' pimp this and not 
run…but this is called pain, no father, brother shot dead, 
my favorite funniest prettiest sister dead. 
 Damn….that hurts my heart to think of her …I’m in 
here for having 15 stacks, I'm in here for having too much 
money, damn what I don’t wanna be is another black 
statistic. So I’m gonna do what’s right and do what my 
sis', bro' would want me to do and get money the easy 
way by getting a job. 
 God first then everything else…pain?
 Free my right hand, my daddy
 Rest In Peace: Tanika Wade, I’m missin you.

-Clay-Dizzle
from The Beat: a lot of people would have just gone wild after receiving 
this news, but you found the strength to put it on paper and talk about 
it – that just shows what you already know: you have what it takes

hold in ’  my game
Game got a hold of me – so I grab back
Ridin’ on rims I spit on stocks – no Nasdaq 
Stocks ain’t my thang – ‘cause I be playing with change
Got groupies by the two’s – they all play wit’ my chain 
Err-body know the real so they say I’m the main 
attraction 
Playboy I be stackin’
No Mickey D’s but I stay big mackin’
Everything all good 
but somebody get clapped when something go down and 
he tell what happened 
That ain’t part of the game I swear y’all can have it but I’m 
married to the game and I stick with it like a magnet.

-Young Vey
from The Beat:  you say that the game’s got a hold on you, that you’re 
stuck to it like a magnet, which makes it sound like you don’t have a 
choice in the matter.  The truth is that you do have choices – you can 
choose to make sure you stay out the hall, or you can choose to keep 
doing what you’re doing and probably end up back where you are now.
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touch Down 
The hardest decision I ever made was when I decided 
to start grindin’ and hangin’ out all night getting high. 
Playing with guns is another mistake I made, trouble 
come my way. Fighting peer pressure because they 
convenience you to do something that you don’t want and 
that will make it a tough decision. CA$E$.

-Lil’ Nef
from The Beat: Would it be a hard decision to stop grinding etc.?  and 
also don’t you choose your peers?  Who would you have to be to have 
different peers, and different decisions to make?  Who could you be?

another Day
It wasn’t no peer pressure or drugs. I chose to do it. 
 At first I thought it was the door stopping me from 
freedom but then I thought about it and it was me stopping 
myself….and so I say another day wearing somebody else 
clothes, another day having a timed shower, another day 
going to summer school…
 Another day saying another day.

-Cassius
from The Beat: now that you know it, are there ways you can stop 
stopping yourself? maybe there’s a reason for all these lockdown days, 
and it’s to help you figure out a new plan?

arkansas
What up with it hood! 
This yo’ boy Arkansas off in this thang for the third time 
writing real talk about me.
Check me out 
The life I’m gon’ tell you about 
I do something wrong they lock me up and leave me 
crying out 
Oh! Mom I’m gone do right, I promise I’m gone straighten 
out 
But oh! There I go doing wrong every time they let me 
out 
But I know my mom believes in me 
Even though she sees me heading for the penitentiary
I’m really trying hard on making my life better
But the only thing that keep popping in my mind is 
cheddar 
Like they say birds of a feather flock together
But I’m trying to be the weather man and predict the 
weather 
But really I’m trying to get out of here 
And hopefully I’ll make it to see next year..

-Keenan
from The Beat: With talent like this and love like your mama’s/you got 
no excuse for getting caught up in dramas/your future is yours to make 
it or break it/you got a second chance, so you better take it.

who bel ieves in  You?
I know my girl believes in me because she tells me so. 
And when I talk to her, she keeps me motivated and going 
also I believe in myself because I know I’m a good guy, 
and I know I’m going to be someone in life no matter 
what no one says about me. And I also have to believe 
in myself because I had a kid on the way and that’s more 
then enough to keep me going.

-X
from The Beat: having a kid on the way is huge, becoming a father 
could change your whole life around. What kinds of preparations are 
you making in your mind to get ready for the big day?

Just  Came From roP
What’s up Beat this your boy Crazy. I just came from 
“ROP” they pulled me because I got into a gang related 
fight and a riot. 
 They trying to send me to YA but I’m going to try to 
serve time in here 'till I’m 18 years old. But yeah Beat I’m 
out. To everyone facing real time keep ya’ll head up. 

-Crazy
from The Beat: keeping your head up – when you think about it that’s 
not just about pride, it’s also about having the guts to look up high – to 
the sky, to the stars, to a future that is better than your past. When you 
decide to give your life over to a war you’re bound to lose, is that really 
keeping your head up? 

i  Seen a man Die
So you standing in the tunnel of eternal life and you see 
the ones you never learned to love in the life make the 
choice, let it go but if you ain’t at peace with god you need 
to patch it up.

-Tone’
from The Beat:  how do you patch it up with god?  What happened 
with “the ones you never learned to love?”  martin luther king Jr. said 
we need to learn to love people even when we don’t like what they do.  
does that fit in with this picture?

the hardest  Decis ion i  ever made
The hardest decision I ever made was hanging with the 
wrong people because I was doing hella shhh, but I love 
running around…that was my everyday life, I thought. 
 My decision was doing that because I never cared 
about nothing. My decision got me shot, got my patna 
killed. I never thought that was my decision.

-Lil’ Sosa 
from The Beat:  it sounds like you realized you made a hard decision 
after your friend was killed, like then you understood the tremendous 
loss and tragedy your decisions brought on.  it also sounds like you 
cared about your “patna.”  That’s something.  When you think about it 
now, what do you care about.  could you make a list?    

what  got  a  hold  of  me
Change man, change got a hold of me. Everything is 
changing around me. Everything but me I’ve been in the 
same place for the last 6 months. Ain’t nothing change 
about me other than my age. I’m 18 now, about to go to 
Santa Rita to sit for a quick year. Free me!

-Nam
from The Beat:  They say the only constant (steady thing) in life is 
change.  is it possible you can’t see changes in yourself?  how’s your 
mind?  hasn’t spending time in your cell and looking at time in santa 
rita changed how you look at the decisions you made to get here?  

no more Funny money
Man I was sleepin’ hella good, sleepin’ butt naked on 
my mattress, dreaming about the outs, and what I could 
of done. I know how I take my freedom for granted that’s 
what I was thinking.  
 But today’s Tuesday, so the staff woke us up for The 
Beat Within. And yep I learn not to take my freedom for 
granted. So when I get out no more funny money, ‘cause 
fast money mean fast gone, fast game mean more mission, 
more mission mean more time.  
 Man I’m tired of this shhh I got two more months and. 
I’m hella juice.

-Nguyen
from The Beat:  you’re definitely right that path you’ve been down, 
seems you know it well.  fast money usually comes with a catch, and it’s 
usually one you won’t like.  you know you’ve got to just work hard and 
earn money if you want to stay on the outs.
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Contro l l ing  mysel f
Hi my name is Christopher. aka Fats. Well, as you can 
see, I am in the halls on some bs. But it’s ok ‘cause they 
can’t hold ya boy forever. They got me up in here with 
enemies. (RIP Dra, you will never be forgotten.) 
 I’m up in here trying to control myself ‘cause I’m 
trying to get out. But I’m ready to get it popping. I just 
can’t wait till I get back to the ‘hood and chill with my 
ninjas.

-Christopher
from The Beat: actually, we can’t see that you’re here “on some bs.” 
We don’t know why you’re here, but we do know a lot of our writers 
complain that they’re here on “bs.” But whose bs is it? and why do “bs” 
it if you know it leads here? Plus, what you wrote about your enemies 
(which we had to change) makes us wonder what you are calling “bs.” 
a word to the wise: the can you forever if you give them the excuse 
they need…

a robbery
One of the hardest decision I ever made was when I seen 
this lady walking down the street in the cuts. I jumped 
out on her, took her purse, then ran and jumped in the 
car. Then I got followed. 
 Man, I wish I never would have robbed that lady. I 
would never be here writing this bs for The Beat Within. 
But I am here, so I am and can’t take it back. I wish I was 
out in my ‘jets.

-Christopher
from The Beat: so, if you had never been caught, would you also wish 
you hadn’t robbed this lady? if someone robbed a lady in your life — 
your mother, sister or girlfriend — would that be all right with you?

get t in ’  Sent
Wassup with Tha Beat? Yea, I saw y’all on Tuesday in the 
hall before I came to the Ranch dressing. Man, I’m hot. 
They played ya boy, but I’m might not even stay here. 
 To you dudes that’s on the outs, ya betta be smooth 
at whacha do, ‘cause they trying get cha sent and they 
sendin’ wit’ a quickness, fo’ real. They got so many of 
my friends sent right now, every round this camp, but 
we gone touch back down. I’m hoping I get up outta this 
thing on, though, ‘cause I got court soon, so all who want 
me out, pray for me. Yeah, that’s all I got for this right 
now. 

-Digg
from The Beat: maybe you’re right, that youth in juvy are getting sent 
away more quickly and for longer periods of time, but maybe that’s 
because people are freaking about so many of you getting shot, hurt 
and killed in the streets. if someone asked you what your solution to 
solving street violence, that would bring peace to these streets, what 
would you say?

being in  JJC
Being in here sucks ‘cause you always do what you’re 
told. Being in here sucks ‘cause if you do something 
wrong, you get time even though you already doing 
time. Being in here sucks, even though you will be out 
sometime.

-Demon
from The Beat: Well of course it sucks! it’s supposed to suck! it’s a jail!

Drive  Carefu l ly  in  l i fe !
Life is like a car. You say you young and reckless… Well, 
you betta cruise control befo’ you get wrecked, kid. In the 
streets, it’s the opposite — you see a red light, ya betta 
not stop. It end up with ya hood open and the whole car 
flipped. 
 Shoulda had ya eyes on the streets, both hands on the 
wheel. But instead you tryna shift gears. Shoulda looked 
down the block before you slid through there. Now you 
young and restin’ because you made a left there. 

-E-Boy
from The Beat: We like your analogy to driving a car. What about you? 
When you’re on the outs, are you as careful about the things you do as 
you advise others in this piece?
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the hardest  Decis ion i  ever made
The hardest decision I ever made is what landed me in 
YGC. It was hard for me because it is a violent crime, and 
I am not a violent person. I won’t be specific, but I almost 
killed someone. If I could go back in time, I wouldn’t do 
it. It wasn’t worth it.

-Dillon
from The Beat: We appreciate why you don’t want to go into details 
about your crime, but it does show that even a “non-violent” person 
can get caught up in violent actions that can lead to permanent 
consequences. We hope you examine your contribution to this event 
carefully, so that you can avoid any similar “mistakes” in the future.

in to  Shin ing
What’s up with The Beat? I ain’t got to must to talk 
about. I’m just go spit this shhh to kill time. To hell with 
my PO. I ain’t go stop grindin’. Violate me if you want. You 
have to come find me, looking for me in the streets. I’m so 
into shinning live every damn day like its Friday.

-Royce
from The Beat: you’re “so into shining” that you’ve allowed yourself to 
fall under the control of strangers telling you what to do, what to eat, 
where to sleep, when to talk, etc. That’s the kind of shining we can do 
without. 

i  want  to  go home!
What’s up with The Beat? Ya know this Smokey, and I’m 
BACK! Man, I’m just caught up. I get out then come back 
then get out and come right back, over and over. All this 
long-ass time up in here wearin’ somebody else shhh and 
eating this nasty-ass food, and all the rest of the bull. 
 We eat when they say, come out the room when they 
say come out. This shhh ain’t the place for me having 
somebody else that ain’t ma mama tell me what to do, 
wakin’ up at 6:30 a.m.  in the morning. This ain’t a place 
to be, man. 
 I’ma be out this G-thang on 8/15/08 at 5:00 p.m! Check 
the judge out like she want a big dawg released! LOL. Ya 
know I’m out this G-thang!

-Smokey 
from The Beat: By now you’re out of here — unless you’ve fallen again 
and come right back in! your description of the place is exactly right — 
it’s a locked facility where you have to do what you’re told. so, if you 
hate it as much as you say, why do you keep returning? What keeps 
you coming back? What kind of changes do you need to keep you out 
for good?

home away From home
What thizz it, mayne? This yo’ girl Giggles once again up 
in here. I came back with a new case ‘cause I was kicked 
out of my grouper for kickin’ down the door. Them foo’s 
were trying to put me on Prozac! Ha ha! 
 Thug life! I was in Tulare County for a week. Shhh, it 
seem this is my second home. I regret keep getting locked 
up. I lost a vato that I was really feeling ‘cause I know he 
don’t want a jailbird for a girl, you feel me? 
 But hey, I got gangsta blood running through my veins 
(LOL). Well, to all the homies up in here, keep yo’ head up 
and I’ll see ya in the outs. Stay up.

-Giggles
from The Beat: you say your regret getting locked up, but how many 
times can you express the same regret before people stop believing it? 
The blood running through your veins is exactly the same as the blood 
running through our veins (we could be blood donors for each other), 
so let’s keep it real! The choices that lead you here are just that, choices, 
and they have nothing to do with blood. it may be what you’ve been 
taught, but by now, your own intelligence should have kicked in to 
tell you that if you continue to act on what you’ve been taught, you’ll 
continue to give the system all the power it needs to keep you a slave!

my ‘hood got  a  hold  of  me
I come from a place where every day is a struggle and 
most die. You got to be on alert the whole time ‘cause 
suckas might slide through. Well, you know we posted on 
the block ready for the funk.
 If they do slide through, you already know someone 
is getting murked. It’s nothing to us, just another murder 
seen. You know me… I never speak on what I saw or did. 
 Me and my homies is true and loyal to the block, and 
we all about that money. We could never stop hustling. 

-Weasel
from The Beat: it’s too bad the block you’re so ready to become a slave 
to (and for) doesn’t have the same love for you! it’s nothing but dirt and 
cement, incapable of feelings or thought. you say you could never stop 
hustling, but the reality is so very simple: you are stopped now, and this 
is nothing compared to what they can do if you give them the excuse 
they need. more than 200 children (under 18 when they committed 
their crimes) are locked up in california prisons for life WiThouT parole! 
(We removed your final threat; it revealed the immaturity of the writer 
— you — and is completely inappropriate for The Beat…)

what ’s  got  a  hold  of  You?
My boyfriend has a hold of me, and it seems like I just 
can’t release my hold on him. I love him so much. I feel 
that the future will hold great experiences for the both of 
us. I want to spend the rest of my life with this human 
being. 
 I love my boyfriend and he loves me. He is the apple of 
my eye. He treats me like a princess. I’m the apple of his 
eye. He loves me for who I am and not what other people 
want me to be. 
 Whenever I need or want something, he provides it for 
me with no hesitation. And even though my mom can’t 
stand him, I know that they will work out their problems 
on my behalf.

-K 
from The Beat: if each of you are the apples of the other’s eye, then why 
did you do whatever it was that let the system separate you? it takes 
more than feeling love to make a relationship work. it takes sacrifice, 
and hard work. Without that, you end up in situations like this where 
you’re writing about love but not experiencing it.

100 Years!
Wha’s up with The Beat man? Me, chillin’, still knocking 
time out. Crackers tryna give me a 100 years! Ain’t shhh 
change. I’ma do what I got to in that time. 
 I know some suckas who hate me I ain’t neva meet, 
neva talk to them, neva even seen them yet. 
 Holla at yo’ boy, dude. 

-Jeffery 
from The Beat: When you say you’re going to do what you got to do, 
what exactly do you have in mind? We hope you don’t get a long prison 
sentence, but if you do, we hope you’ll stay in touch with The Beat so 
you can give our readers a true picture of what you experience.

back in  th is  thang
What’s good with The Beat? It’s ya boy Poon-G. Yeah, I’m 
back in this thang holdin’ it down for all my thug ones. 
But on some real shhh, I’m getting tired of this jail shhh. 
But ain’t no way for me to stop coming. I ain’t go stop 
thugging no matter what. Even if I wanted to I couldn’t 
because your past will always catch up to you, so what’s 
the point of changing?

-Poon-G
from The Beat: you know as well as we do what the point of changing 
is, whether you plan on doing it or not. But one thing for sure, if you 
keep doing the same things that put you back here so often, you’ll have 
a lot more opportunities to get tired of this shhh… your choice.
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what ’s  got  hold  of  You?
The only things that had got a hold of me that I cannot 
let go of is having love for my girl. It’s hard for me to let 
go of her because she mean a lot to me personally for my 
opinion. 
 Other things that got a hold of me that I can’t let go is 
to feel full of regrets in my life with all the mistakes I’ve 
made.

-Goofy
from The Beat: Those regrets will be important to your future… if they 
mean you won’t be repeating the mistakes that led to them…

my l i fe
Daddy died when I was a young teen. We got us some 
change. 
Mama took the bread and spent it. She went shopping on 
that lane. 
That’s when a lot of shhh changed, all my patnas in the 
game 
But my pockets didn’t change, so I called that boy Big 
Dane 
Bought a half of that flame, wasn’t no G street in the 
rain 
Blown ‘bout for a week, mama don’t understand 
Put me out, now I’ma man 
Ain’t no turning back
People ain’t gave me a thang since I’m burning sacks 
But I learn from that 
They look at me like I’m grown ‘cause I go get my own 
It get real where I roam 
I gotta gun, quit school and basketball just to savage the 
block 
But I had to be stopped but never till I was ahead
Buy fits every Friday, plus I send my thugs bread 
Yeah, that’s why I feel I can’t be told shhh 
Don’t a ninja do a thang when you broke as shhh

-Digg 
from The Beat: What does it mean that “there ain’t no turning back?” 
if that was true, all of us would be condemned to do the same things 
over and over again. The nice thing about being a human being is that 
we can learn from past mistakes so that we don’t have to repeat them 
forever. That gun you have will do nothing to make your life better, but 
that education you stopped will. 

in  i t
The block got a hold of me to keep it solid. Even though 
I hate it, I still go back to the block. The reason I hate it 
‘cause I be on the block so much that I forget I gotta take 
care of certain business, like go to school for the PO can 
stay off my back, and be in the house for curfew call. So I 
be getting sidetracked.
 But hey, when you with the shhh you got to sacrifice 
certain things. I ain’t ‘bout to cry about this shhh. Look, 
I’m in it for the chedda and sky.

-Money Earn Vern
from The Beat: as you mature, Vernon, you’re realize that there are 
sacrifices to me made by all of us in whatever we choose to do. But 
some sacrifices are greater than others. you’ve sacrificed years of your 
young life to strangers… and here you are again. you may be “in it for 
the chedda,” but so far, all that chedda keeps going to the system where 
you’re “in it.”

Forget  i t
What’s good with The Beat Within? It’s just ya boy, Tha 
Dude, holdin’ it down for my side. I’m just writin’ this last 
Beat for Tha Beat. Y’all ain’t heard from me in a hot min, 
so no news means good news for me. I’m just preparing 
myself for my departure from this Ranch. These streets 
been callin’ my name for too long and now I’m ‘boutta 
answer the phone. It’s been a long time since I really been 
in these streets, but I’m still on the top of my game. 

-Tha Dude
from The Beat: What if, when you get out and go back to the streets, as 
you write, nobody messes with you? What if, while you were away for 
over a year at the ranch, your rivals have gone on with their lives and 
leave you alone now? can you just create a new life for yourself beyond 
the streets, without recreating any new chapter of old mess? What do 
you want for your future? What do you love?

to lave l le
There been lots of hard decisions in my life. Hurt time 
there would always be, even when you free. They had take 
my life away from me. Only two actions is what I receive. 
All I love, in a second, was taken away, and this time I’m 
not talking of my freedom, I’m talking of my only love, 
Lavelle — and from two decisions!
 Will Lavelle be a victim of my mistakes, of the decision 
I once made? 850 or the YA are waiting for me just to keep 
me away from bein’ free. Till the day I die, I will always be 
the true me, always a leader and never a follower. 
 I have a dream, to succeed, and for you I will do all it 
takes to make you feel proud of me. I want you to one day 
call me your daddy.

-D 
from The Beat: you’ve paid a high price for your mistakes (and lavelle 
is also paying a high price). But if you can keep her in your heart as 
motivation to succeed, then you’ll be giving her a much better future 
than you had. Then you’ll be able to look back and see that she not only 
is proud of you, you also be proud of yourself.

a Cold  Stare
They judge by the way you look, the way you are, even 
when people don’t know you. They judge by the eyes. 
Some stares are nice, some stares are mean, some stares 
are happy, some stares are sad, some are cruel, some 
are motivation stare. They all mean something, but they 
don’t mean shhh like a cold stare. 
 Some say a cold stare can come from someone who 
has no feeling, but I’m here to say forget you. I don’t 
like the way people judge me. Some are just that way. 
Nowadays you look at someone wrong, you get shot in 
yo’ face, by a ignorant punk who don’t even know what’s 
going on. That won’t change me and my cold stare.

-Rambo
from The Beat: how can you be sure, when you’re giving someone that 
“cold stare,” that you aren’t judging them by they way they look or 
other things that don’t reveal who they are? What do you think Jesus 
disciple matthew meant in the Bible when he said, “Judge not that ye 
be not judged”?

the hal l ’s  too easy
I think the reason why people keep coming back to 
juvenile is because they don’t mind. They get used to it, 
and after a while it’s whatever. Staff here treat us a little 
too good. It’s like they want us to have a good time in the 
units. Staff bring their Playstations and let the detainees 
do basically whatever they please. 
 When I look around, it’s like everyone is at home. 
But not me! I turned 18 here, and I’m knowing for a fact 
I’m not going to be happy where am going. I never felt 
comfortable here anyways. Whatever, I ain’t getting out 
any time soon.
 Life ain’t easy, but I’ma keep my head up like I have a 
bloody nose!

-Smiley
from The Beat: do you think you would be able to avoid this place if 
the staff was harder on you than it is? if you were running this place, 
what changes would you initiate? What do you think the effect of your 
changes would be on the youth who come through these doors?
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F ind i t
Who believes in me? Bruh, I don’t know. Who is in my 
corner? I still don’t know. Well. I have a feeling my mom 
and bro do, but I’m not 100% about them sometimes. 
 I hear the famous line, “You have talent, why are you 
wasting it?” but tell you the truth I don’t see it. But that 
doesn’t mean I’ma quit and not find it. As long as God is 
with me anything is possible. I will succeed in life!

-T
from The Beat: maybe if you ask your mom and bro what they see in 
you it would help you find it in your self. also, sometimes if we are the 
ones in other’s corners it makes it easier for us to be able to see who 
else might be there for us.

open & Closed
What’s up Beat? This JR just chilling, waiting for my 
time to pass so I could start fresh when I get out. 
 Well I’m bout to write about the topic “with eyes 
closed.” I think it’s better to live part of your life with 
your eyes open so that you can see reality and what’s 
really happening and the damage you’re doing or the pain 
you’re going through. 
 On the other hand when your eyes are closed most 
of the time it’s peaceful and you have time to think about 
the stuff you’ve gone through or done and can think of 
how it would’ve been different if you done it this way or 
that and how it will be done the next time. 
 For me, I saw life like ‘I’ll never get caught or put my 
mom through a bunch of stuff,’ but now that I’m locked 
up all I have is time to think and I look at it from other 
people’s point of view, like my mom. How I would hardly 
come home and just worry about my 40 oz’s and stuff. 
 Or from the counselor’s perspective always seeing 
me and my brother come back. They’re probably thinking 
like, “Don’t these guys like being out with their family 
and loved ones?” 
 So now I see it from other views. I’m going to do things 
differently and more slick. That’s why I think it’s cool to 
live life with your eyes open and closed. Well that’s all I 
got today so 'till next week! Love you brother take care, 
and good luck getting a job! Well I’m out! Stay up Turtle!

-M. Jr.
from The Beat: We can respect your decision to live with your eyes open 
and closed. We would recommend to close them in juvie, where many 
say that this is where you get your ‘real education’ for the streets. We 
worry that though you say you plan to do things differently when you 
get out, that you’re thinking you can keep getting in trouble and just 
be more “slick” about it.  most people in prison did not think they’d get 
caught. close your eyes and think of the path you want to make for 
yourself, for your life. open them with those that you feel care about 
your future.

Day 40
Today is my 40th day present in Juvenile Hall. Sitting 
along with the Beat helping me forget and release stress. 
“Your lies are wack.” What makes you think I would spit 
it to your face to mess up my brother’s case or put you 
to blame that’s what paper works for, to keep me behind 
my own doors. But the justice system fumbled, so now 
somebody gots to make a hustle. 
 “Your lies are wack.”
 Holding us behind shackled and coped. I miss my 
mother, my brothers, sister and others. Bigger brother, I 
know how you feel behind steel, upcoming fears. Not one 
person cares to help, just stare. Like an animal that could 
speak that could seek life’s pleasure, it only goes as far 
as how it’s measured. 

-Seeker 
from The Beat: Pleasure, how do you measure it? What does it consist 
of? it would depend on the individual. We don’t feel it just needs to be 
personal and kept to ones self. share it, embrace it, it makes your time 
feel more worth living.

what  i  Fee l ,  and need
Why do all the fine girls gotta be known to go around
I’m from that Gilroy town
And all I see is females that ain’t down
Everybody knows everybody in G-town
But, I need a good female or a top notch shorty 
She be my boo cause she down to do what I do
I got a lady on the outs
But on the real I don’t want her to be mine
I feel bad cause all I’m doing is lying
Telling her I like her but I really don’t 
And I ain’t gotta lie, she is pretty fine
She says she’s a G but I don’t think she’s right for me.

-Armando
from The Beat: one of the hardest things for a lot of people is to be 
honest. you’re ahead of the pack by being able to be honest to yourself. 
now challenge yourself to be honest with her and those around you. 

i  got  Sentenced
Hey Beat! What’s up, me I’m just chilling in here! I got 
sentenced today. I’m going to the ranch for 6-8 months. 
I’m going to have to wait for 4 months so I can go. I’m 
going to be out probably on April or May of next year, but 
screw it. I’ll be out, I’ll do my program, I’ll probably see 
my homies. 
 I’m going to the Ranch. Let’s see what my mom says 
because she wasn’t here for my court date. I go back to 
court on the 29th of August to see what number I am for 
the ranch list. After that they told me that I have to go 
back to court on the 29th of December. 
 Well I’m just gonna do my time. I’m going to be in 
here for awhile. Oh yeah I go back to court when my mom 
comes to do some sort of re-sentencing because I got 
sentenced to the ranch when my mom wasn’t here. I go 
back and see if I could get released, I don’t get it, but I’ll 
go along with it. Well that’s all Beat. Stay up. Alrato.

-Victor
from The Beat: do your time and stay strong mentally Victor. also think 
about taking this time to plan and think about what it is that you really 
wish to do when you get on the outs. The hard things is deciding and 
being willing to stick to your decisions.

aaSpecia l  hug
The last hug was a special hug. It hurts to just see my 
mom two times a week. It makes me feel like I’m no good 
but that’s how the G-life is. 
 Many people think that getting locked up it’s cool and 
shhh but that’s not true. It’s painful and stressful. 

-Mariguas 
from The Beat: is this the first time you’re in? if not why do you continue 
to come back? if it is your first time remember what it’s like and ask if it 
is really worth it to be locked up.

Forgiveness
Forgiveness: it’s more than saying sorry, sorry. 
Forgiveness is divine. So, 
 let’s have a glass of wine and make up… until the end 
of time, time, time. Wrawwww!

-Anon Ymous!
from The Beat: We’ll pass on the wine, and we advise you to pass on 
it too. unless you have seven eyes and three hands, it’s illegal for a 
minor to consume alcohol, at least without a dragon’s permission. are 
we making sense? if we’re not, we hope you’ll forgive us.
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St i l l  there For  me 
Wud up Beat what’s crackin’ with this topic, well I’ma let 
ya’ll know who believes in me. My moms and my old lady, 
I knew they would never give up on me ‘cause I’ve messed 
up so many times and they’re still there for me. 
 I know I’ma change cause I’m tryin’ to right now and 
it’s gonna make things better for me, my family, and my 
lady. 

-Rudy 
from The Beat: it’s good that you see that it’s time for you to change and 
show those who have shown that they love you, that you love and care 
for them too by changing your ways.

his  gir l
Greetings Beat. This is homie Elmo, chilling in this 
Disneyland. I got something to tell you about some girl. 
 Okay this girl is cool. She used to be my girl, we had 
some good times. I used to love every minute I had with 
her. But let me tell you something though, she’s lost. 
 She tells me that she loves me right, but she has 
someone already. So tell me Beat does she really love me 
like she says or is she just telling lies? Because it is easy 
to tell someone you love them but do you really mean 
it? 
 Orale pues. To my carnales, stay strong and strive 
through this. Gone.

-Elmo
from The Beat: you can only know for sure what you feel for the other 
person. The way we see it; if you love someone all you can do is try to 
show them what they mean to you not only by what you do but by what 
you don’t do, example: disrespecting, lying, cheating, etc. if they can’t 
see that and treat you with that kind of love in return do you think that 
they are worth you loving them? Was she mad you got locked up?

my mom
I would like to change my ways for my mom, because 
I know that what she wants for me is a good future, but 
change is hard for me because of the neighborhood we 
live in and the drugs that are there. The people I hang out 
with, the stuff we do, and our enemies that don’t allow us 
to change, and honestly that’s the only way I know how to 
live because I’m stuck in that little area. 
 By the way things are going I’m either going to end up 
dead or in jail for the rest of my life, and that’s something 
I don’t want my mom to go through. I want her to be 
proud of me, and I want to be the one supporting her in 
the future.

-Unknown To Society
from The Beat: do you know people in your neighborhood who don’t 
do drugs etc, and who don’t have enemies?  not all people who live 
there live like that.  it is not easy to change, but it is possible, and if 
you really want to change your ways for your mom, you have to change 
the things you said, “the people (you) hang out with, the stuff (you) do, 
and (your) enemies.” 

that  Chapter
The last person I gave a hug was a girl named Melissa. 
She was pretty, white and 16. It was Monday the twenty 
something. Her house wasn’t gonna be her house by 
Thursday cause she was getting evicted. 
 It was a sad moment for her grandma, some other 
adult, her, and I. It was sad to us because she didn’t know 
when she’d see me or other people that lived in her house 
again. 
 “It’s gonna be alright” I told her as she was crying, “as 
long as I can get a hold of Sierra (her friend) I’ll get a hold 
of you.” 
 She was mostly sad because she was in her house 
with all her stuff in it, but there’s times when your life is 
like a book, all in chapters. There’s some times when you 
still wanna be in that chapter of your life, but a higher 
power eventually ends it for you.
  As if that hug wasn’t special to me already, when she 
left I started to clean her room up, and less than fifteen 
minutes later I was picked up by the SJPD and taken to J. 
Hall. 

-Rudy 
from The Beat: These are hard times for many families. you did good in 
being there and supporting your loved ones. don’t lose those personal 
values that lead to character.

Pues…
The last person that gave me a hug was my Jefita when 
she came to visit me last Sunday but the thing was she 
was sad cause I am in here again. 
 The last time I was here I told her that I wasn’t going to 
come back but I did. But at the same time she was happy 
cause she got to see me again for two month. She cried 
'cause she saw me in here again. Pues alratos Beat.

-Lil' Lucky
from The Beat: how did you feel about having your mom see you in here 
again? how do you feel about being here again and seeing tears on your 
mom’s face? you knew how she felt about it.  mom’s usually know the 
potential their kids have, and want them to live it fully.  What do you 
feel for her and do you think it shows?

no love
Hey Beat this be the homies knuckles and I don’t know 
what to write about these topics, so I’m just going to write 
my mind. 
 Lately my time here sucks. This system always seem 
to hate on some of us. I don’t get any visits. Just one 
but only because my cousin’s mom came to visit her and 
brang my mom along to make her see me. 
 My dad don’t even visit me either. It feels like there 
aint no love for me anywhere. That’s the reason I got “---- 
love” tatted on my forehand. 
 No one in my family shows love, only my lil’ baby 
sister. Well she’s nine but still my baby sister shhh not 
even the homies show love, but that’s the usual though. 
Most homies don’t write. 
 Well the only love I get is from my hyna Merelyn and 
my baby sis Samantha. I love you both. Well Beat I don’t 
know what else to say just wanted to let somebody know 
that. Well alrato. 

-Knuckles 
from The Beat: ask yourself and ponder the question on the reasons 
why the people you mention don’t show you love. We don’t think that 
the reason you mom doesn’t come visit is the same as the reason for 
your homies not coming. sometimes the actions may be the same but 
the reasons say a lot more.  They may want you to experience what it’s 
like to be locked up without them, so you won’t do it again.

what  i ’m th ink ing
Right now I’m thinking about so many things that I want 
to do. The first thing is about my family and how they 
must feel that I let them down, because they told me not 
to get into trouble and not to get locked up. 
 But there I go getting into trouble and getting locked 
up. I think that I’m going to the Ranch for 6-8 months and 
going to do four months dead time, and going to get out 
next year. Late Beat.

-S 
from The Beat: you say that you feel bad that you let your family down 
and that makes you a little sad. do you personally feel bad about what 
you did to get here? in the end it’s you that chooses what you do and 
don’t do. Just make sure that your decisions are ones that you can live 
with.
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the mind of  a  Cr iminal
With love comes pain in many different ways
One minute things are cool then you wish shhh will 
change
Had feelings long ago but over time they began to fade
From the blunts, pills, and drink that took my mind 
away
Tried to keep my brothers from the game but hypocritically 
I stayed the same
Listened to what they had to say but still I got high 
everyday
Family fighting all the time, home is never a peaceful 
place
But I tried to fix it by putting food on the plates
Many would think I’m always up to no good, 
from petty theft to jackin’ people to house raids.
For fame some ask, hell nah just getting what should be 
mine
Why do I or we have to sit back and watch them live the 
good life?
In my mind there’s nothing better than committing 
crimes
Money stacking up quick while my ambition begins to 
rise
Staying awake paper chasin’ 24/7 that’s our life
Because for some it ain’t easy to you haters who don’t 
understand
What you think is wrong we don’t care we’re right till the 
end

-Crazy 
from The Beat: if someone where to raid your house or rob someone in 
your family would you respect the individual who was also ‘paper chasin 
24/7?’ We are willing to bet your answer is no. What kind of ideals do 
you follow if you can respect those who believe what you believe?? it 
sounds like what meant something to you is your brothers, and you say 
you wanted to keep them from the game…

apologize
Baby I apologize
For all the hurt and tears I put in your eyes
I know I made a big mistake
I prayed to God it’s not too late
Baby just keep your feelings the same
I swear I’m going to change
It’s just me and you and that’s the truth
From now on, I promise I’ll make up all my wrong
So I’m sorry for leaving you
When I get out I’m going to start my life brand new
I know my words don’t mean nothing
All I got for you is loving
Peace out.

-P
from The Beat: it’s too many dudes playing in this game but don’t have 
directions on how to achieve true fame. stay in your lane and her love 
will forever scream your name.

hardest  Decis ion
My hardest decision was going home. I never wanted 
to go home. For an example my decision was to pull all-
nighters with my friend and don’t give a shhh. All I ever 
wanted to do was just kick it, but you know what momma 
always said. 
 She’d say, “Yo’ friends ain’t always gonna be there fo’ 
you.” 
 I understand mom, it was just a habit just like how 
“stuntin’ is  a habit”. So get like me ayyyy!!! 
 Ya’ feel me, but you know those hardheaded ass 
ninjas. Stay off the block ‘cause you already know what 
(you can’t get to heaven) with? I don’t even know. That’s 
why I’m tryin’ to help them out in reality, but as you know 
I have to help out myself first before anything. So call out 
to Him (Jesus) and ask Him what should be best for you. 

-J-Dee
from The Beat: We all have hard decisions to make in life. We’re glad 
that you’re trying to help other people but you’re right you do need 
to think about you and help yourself first. But maybe you decide to 
help other people it might make you stay focused on helping yourself. 
Whatever you do just stay with a positive attitude and that will help 
you get through your struggles. 

kiss goodbye
I just got down creasin’ up my Khakis
 Put my Nikes on
Hear the homeboys honkin’ the horn
 I guess tonight’s on
Grab my stuff and give my mom a kiss goodbye
 As I hop up in the ride she prays I come home alive
I can’t justify my life because I know I’m livin’ wrong
What the heck do you expect me to do when the funk is 
on 
Try to get along with my rivals, foo you must be jokin’
What you smoking
Better check my vital signs cause I’m livin’ half dead
Violent thoughts got me brainwashed, messing with my 
head.
Break a sweat up in my bed due to the nightmares 
that got my body tense but still I’m 
ready to die for this so called nonsense. 

-Elmo
from The Beat: you last line line strikes us, ‘so called nonsense’. if you 
are willing to die for it then it must mean a lot to you. We would like 
to know what it means to you.  Think of that kiss you gave your mom, 
we’re sure you wouldn’t want it to be the last.  everyone out there has 
that mother whose heart could be shattered.  Pay attention to your 
nightmares, maybe you’re trying to tell yourself something.

issues
There’s so many issues. I remember I could ride down 
the block but I seen my homies house that went through 
some issues. I remember when we would just post on the 
block and just smoke that Cheech and Chong. I hate to 
see people disrespect so that’s why I got that three-fifty-
seven. You the one that checks to see if you live or die. So 
ask yourself. Where’s the love? 

-J-Dee
from The Beat: What’s got a hold of you. What you need to be doing with 
a .357. you know what that lifestyle brings. death, and incarceration. 
you’re right. you are the one to check to see if you live or die. and you 
make your own choices. so if you make negative decisions then expect 
negative reactions. But if you make positive decisions than you can 
expect for positive things to come your way. 

what ’s  got  hold  of  You? 
Hey, Que onda Beat? My topic today is what’s got hold 
of you? The thing that have me hold a lot is the drugs. 
When I was using drugs, I wasn’t going to school and I 
was banging hard in the streets. I wasn’t listening to my 
jefita, and I wasn’t working. 
 So the thing hold me was when my jefita, she got sick 
bad. So that’s the thing it got hold of me. 

-Morgan
from The Beat: When drugs get hold of you, it’s very hard to respect 
what’s truly important and valuable, like your jefita, your work, your 
school and your life! We want you to face this problem squarely, to 
recognize that you need help with your addiction, and to make sure you 
get it. if that means aa or na, then that’s what you should be doing. 
But if you try to deal with this problem on your own, you will soon be 
back under the influence, and not able to care for your sick mother. Be 
very careful with the choices you have to make.
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Course
Dedicated to my babys mama 
Every minute of my life, every minute of the day, 
I just wanna love you baby. 
I just wanna hold you tight, I wanna love you right, 
hold you tight be with you.
Every single night baby I just wanna love you, 
baby I just wanna hold you tight. 
I never ever had a girl that ever made me feel like I feel 
I’m not tryin to put game on you I’m just keeping it real. 
Even when you’re not around I’m still thinking of you 
and when I close my eyes at night I’m always dreaming 
of you. 
When I was younger I swear I use to be a playa for life 
but as we met all I wanted to do is make you my wife. 
All my friends say I’m crazy and I should leave you alone 
but I still call you ‘cause I love to hear your voice on the 
phone. 
When I see you, I look into your beautiful eyes-we both 
smile 
and it really makes my temperature rise. 

-Roy
from The Beat: We can tell that you love your baby’s mamma roy. We 
congratulate you on finding someone to make you feel the way she 
does. We have to ask though, “What are you doing here?” Being here 
keeps you away from her. if we had someone make us feel the way she 
does for you we wouldn’t try to jeopardize having to be away from her.  
your baby needs you too.  

women in  th is  world
What up Beat? I want to write this piece 
to all the beautiful women in this world. 
You so beautiful girl
That you deserve the whole world
You need someone that will make you feel high as a kite
You got to have the good things
Living life like a real queen
Girl you shouldn’t ever cry
Your eyes should always be dry
Your beauty is so hypnotizing 
That you got the guy’s craving

-Segouia 
from The Beat: keep the poems coming segouia. respect and love for 
women is something that we could always have more of in this world.

Decis ions and love
Ok, the hardest decision I ever made is to deal with 
the fact that I can’t live with my father or be able to see 
him. It’s one of the biggest decisions I ever made and it 
was really hard to do something like that. It still makes 
me hurt inside with pain. I wish it could make different 
decision but I have to man up with it and stay strong. 
 What’s got a hold of me is females because they are 
such a beautiful things to me! I just don’t have that choice 
to let go of them. They’re so special! Well now that I look 
at it, that’s a hard decision to pick a girl out to be by my 
side together. Anyway that’s all I really got right now. But 
that’s my Beat Within to you. Late! 

-Jp
from The Beat: Why aren’t you able to live or see your father? Was it all 
your decision or was it partly his also? females are beautiful things. But 
don’t let them distract you too much. you need to focus on yourself and 
what you’re doing with your life. 

off  to  the ranch!
What’s up! I’m gonna be writing about how I’m gonna be 
leaving in a couple days to the ranch. Finally after like 
four months I’m really happy cause I hate being in the 
hall 24/7. It gets boring doing the same program day after 
day. I take a step closer to my family now. 
 I just have to do the hard part and not get failed 
because if I do I’m gonna end up here again. But I’ll go 
to a group home instead of the ranch again. It’s weird 
because I am #1 and people in my unit that are higher 
than me go to the ranch unit before me. Well all right beat 
that’s all I got for tonight. 

-Amonda 
from The Beat: We know that you get tired of doing the same thing 
everyday. But remember that Juvenile hall wasn’t built for you to have 
fun. it was built so you wouldn’t like it and not come back. But do your 
program, and get out the system. There are better things you could be 
doing in life besides giving it all to the system. enjoy your freedom and 
have fun, just don’t get into any trouble and you won’t have to worry 
about coming back anymore.

two topics  in  one
What’s up Beat? Something that got hold of me is drugs. 
Even though I would say I would not go and do them, the 
next minute I would be getting loaded with the homies. 
 The hardest decision I ever made was when I was 
going to have my trial because I didn’t know to fight it or 
not because if I made the wrong decision I was going to 
do a lot of time. 

-Stompermalo
from The Beat: The Beat wants you to choose just one topic to write 
about, and we want you to write a lot more about that topic. here, you 
gave us one sentence for each topic, and we don’t publish one-sentence 
pieces. if drugs lead you here, then seek the help you need to deal with 
this problem. no addict can do it alone (and anyone who tells you they 
can is lying), so get the help you need (aa? na?). 

that Special You know what got a hold on me
My topic today is what’s got a hold of you. Well that white 
girl got a hold on me. I don’t know why but when I see her 
I drop down to my feet. I get that shiver down my throat 
and when I smell her man! She smells so good and when 
I kiss her it numbs my mouth. I can’t even feel my gums 
and teeth. Man oh man!! I just love her so much and when 
I try to leave her I go crazy! I just need my white girl! 
 This might sound crazy but I think I love her more 
the Jane. Wait I do I do love her more than Jane. When 
am I going to stop talking about my white girl? I will see 
her soon huh? I just love my white girl. That’s all I got to 
say. 

-Chicano
from The Beat: it’s hard being addicted to a drug because all you think 
about is getting high? But is that all you want to do with your life? get 
high all day? don’t be afraid to ask for help if you need it. nobody’s 
going to judge you and look at you wrong. on the contrary they will 
look at you with even more respect because you’re trying to get clean 
and be a positive dude. 

what ’s  got  a  hold  of  You
Hate has a hold on me while I’m in here. I see people 
getting released very often, while I sit in my cell. I get 
angry because it’s been nearly seven months, and I can’t 
stand it anymore. The longer I’m in here, the angrier I get 
at the world, I feel like a balloon of hot air just waiting to 
burst away.

-Max
from The Beat: your frustration is definitely understandable. Being in 
juvenile hall is a very trying thing for anyone to go through. is there 
any way you can vent your frustration in a productive way? Writing 
to the Beat about it is definitely one thing you can do. can you vent 
through art, or find any hobby to get your mind off of it? if you can, 
channel this frustration into changing what you need to make sure you 
never have to go through this again.
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good news and bad news 
Well today I got some good news and some bad news. 
Well the good news is that I’m going to another unit. That 
means I’m getting closer to leave to the Ranch. And in 
the other unit I got some friend over there so that mean 
good news. 
 Well my bad news is that I’m leaving my little bro. His 
name is Kevin and that’s my little ninja. I love that fool. Me 
and him went through good and bad times together. I’ve 
known him since third grade. We did everything together. 
We are in for the same crime. 
 I’m not ready to leave him cause that fool still a little 
kid and he’ll do stupid things and he always know I got 
his back. So he don’t worry about anything but I don’t 
know about now! Well that’s one of the hardest things to 
do but I got no choice! 
 So I dedicate this piece to my little bro “Kevin” I love 
you Bro. 

-Cuong 
from The Beat: That’s a very sweet peace to your homeboy, or little 
bro as you call him. We sense that you want to guide him in the right 
way and you still can. you won’t be together anymore but you can still 
communicate and try to tell him to be cool. cause you can’t go through 
life doing stupid things without expecting some consequences and 
repercussions. good luck on your journey to the ranch and we’re sure 
you’re little bro will be all right.

hold  on me
What’s cracking Beat? This is Gumbie talking about 
what’s got a hold on me. Well, I would have to say the 
streets because I love the lifestyle I live, but at the same 
time I know it’s a dead end. But the streets keep calling 
me. I wouldn’t say it got a hold on me because I’m holding 
it, too. I’d say it’s more of a relationship, because I’m 
married to the game. I love the fast life but I must admit 
it’s getting me to where I’m at today, and now I might be 
going out of state. But you know me - I tend to have those 
happy feet. 
 To be real, I’m trying to do my time and get back to 
the love of my life ( the streets ) and get a job. I’m tired 
of this place, for real! I’ve spent all of my teenage years 
in here, so the best thing I can say to the person reading 
this is: do the time - don’t let it do you. You get nowhere 
by running, so think about it. The streets need us, so yea, 
I’m out for right now. 
 Oh yeah Beat, can you put my piece in for once? I’d 
appreciate it, thank you! Later.

-Gumbie
from The Beat: We were kind of worried because at first you started 
off talking crazy, but then we saw that you’ve come to your senses. The 
game doesn’t have a hold on you - you just have to learn to like other 
things besides your current activities. We know you can do it

i ’m Stuck! 
When I got locked up my mother came to visit me and 
she was crying and I started to cry too. My mother told me 
if can I promise her to do good. And the hardest decision 
my mother told me to stop chilling with my best friends. 
 When my mother told me that, I was in shock because 
they were my best friends all my life. I can’t lose them 
but the decision my mother made is hard because I love 
my mother so much I can’t lose her. Without her where 
would I be? Without my best friends and mother it would 
really hurt me. I can’t leave my best friends Cuong and 
Matthew. 

-Kevin
from The Beat: There’s a good saying that says there is no such things 
as friends, ‘cause friends come and go. But mother’s there are only one 
in this world. Just take it easy. hard decisions is what life is all about. 
We’re not saying abandon your friends, but if they choose to make 
stupid decisions don’t follow, be a leader and  don’t take any part in 
activities that’s going to risk your freedom.

my hardest  Decis ion
The hardest decision is to be here while my girl’s in the 
outs because when I used to be in the outs, we used to be 
always together. But you know that shhh happens, you 
have to be responsible for your actions and that’s a hard 
decision to do because I was one of them but now I got to 
be responsible for my action because that’s part of being 
a man.  
 At first it was hard because now my girl and me are 
separated because of my actions, and to me it is a hard 
decision I had to make. Not only because of my girl, also 
with my parents and my little sister, they need me.

-Stitch
from The Beat: yes, it is very important to be responsible for your own 
actions. right now you have to be without your girl and away from 
your family to do your time, but when you come back, take this lesson 
to make sure you make good choices and can be there for them. you 
can’t be responsible for others until you can learn to be responsible 
for yourself. They need to know that they can trust you. it sounds like 
you’re on the right track though, hold tight until you get out. 

hard Decis ions
The hardest decision I ever had was to go to the ranch or 
group home. It was hard because I been to the ranch but 
not the group home. I didn’t know how the group home 
is so my decision was a group home because it the same 
program 6 to 8 months. That was my hardest decision I 
ever made. 

-Ap
from The Beat: We all face hard decisions in life. But some of those 
hard decisions will end up benefiting us in the long run. you chose your 
destiny. all you can do is make the best of it. and after you’re done with 
your program you also have the freedom to decide to never come back 
here again. good luck with everything!

Fr iends and Fami ly
The thing that has a hold of me most is the love that I 
got for my homies and family. The reason why I’m all up 
in this mess is ‘cause of the homies and family. But at 
the same time, the reason why I want to get out and make 
a change is ‘cause of the homies and family too. Pretty 
much all I gotta do to be successful is just to fight. Other 
than that, it’s all good though. I love all ya’ll. 

-Tommy
from The Beat: What do you mean when you say, “all i gotta do to be 
successful is just to fight?” is it that you feel you can get what you want 
by fighting? do you mean that the road to success will be a struggle? 
We’d like you to elaborate on this point a little bit more. But in the 
meantime, why not send a letter to your family and friends? We’re sure 
they have a lot of love for you too. 

what ’s  got  a  hold  of  You?
The thing that’s got a hold of me is the alcohol. When 
I’m out, I drink a lot sometimes. When I drink I get in 
trouble a lot and sometimes end up here, locked up. I 
like to drink because I feel good when I drink. It makes 
whatever situation I’m in better, or sometimes worse. But 
when I get out I’m going to stop drinking, because all it 
does is get me in trouble.

-Drinkin’ Fool
from The Beat: you’re right. drinking may make you feel good for the 
moment, but when it leads to consequences like this, it simply isn’t 
worth it. What are other things you can do to make you feel better 
besides drinking alcohol? Try to find other ways to make your situation 
better without having to resort to drinking.
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appreciate
What’s up everybody! This be Albert coming from this 
unit. I’ll be talking about what’s got a hold on me, and 
how I want to change it. 
 I believe that drugs are a big part of what that has a 
hold on me in my life. I started using drugs at the age 12 
- smoking weed, drinking liquor and getting involved with 
the cops. My mother, my father and the rest of my family 
were very disappointed in me at the time. Drugs made 
me steal, stop caring about myself, and run away from 
home. I lost many of my best friends because of my drug 
problems and made many bad ones. 
 I now realize that those drugs made me lose people 
I love and got me in somewhere I hate. I have now been 
clean for 60 days exactly, and I am planning on being 
sober for as long as I live. I will try to accomplish my goals 
by getting involved in a rehabilitation center and getting 
involved with the very caring, powerful God by going to 
church. I want to be able to raise my baby that very first 
day it’s brought out to this world. I really want to change 
my old habits. I swear I’ll do everything in my power to be 
the better me that everybody loved. Until next time Beat…
later!

-Albert 
from The Beat: sounds like you’ve made some real discoveries about 
yourself. We wish you the best. We hope you’re learning to love yourself, 
too. sobriety is the first step of a long journey. it gets better and better 
from this point on.

hold  on me
Juvenile Hall’s got a hold on me because they are holding 
me back from achieving my goals and doing what I usually 
do. I went to court today and they don’t want to release 
me. I got a choice - the ranch, or fight for halftime. But if I 
lose it’s going to be the ranch. I passed the ranch already 
and they’re trying to send me there again. 
 Hopefully they’ll let me get life skills. They already 
want to continue my court.  I just want to go home to my 
family. They always want to hold me back. They the ones 
holding me back but hopefully I’ll get to get back home to 
my family.

-Denny 
from The Beat: The best way to convince others is to listen carefully 
to what they have to say, and then responding reasonably and quietly 
with what you consider to be the best solution to the problem. mutual 
respect goes a long way. The “blame game” usually ends up with 
someone losing. But many problems can have two winners. Try to make 
this one of those situations.

i  Can’ t  le t  go
The streets have gotten a hold of me, alcohol and weed 
have gotten a hold of me, or maybe I just got a hold of 
them and I can’t let go. I don’t abuse drugs—they abuse 
me. I just consume them knowing that they’re not good, 
but I’m not gonna lie, I like the feeling.
 Gang banging is another thing that’s got a hold of 
me and it’s not letting go. Everyone makes his/her own 
decisions. I don’t fall into that peer pressure shhh. I 
control my own body so this is just a life I chose. I decided 
to take the opposite road of good so now I’m walking down 
the bad road and I don’t like it but I guess I’m just too far 
down the bad road and I’m too tired to walk back and take 
the good road.

-Fish Out Of Water
from The Beat: you make a great point here: you control your own 
body. sometimes it may feel that things, like drugs or the gangbanging 
life, have more control over your life than yourself. But you are not 
stuck—when it comes down to it, you’re in the drivers seat, and you 
are never too far down the road to decide you want to turn around. 
if there’s a will, there’s a way, right? don’t let past choices or external 
forces control your life. 

today was a good Day ϑ
Today, I went to court and got sentenced to the ranch. 
That’s fine ‘cause I got a couple homies from my 
neighborhood there and I haven’t kicked it with them for 
a while. They are going to get surprised when they see me 
‘cause I haven’t got caught up for a long time. My brother 
told me about the ranch, and said it’s fine in there. I can’t 
wait to go there. 

-Silencer
from The Beat: We’re glad that you’re happy with being sent to the 
ranch. But tell us, what are your plans once you finish that program? 
What are you going to do on the outs that will keep you there?

Fami ly  F irst
I’ve learned that life ain’t all about chilling with your 
homies on the block and staying out all night doing what 
you want. I think your family should come first cause 
when your down and out they are the ones that are 
always going to be there no matter what the situation is, 
and it always seems like every time you get locked up or 
got some problems, or need help with something, your 
“homies” seem to forget about you... don’t get me wrong, 
there’s some that will ride with you to the end but most of 
them always forget about you. The people that really care 
are your family, and try and stay out the streets ‘cause I 
ain’t trying to come back here, this ain’t the spot to be!

-Flaco
from The Beat: sometimes it’s hard to tell who is a true friend and who 
will just leave you when things get rough, but it is a pretty good bet 
that your family will stick with you through thick and thin. you make 
a really good point when you say that it is important to put family 
first and maintain a good relationship with them. But regarding friends, 
have you had any personal experiences with friends bailing out on you? 
how can you tell if someone is a true friend or not?

think ing Posi t ive ly
Thinking positively is a way you can make time go by 
faster. Being locked up, time goes by very slowly, but if 
you think positively time will go by faster. Waking up every 
morning with positive thoughts, making everything that 
is negative something positive, you will find yourself less 
angry and having a better day.
 Lastly, to whoever reads these and puts them into The 
Beat, make sure to put mine in! I’ve written over six good 
papers and haven’t seen any of them in The Beat. Please 
put this in, I’m ready to give up on you guys...Just kidding! 
But yea put my Beat piece in! Thanks.

-DJ Stylez
from The Beat: aristotle (that dead greek philosopher) said once, 
“happiness depends on ourselves.” he seems to agree with you! having 
a steady mind and choosing to look at the bright side of things is a 
great way to control your experience in an unpleasant place. keep 
up the positivity, it might be the biggest factor that will help you get 
through this. 

tryna keep my head up
Ever since a youngsta I was raised by an alchy…
They told me never smoke but I became a weed fiend…
Now I’m older and it got me in here…
But I don’t show no weakness or any kind of fear…
I say my highs and my lows but my low is I’m not high…
But I’m in my room tryna keep my head up high…

-The Fifth
from The Beat: We edited, but still get your point.  We hear that when 
you’re not high, like in your room, it’s not going so well.  do you want 
to depend on something to feel alright about life?  What about you?  
What are your goals?
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what  got  a  hold  of  You
Well nothing’s got a hold of me, but if I don’t feel sorry 
for myself or say I regret things I’m not gonna see this on 
The Beat Within. 
 So let me see. I guess I regret doing drugs. What 
kind of drugs, only weed, it’s not bad but yeah, I stopped 
smoking weed then I thought to myself I could stop 
anytime so I started again and this time I couldn’t stop, I 
was loving it. I would smoke weed everyday and hot boxes 
with my boy and the only reason I stopped is because I 
got locked up. 
 I miss my habits but now that I’m locked up, when I 
get out I’ll be clean and look for a job so I guess I’m glad 
I stopped.
 Only the people that feel sorry about everything are 
the ones that get in The Beat Within. The Beat is starting 
to get whack, change it up a little, I’m only looking out for 
The Beat.

-Incarcerated
from The Beat: firstly, if you hadn’t gotten locked up, do you think you 
could have stopped smoking? how are you going to prevent yourself 
from going back to old habits when you get out? secondly, you don’t 
have to complain to get into The Beat, we encourage all different kinds 
of writings with all different points of view, you simply have to be 
genuine. however, we don’t put some pieces in if they are threatening 
or overtly offensive. We are definitely open to improvement, though, 
so we appreciate you letting us know when you have a problem with 
the publication. Why don’t you write about what you’d like to see more 
of in the Beat?  lastly, don’t be a coward, sign your name next time, 
young man!! 

think ing of  You
Hey Beat. 
Well, right now I’m in class and I’m sitting here thinking 
of my man Jose: 
I saw you yesterday as well as today 
You told me you loved me, 
But it that really true? 
How could this be? 
Is it just me? 
I’m letting you know that I ain’t no whore! 
So, if you treat me wrong I should just go 
Baby, I love you I really do 
I just didn’t know how to tell you 
So, would you be mine and stay true? 
At night I think of you, 
Wondering if you want me like I want you 
I start to feel blue sitting here not knowing what to do. 
I just want to be with you, you’re all that I want
I feel like there’s no other who could take your place
I give you my heart and soul 
Are you going to take it or leave me feeling dull? 
There’s this one song called “Hold On To What You’ve 
Got.” 
I know you’re probably not, 
So for that I do dedicate it to you, my boo 
Remember Jose, if you ain’t down for me then let me 
know 
‘Cause as fast as I came into this unit I will easily go. 
Well that’s it for now…Always….

-Lady Lina
from The Beat: This poem is similar to the many poems written by lovers 
who are separated by great distance and time. you try hard to keep the 
love in your mind and heart, but you poem tells us you have doubts. 
Try to write another poem and explore the idea of letting go, for now, 
and pursuing other things in life that you might enjoy. see how you 
feel then? 

t ired of  the  beat
Every week I write about shhh, and The Beat never puts 
it in. They only put everyone that cries about being locked 
up and how they miss their lady or family. So I’m going to 
complain so maybe they will put it in.  
 I’m so tired of being locked up. I got court on the 
twelveth. I’m going to get out on house arrest. But that day 
seems so far away. I want to see my family, I really miss 
them. I want to change when I get out. I’m tired of getting 
arrested. I’m 18 and I’m not gonna come to juvenile hall 
no more. I go to county and that really sucks because I’ve 
been there and it’s nothing nice, well that’s my peace. 
Late.

- Frustrated Complaint
from The Beat: We’re sorry that your other pieces haven’t been published; 
we try to put in as many as we can, pro or con, they simply need to be 
respectful. don’t let that discourage you from writing though—all you 
have to do is be sincere and be yourself. anyways, you’re 18 now, and 
as you explained in this piece, that makes the stakes even higher. if 
there ever was a time to change, it’s now. Think about what you have to 
do differently so that this time can be your last time being locked up.  

the Streets  keep Cal l ing  me
The streets got a hold on me. And now that I’m in here 
I’m going crazy in my head. I feel like I just can’t be the 
person that I am without being in the streets. They just 
keep calling me. 

-Jose  
from The Beat: What about the streets that connect so strongly with 
your identity?  Who are “they”? it seems that the streets may give you a 
feeling of independence and empowerment…but we wonder if you can 
find that elsewhere.i  w i l l  Prevai l

Days go by slow when I get normal
But still I will prevail 
The pace of the court system is that of a snail
But still I will prevail 
Whatever obstacles I may have to scale 
I will still prevail
In a room, a mansion, or cell of a jail
Still I will prevail
With the winds of gale beneath my sail
I shall always prevail

-Ant
from The Beat: you are a strong individual. Believing that you can 
make it through the hardships you encounter is the first step to getting 
through it. stay strong, and keep writing.  

l i fe
Struggled a lot 
Never thought at all
Always did what I wanted 
No matter how hard the struggle
Stressing, wondering, here I went wrong? 
How, when all my life it was just you and I? 
Now in here 
I start to realize 
I’m sorry Mama 
My apologies don’t mean anything anymore, I know 
Forgive me in my sins mama 
When I get out I’ll let you know that I’m fo’ real. 
Depend on me mama 
You’re all I’ve got 
I’m all you have 

-Sc
from The Beat: When you ask your mama to depend on you, we realize 
that you are reaching out to your mother in a very deep and honest 
way. hopefully, she’ll be able to read this and understand that you 
care for her so much that you want to take care of her and bear more 
responsibilities.
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hold  on me
Everyday I think of what kinds of things I can’t let go 
of, and as I start to think and realize, that thing I cant let 
go of is my family. So when I get out I’m never going to 
come back to this rotten place. ‘Cause the only thing that 
keeps me away from my family is this place, the system.

-Chased
from The Beat: it sounds like you have your priorities worked out. your 
family loves you, and if can’t bear to lose that, you’ve got to make sure 
you don’t let anything come in the way. how can you be sure you don’t 
make the same choices and get caught up in the halls again? 

Caught
I think the system has really gotta a hold of me. ‘Cause 
I just can’t seem to shake the system loose. Once you’re 
in the system it’s hard to get out of it. 
 I’ve been in the juvenile system for a while now. I’m 
18 and still trying to shake this shhh loose! You can’t 
really win against the system especially if you’re a 
different race than the system (The White Man) but that’s 
no excuse, even though it may be harder for a minority 
ethnicity than the majority. But it’s all our fault for falling 
in the trap and getting tangled in the web.
  So the only way to beat the system and shake it loose 
is to play the game and not go against it. It’s like one big 
game of chess, what you do will have cause and effect.
  But to not get off topic, I’m trying to get out and get 
off probation to get out of the system’s grasp. I’ve just 
been hard headed and ignorant, that’s why the system 
still has a hold of me still.

-Gm
from The Beat: it is sad but true that the criminal justice system has 
become largely tangled and trap-like. Why do you think the system is 
so (often unfairly) difficult to get out and stay out of? What are the 
“traps” that you, and others, have fallen into? What blame rests with 
the system and society, and what blame rests with you? Be wise about 
all your decisions and work your way out, we’re rooting for you. 

the V io lence won’ t  Stop
The violence won’t stop, 
Peace is for the weak,
They stuck in the moment overcome by emotions,
But true homeboys keep it moving—we in motion.
If life was an ocean—I’m in way too deep, 
Someone came to save me, but I’d rather be deceased,
‘Cause I will never leave the hood,
It’s embedded in me.
Who do I do it for? Me!
Don’t you see—my struggle is mine and I’m determined 
to succeed,
Played the hand I was dealt with all the odds against me.

-Need Education
from The Beat: is peace really for the weak? sometimes it takes far more 
strength to try and deal with a situation peacefully than resorting back 
to violence. Think about martin luther king, Jr., or mahatma gandhi. 
Was it easy or hard for them to not fight back? This piece has great 
rhythm—you are a talented poet. keep thinking about these issues. 

why i  hurt
It hurts knowing that I’ve spent fifteen percent of my 
life locked up. It hurts to know my baby momma is going 
through her pregnancy without me. It hurts knowing I’m 
not going to be there for the birth of my child. It hurts 
to know my child is going to grow up without his father. 
It hurts to know that I’m the reason my girl, mom, dad, 
brothers, sisters cry at night. 
  Even though it hurts so much, it gives me reasons 
to change. It makes me motivated to do good. And even 
though it hurts, everything is going to be all right. I just 
have to be patient, and have hope. ‘Cause even though we 
hurt, we love each other, and will always be there for each 
other. And our strength and unity will get us through this 
struggle.

-Inthavong
from The Beat: This is a beautiful and hopeful piece. We’re glad that 
you are thinking so clearly about the effects your incarceration has on 
those around you, and using that to reflect on yourself and what needs 
to happen now. congratulations on your child, and stay focused so you 
can get out and be a great dad. 

Charged as an adul t
I sit in my cell and I’m trying to stay well. Every time I 
try to stay positive my negative thoughts always come to 
my mind. I want to just be free and go on with my life, 
but I’m sitting in here getting charged as an adult. I don’t 
know what to do, I’m trying to stay positive but it’s hard 
when you have people telling you, “I think you will get 
out soon,” but then others that tell you, “damn you are 
looking at some time…”  
 When they took me out and told me my charges and 
told me I was being charged as an adult. That feeling that 
I got like someone cracked me in my stomach. I couldn’t 
cry, I couldn’t speak, so I got nothing else to say but for 
those who are going to be doing some time keep your 
feet planted firmly and keep your shoulders up and head 
high. 

-Young person
from The Beat: This news has taken your breath away, but don’t let it 
take your voice, your wit, and your spirits away. Take sometime to look 
back into the past, look at your possible futures. Then, think about 
the steps you can take now that will help move you forward. There 
are things you can control and growth that you can experience that 
will help you, whether you are looking at a few weeks or many years 
of being locked up. it’s important that you stay strong and not let this 
news pull you apart.  

been Fee l ing  good
Hey Beat what’s cracking? It’s Destiny from Gilroy again! 
I got a letter from my Mom, I was happy. On Monday, I 
was having a very bad day and getting hours and stuff for 
stupid reasons, but who cares right? Ha. Anyways, when I 
got that letter, I was hella happy!! She has been in prison 
and I haven’t seen her since ’05. She gets out November 
’09, yeah. I can’t wait! 
 To change the subject, I miss my boyfriend. Well, I 
don’t even know if he still wants to be with me. I’ve been 
with him since June 19, 2007. He got locked up at the 
same time I was pregnant. Some stuff happened, he got 
mad and I stopped writing him. Man I miss that dork! 
Love always the one and only!

-Destiny
from The Beat: hopefully, next year, you and your mom will be able to 
catch up, live together and not be separated in this way. 

things on my mind
Wat’s crackin beat. Well I’ma tell you a couple of things 
that are on my mind. Well first of all, my mom is on my 
mind because I’m sorry for getting locked up again. And I 
promised her that I wasn’t gonna get locked up. 
 I guess I’m a failure. Another thing on my mind is my 
homeboys because I miss them because of all the things 
we used to do together. Well I’ma be gone like the wind! 
I’m out! 

-Sorry 
from The Beat: hey you can make mistakes and not be a failure, unless, 
that is you give up.  it sounds like you love your mom.  it might be fun 
to hang out with the homeboys, but is it worth your freedom?  is it 
worth your relationship with your mom?  your future?
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Doing that  Cr ime
The hardest decision I ever made would be doin’ this 
crime, because I paid so much time for it and really didn’t 
even get to pull tha lick. I was just the driver, but yeah, I 
guess the consequences opened my eyes to reality. If it 
hadn’t, I would still be out doin’ me. The stick up kid. 
 Yep, I’m glad those days are over. Now I can finally be 
successful because I’ve learned the hard way. But also, 
it’s gonna be hard to not kick it with the same people. I’m 
gonna do it because they are all broke and burnt and aint’ 
got nothing to gain. I’m not tryna be like that.  
 So yup, I am gonna find new patnas, but yeah, that’s 
it for me. I’m gonna skate outta here. Peace in the middle 
east.

-Shatel
from The Beat: and peace to you. We’re a bit concerned that you 
understand why what you did was wrong, not just that doing stuff like 
that will lead you to jail. you’re a very bright young woman. We suggest 
you do some reading in the general area of ethics.

my baby gir l
Baby Girl,
 Mommy’s sorry she isn’t around at your time of need 
but, I need you to do something for me. Don’t miss me, 
don’t wonder where I’m at, don’t ask Uncle Jo-Jo where 
I’m at. If you know the truth it will only hurt you. I know 
you need me baby, I need you too. You’ve become my 
world since the day I came to rescue you from your crazy 
life. If only Jo-Jo made me his wife, I wouldn’t be here 
reminiscing of our past everyday life. Understand baby I 
didn’t mean it, I’ll try to come home to you Baby I love you 
don’t grow up without me!
 Here’s another..
 The Rain
 “This is why I call the road the rain.”
 Remember our song, we thought you’d go through it 
leaving me, your family and kids just to go present music. 
Scared at the thought, hoping it won’t happen. But we’re 
getting older now. How are we to survive on “low-income 
living”? Thinking you’d be the one to leave when it’s me 
who left everything. Disappointed and mad, I understand 
your reason of leaving me.   
 Always remember, if it was you in my shoes I’d wait 
for you. But that’s your chance I can’t change that feeling 
in you. So I walk down the road alone, while you’re on 
your path, yet…we’re both walking alone in the rain.

-Sc
from The Beat: keep writing! you seem to have a lot of regrets and a lot 
of passion. We can’t imagine how painful it maybe to be separated from 
your child this way. might there be a way to unite with your baby girl 
and succeed being a parent without having to be locked up? We know 
there is a way…you just need to ask, search, and make it a mission to 
return to motherhood.  

Stay ing Free
I think people shouldn’t let things like drugs and 
alcohol get a hold of them because it can ruin their lives. 
You shouldn’t give your body something it doesn’t need 
because you don’t want to make your body dependent on 
something. 
 They should do positive things like read or workout 
or go to school, because it’s easy to get in trouble and you 
can’t buy time back ever again.

-Positive Outlook
from The Beat: you’re right. it gets very dangerous when your body 
becomes dependent on a substance—that substance suddenly has the 
power to control you and your choices. What other things can you 
become addicted to? are there things in your life that can act like a 
drug without actually being one? 

worst  week
I’ve been having the worst week ever. first, on my B-Day 
they didn’t let my mom in because her license was 
expired. 
 Then when I received a B-Day card from my friend, he 
told me he was lookin at seven years for some stuff he got 
caught up in. Ugh! I started crying like a baby! 
 And last, I miss my girl. I Hope she’s doing good and if 
she reads this - stay up beautiful! I love you & miss you! 
Well, I’ma go to my hole now.  Late. Love

-Vany
from The Beat: Well, the good thing is that your mom will renew her 
license and that you’ll survive the week. We’re very sorry about your 
friend getting involved in nasty business. Time for you straighten up, 
wouldn’t you say?

Forgiveness
What’s good Beat. Today I’m going to talk about 
forgiveness. To some people sorry doesn’t mean anything, 
but when people tell me they’re sorry, it’s really hard for 
me not to except it. I’m not good at holding grudges. I 
guess it’s just something I grew up with. I was raised to 
forgive people.  
 Well Beat, that’s all the time I have, for now. 

-Forgiven One
from The Beat: To be able to forgive is a gift. Be glad you have it. We’re 
glad you have it.

noth ing or  no one
The thing that got of hold of me is a drug, a drug that you 
can chew or just pop it. But this drug is called ecstasy. 
 This drug is what has a hold of me because as soon 
as I pop it I feel good and I do what I want and you can 
say whatever you want when you’re on it and I get in that 
mode of I don’t give a crap about nothing or no one! 

-E 
from The Beat: you said it, the danger is you “get in that mode” where 
you “don’t give a crap about nothing or no one,” and we’re sure this isn’t 
how you usually feel.  addiction is like that, you and the drug is the 
only relationship that matters.  

born on Probat ion
What’s up? The one thing that has a hold on me is 
probation. I got on probation when I was eleven. It started 
when I got into a fight at school and ever since, I have 
been on it. And it keeps bringing me back here it feels 
like I was born on probation that’s how long I been on it. 
So that is what has a hold on me. 

-Rícee 
from The Beat: how do you think you’d be able to loosen the grip of 
probation? it sounds as if you are resigned to it, you mentioned being 
born this way. you are still very young. Why not look ahead to the 
possibilities instead of being bound by the past? 

unf in ished everyth ing
You are my everything
You are my everything
And I love you and I never wanna let you go
‘Cause you’re my world my everything
All I need 
A love with devotion
A love that’s everlasting
A love for eternity

-Yogi
from The Beat: We hope this huge love sustains you while you make 
your plans, set your goals and get your focus sharp so you can love your 
whole life so much.
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why Did  i  Decide that?
It was August of 2007. I was with the one 1 loved. We 
did something we were so used to doing, except this time 
it was different. Four weeks and some days passed and 
I found out something special was growing inside me. It 
was what me and him made.  
 When I found out I couldn’t help but smile, I was so 
happy. Then my smile turned to the biggest frown when 
I told my mom. She told me what I had to do, or, I would 
have to have had my baby on the streets. That was the 
hardest decision I ever had to make. 
 Today my baby would be four months on the thirteenth 
of August. Because of my decision I don’t have that baby. 
Because of my mom, I don’t have that special gift. If I were 
to go back with what I know now, I would have that baby. 
That was the hardest, and worst decision I’ve ever made.

-Sophia
from The Beat: We are so sorry you had to experience that. But we’re also 
sure that to move on, you’ll need to forgive yourself, and forgive your 
mom. you’ve lived through one of the most difficult choices anyone ever 
makes. you can keep the regrets, and learn from the experience, but you 
must find it in your heart to forgive everyone. and in the future, take 
precautions that will prevent the necessity for a heartbreaking choice 
like the one you made. Thank you for sharing your difficult decision 
with all of us.

when i  was Seven
The hardest decision I ever made was when I was seven 
years old. My mom and dad used to fight almost nightly. 
(Actually he’s my stepdad, he’s just been there since I 
was one year old).
  I used to stand in the doorway crying, begging my dad 
(stepdad) not to leave. I remember one night I yelled at 
my mom “if you and dad don’t shut up…I’m leaving with 
him!” 
 Well, they didn’t split up until I was  fourteen years 
old, and I was living with my grandparents. My dad called 
saying my parents were splitting up. I moved in with my 
mom, but soon ended up on the streets. We couldn’t get 
along at all. 
 After a year, I moved in with my dad, who got me into 
college and working. I got back with my ex-b-f and best 
friend (both I realize now to be bad news) and my dad 
was having trouble with me. He didn’t want me to see 
them because they were bad news. He told me to go live 
with my mom and I did. When I did, though, I just ended 
up getting in trouble with those people because my mom 
didn’t know-or especially want to know - so here I am.  
 When I was seven, I made the right decision because 
my dad is good for me. The decision, which seemingly 
arises yearly, last time I think was the worst. I can’t help 
but think I wouldn’t be here if I didn’t leave.

-Recollector
from The Beat: so, are you clear now about the best choice for you? 
your dad seems like the one. let us know more about your experience 
with college. Was it a community college. What courses did you take?

18 months
What’s up! It’s that one and only but never so lonely, 
Claudia once again, “you know.” Well they’re sending me 
to L.A. to a group home for an 18-month program. If they 
accept me Ima be out dis place by next week! Most likely 
they will, my PO told me so. 
  Laters to all that know this lady.

- Claudia 
from The Beat: That’s good news. We hope you’ll successfully complete 
your 18-month program in los angeles. Please write to us sometime to 
let us know how things are going. 

get  mature
To tell you the truth, I guess that weed has got a hold on 
me. I have marijuana dreams, like I would have a kingdom 
with my family and we’re riding on clouds everywhere we 
go. 
 I want to be free so I can be with my family and start 
doing better by having my lady with my new car, my own 
house. But that is when I get out, get mature. 
 So from now do my time because when I get older I 
want to do mma. Drywall, carpentry, build lowriders. So 
yea that’s it. I guess that’s another page in this book so 
for my friends and family stay good and up. Late. 

-Blackey
from The Beat: maybe that’s a dream about starting a family?  The 
weightless feeling of love, and the community of extended family?  you 
sound like you have skills, interests, people that care about you and 
plans.  good luck with it all.

being in  a whi te  box
I hate being in this cage
All we see are these white walls going on for days
Wanting my freedom back,
But they won’t give me that chance
Hating this system 
All they do is feed us crap 
They keep trying to change our ways by giving us time 
outs
All that’s doing for us is helping us figure out ways how 
to step up our game. 
To all locked up and that our on the outs, keep your 
heads up 
This hood life is what’s up. 
To all you young dropouts trying to say you don’t bang 
no more, 
Well screw you ‘cause all you punks couldn’t handle this 
gang life. 
Attorney trying to give my homegirl a hard time for things 
they don’t even know if she really did, 
She got my time running like water 
I’m glad homegirl is my roommate 
We’re always talking about how we can’t wait for the grub 
to come through 
That ends up stinking up our white box 
To be continued…

-Dopey 
from The Beat: Why do you think that folks who don’t want to gang 
bang anymore are punks? When you say you want your freedom back, 
we want you to understand that the word freedom means that you can 
choose not to gang bang if you don’t want to.

how much trouble  i t  gets  me in 
Wat’s crackin beat this is dat one and only Notorious 
Shyboy. Well today I’m gonna tell you what’s got a hold 
on me. 
 Well first of all it’s dat gang life you know Notorious 
living all day every day and there’s no way out, got too 
many ties and I love this life no matter how much trouble 
it gets me in I chose the life I live and am happy wit my 
decision. 
 The second thang is alcohol I don’t do no drugs just a 
straight alky all day every day. Purp! Haha well that it. Till 
next week this Notorious is out! 

-Shyboy
from The Beat: every day is a new day.  There’s still time to change your 
mind.  you don’t mention how you like jail, or if you feel like dying 
young.  you sure that’s the only decision you’d make, if there was some 
way to change things up?
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the eyes of  th is  Chi ld
I worship the ground you walk on
Your presence makes me warm
You calm my cries to a soft whimper
Clear the stormiest of storms
You guide me through good & bad
Clear the dark path for me
Open up the doors
Your smile shows the light for me to see 
Through thick & thin you’re always there
Though now you’re so far away
Yet no matter though the treachery 
On my side you’ll stay
You gave me life
My first breath
I’ll keep loving you
Even after death
If you ask who I worship
I’ll just smile & nod
Through the eyes of this child 
Mother is god…
I love you mom. 

-Bebo
from The Beat: This poem celebrating your mother is reminiscent of the 
many tributes that people throughout history have expressed through 
song or speech praising mother earth or a maternal deity. We hope that 
she continues to bring you good energy and inspires you to do better.   

i t  only  got  worse each t ime
Hey Beat Readers what’s crackin’ with ya’ll? Well today, 
I’m going to talk about that Dope. Dope is hella bad for 
you. You will always end up broke as hell. You will lose 
your family, friends, loved ones, and you could end up 
dead some day. 
 People will not like or respect you. The only support 
that you will have is from those tweakers on the streets 
that are on the move to look for another few hits. That 
is all they care about and want. I know that it is hard 
because that Dope has got a hold of me, but I am going to 
be strong and stay clean. 
 Six years of using is a lot. Enough is enough. To all 
those out there who have drug addictions you got to be 
strong and stay clean, especially meth users. You’ve got 
to find other things that you enjoy doing to stay clean and 
busy. I almost lost everything that I had even my very own 
family members. Ya’ll can do it. 
 Oh yeah and everyone remember Dope (meth) is very 
bad for you if anybody ever asks you if you want to try it 
one day say NO. That drug had me screwed up bad a lot of 
times. It only got worse each time. 

-Lil’ Man
from The Beat: you capitalized dope, as if dope is a person’s name. 
It is sobering to read so many descriptions of how meth and cocaine 
addiction resemble having a bad relationship with an abusive person. 
you deserve better than to be controlled by dope.

there’s  th is  g ir l 
So there’s this girl, you see. She everything and more 
that I’ve wanted. But there’s my lifestyle and everything 
that comes with it, which I have the utmost love for. 
 Now this girl has already graduated and she works 
full time. She started college too. My lifestyle consists of 
gangbanging, drug slanging, and blowing back big trees.  
 She is beautiful and has a lot going for her in the 
future. She has asked me to leave it all and run away 
with her. But I’m not quite sure at the thought of leaving 
everything I have here. It makes me wonder. I haven’t 
made up my mind, but her proposal seems to be the one 
with a happy ending. 
 My way would get me in prison or a casket. So, that’s 
what’s been boggling in my mind for a while. Still haven’t 
answered her question. Don’t know, I haven’t decided. 

-Undecided
from The Beat: Well! a pretty girl with a bright future can’t convince you 
to move from your current position. We hope that whatever you decide, 
you’ll decide to make a change or to do good for yourself.   hmmm 
pretty girl or prison/casket…

running away From the Pol ice
What’s up Beat and Beat readers. Well I am good just 
waiting to go to the Ranch.  
 Today’s topic is about the hardest decision I had to 
make. It was when I had to steal a thirty-pack, and when 
I stole them I had to run from the police. They were right 
behind me and they caught me. They sat me down and I 
made the decision to run again, because they were going 
to lock me up, so I got away, and they never caught me. 

-Chicano
from The Beat: Wrong choice! running away from the police is not a 
good idea and it is very dangerous, but it seems like you made it. This 
time you were lucky, but we strongly recommend you not to do it again, 
or you’ll be back in here! 

i ’m out
What is it! I’m out in nine days! Never coming back to 
this hell whole of a place! Remember it’s not about getting 
out, ‘cause that’s easy. It’s about staying out! Love, peace, 
and chicken grease. 

-Dollarow
from The Beat: Then stay out! it was a pleasure! We hope to never see 
you again in this situation but in a better one. 

back to  the  ranch
What up Beat?  Well I’m here chilling, waiting to go to 
the Ranch, but I don’t know if I’m going to stay there. I 
got to see how they run things there and if it’s cool I’m 
going to stay.
  I’ve been to the Ranch a few times and I’m going back. 
It didn’t even work the last time I pass it, but hopefully I 
pass it. If not, I’ll be out of there in a second but if not I’ll 
be out chillin’.
 That’s all for today. Stay up!

-Piasa 
from The Beat: Why hasn’t worked? Was it because you didn’t put much 
effort in completing your program? if you run away, you will get locked 
up again, and that will always bring you back to the same situation 
you’re in right now. Wake up youngsta!  

what  got  a  hold  of  me 
What got a hold of me is my ‘hood no matter what I do. 
I can’t stop going to chill with my g’s,  even when I want 
to chill in my house I can’t, ‘cause I can hear because the 
streets calls me. 
 The hoods got me crazy, but I love the way it raised 
me. I miss kicking it at the park playing handball. You 
can get me out my ‘hood, but you can’t get my ‘hood out 
of me.

-Lil’ Silent
from The Beat: People who think like you are those who end up doing 
so many years in prisons or go through terrible situation you don’t want 
to go through. if we were you, we consider this time to think about 
what “good or bad” the ‘hood can provide to you. 
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lost  in  a Fantasy
Dear lil’ mama by the moment 
I stepped in the room and saw
your face my heart started to race
Fast and faster while your smell
brings me joy and your touch
gives me chills all over my body
An as I stare in your eyes
I start to get lost in a fantasy
with me an you on a blanket
at the park at night looking 
up at the stars and feeding 
each other chocolate covered 
strawberries and drinking chardonnay 
and laughing an then when I
come back to reality I come 
to my conclusion that the only 
way to make my fantasy true
I must walk a million miles
just to get where you are
And for every time you’re in 
need of help I will help
you and every time you need
lovin’ I will love you but 
when I know I can’t ever have
you I recognize I’m lost in a fantasy
that I will die to have 
a precious angel like you in 
my life so we can make precious 
baby an as I wake up from 
my dream I now know I’m
lost in a fantasy. 

-C.
from The Beat: fantasies like these can be like a drug.  our 
recommendation is to check yourself on what you’re feeling when you 
dream off to this place.  also, you’ll have more chances of making a real 
relationship happen if you stay here!

what ’s  got  hold  of  You
My hood gots a hold of me cause I’m always there 
everyday and every night. And that’s where the cops got 
me. 
 And now that I’m here I going crazy case I want to 
get out and go back to the hood with the homies and 
kickback and enjoy life. Well that’s it beat Alrato this 
crazy Kollmero. 

-Kollmero
from The Beat: are you going crazy ‘cause you are thinking all kinds 
of things that you didn’t consider when you were kickin’ it?  What do 
you want to do with your life?  What are you good at?  Where will you 
be in ten years?

my Fami ly
Hey Beat what’s up! Me nothing. I’m waiting to go to the 
Ranch number forty-four for the Ranch so, I’m going to be 
here for a while. 
 Well I’m not feeling today topic, so im going to write 
my own. Im going to write about my siblings . Well I’m the 
oldest  from both my little siblings. I’m a cancer. Im 17 
about to be 18  next year  and I’ve spent two birthdays in 
here and in the same unit.
 Me and my dads had been the only people in our 
family that went to jail. My dad was in prison and I’m in 
the hall waiting for the Ranch but that ain’t shhh . 
 Well my sister is the second oldest. She was born 
when she was six months in my mother’s stomach. At 
first, doctors said she was going to die and after she 
survived they said she was probably be missing some of 
her nose and maybe an eye. 
 Right now she’s fifteen years old and is very healthy 
and is even taller than me. I love my sister no matter 
what, even if we tell each other that we hate each other 
everyday or tell each other that we are adopted or an 
accident. Deep down inside we love each other.  
 The smallest is my little brother. He’s gonna be twelve 
on September, he’s a chubby little guy and he is almost 
my height. 
 I’m the oldest and both my siblings are taller than me. 
My little brother looks fat, but is actually very healthy. I 
promised him I was gonna spend his b-day with him, but 
look at me im in here ready to go to the Ranch. I get along 
wit him better than my sister. I still love both of them and 
would do anything for them. 
 If anything happened to them I don’t know what I 
would do. My siblings are smart and don’t bang. That’s 
why I think my family is different, but I know everyone 
says that about their family but I don’t care what they say. 
My family is different one of a kind. I don’t have more to 
say and that’s about it for today. Alright then Beat much 
love and respect to all the homies . 

-Victor
from The Beat: if you really love them, show it with your action  and by 
being a good role model to them. like you said, you’re the oldest and 
you are the one who need to set up the good example. you sound to be 
a good guy. Just be careful no to repeat the same story your dad went 
through. They’re waiting for you at home. don’t make them wait. 

 Juveni le  hal l  is  hold ing me
Something that is holding me is juvenile hall because I 
can’t see my family or my lady. I can’t wait to see them, 
but I have to wait 10 months because I’m going to the 
Ranch and I won’t be able to see my lady and that’s what’s 
holding me.

-Sh
from The Beat: Well, do what you have to do and soon, you’ll be spending 
some time with them. after getting out, would there be anything that 
will hold you back? if so, what? 

hardest  Decis ion
What up Beat! Well today I want to write about the hardest 
decision I ever made was when I was in the outs and had 
a choice to make love to a fine  google nights looking girl 
or a nice wonder great lookin girl. I choose the wonder 
great, because I don’t like google nights. 

-Hmmm
from The Beat: really! What was so hard about it? 

my faul t 
It’s my fault for a lot happen with my family. My family 
was recently evicted because of my crimes, and my family 
is now homeless. 

-Reaper
from The Beat: Why is it your fault? if you care, do something about 
it. can you? step up and make your family proud. say no to your old 
ways!  

l iv ing l i fe
Life is crazy in many ways. It’s funny how we die to live 
and live to die. Red and blue, man can be so crazy, but 
look at the new generation trying to do like everything  
that we went through. Now they’re just sitting in here 
looking like a fool, like me.

-Old generation
from The Beat: We are glad that you’re thinking positive? Tell us what 
we can do to stop the new generation from getting worse? 
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Prison bars
I think prisons should be racially segregated by gang 
affiliations because if you put different gangs together 
they might kill each other.  
 If you separate them, there would be no violence!  
I segregated when I’m in the outs. I hang around with 
my gang only. If I ever go to prison, I would like to be 
segregated with my type of gang members.

-G
from The Beat: “if i ever go to prison,” be careful, predictions can come 
true. you don’t want that. We are very sure of that. 

the hardest  decis ion,  the  change 
The hardest decision I made was when I change my life 
for a year. It was all good. I made a 4.00 GPA, and I was the 
best student of the year. I had never been here so happy
 But this year, I made a wrong choice. No one forced 
me, but I like this life, and that was the  hardest decision 
I ever made hohoho…

-Jovany
from The Beat: What the heck is a 4.00 gPa student doing here? go 
back to school, boy. This is not the place meant for you. What did you 
do anyways?

the hardest  Decis ion was a recent  one
The hardest decision I ever made was just recently. Just 
recently, I made the decision to take my brother’s car out 
for a ride with out permission.
 It was tempting, a ‘78 Monte Carlo with a half tank of 
gas.  All I had to do was take it out for only 30 minutes 
maybe an hour depending if the streets were hot with 
5-0.  
 I went to my house, grabbed the keys, hit up my 
homie, and his cousin on to tell him that we were going 
to his pad to smoke some weed.  
 Then we pulled of to the house where my homie’s 
cousin purposively lived. I parked the car across the 
street.  My homie got out of the car and told me to chill 
for a second.  The next thing I know, he’s stealing copper 
out of this plumber’s truck.  
 He starts making hell of noise, dropping the copper 
pipes everywhere. He was jacking the guy right in front of 
the guy’s house.  As he’s trying to get out of the dude’s 
truck, all I heard were pipes hitting the concrete.  Next 
thing I hear is a car rolling up fast. I knew right away it 
was the polices. I duck low in my car and I can see a flash 
light in my car and back to where my homie was.  
 My homie cut out, but they manage to find me.  The 
neighbor of the guy who was getting jacked called the 
police. I got a citation for theft.  And they towed my 
brother’s car away. 
 My brother had to press charges because his car was 
used in a crime and it’s all bad for him because he’s on 
probation.  Now the charges got dropped on the theft and 
now I’m being charged for grand theft auto and facing 
either the Ranch or a long term in a group home. 
 I hope to get long term in the group home. The hardest 
decision was to take my bro’s car out for a smoke out.  
Ended up to be also one of my worst decisions I have ever 
made. 

-Car problems
from The Beat: We are sure that you will always remember this 
experience. To drive without a license is a crime, smoking weed is 
another one, so as being with someone when committing a crime. even 
if you’re not at the scene, that makes you an accomplice. and both will 
be charged with the same criminal charges. learn from this! 

the Streets  got  a  hold  of  me
What’s up Beat? Nothing is new with me. Still caught 
up in this jacked up system. It’s been about two months 
and I still haven’t even found out what group home I’m 
going to. 
 What’s got a hold of me is the streets. I couldn’t let go 
if I tried. All the money and the drugs, I can’t resist. There 
is a lot of money to be made and I need to be there to 
make it. Then there are the ladies. There are a lot of them 
out there and as a player I need to please them. Finally 
there are the parties where you could make all the money 
you want and please all the ladies you can. 
 The streets got a grip on me and I don’t know if that’s 
good or bad, you can be the judge. Either way, I’m going 
to be out there making money and playing the ladies like 
a playboy should and with that I’m out. 

-Playboy
from The Beat: it’s interesting that you do not question the street life. 
you mention that the streets promise you girls, money, drugs, and 
entertainment, but does it really promise you all those things without 
any strings attached? hmmm.

what ’s  got  a  hold  on me 
Watsup to all my brothers and the rest of the homeboys. 
To be completely honest these mob ways have a tight 
grip on me and they have had the same grip for a matter 
of years. Chillin’ with the brothers, playing handball, 
smoking a blunt. 
 You can feel the tension on the streets. So I’ma stay 
mob livin’ till I pull up in a hearse. With that said I’m out 
till next time much love to all my brothers on the streets 
and incarcerated. 

-Boxer
from The Beat: you don’t say how you feel about jail.  is there anyone 
out there who would be hurt, real bad if you were in a hearse?  We bet 
there is.  Why doesn’t that matter to you?  Why doesn’t it matter to you 
if you live or die?  There are ways to have the camaraderie with your 
homeboys that doesn’t require a hearse or cell.

true love
Love is what I say
When I see your loving face
I don’t play games when it
Comes to your face! 
I Will live this life or hate
With no pain where I’m
From? We don’t play games
all I do is spill my game!
For them girls that’s hesitant
Do what I say and you’ll be okay?
So don’ be afraid the way I am?
It makes your world go insane
And you’ll reverse every thing you say
You don’t lie or play because love 
Will end and I’ll have no pain cause
This don’t play my mob ways say that
Love shouldn’t end!

-Piasa 
from The Beat: really! What do you know about love?  

i  got  locked up anyway
The hardest decision I ever had to make was when I had 
to decide rather to get drunk and get locked up or don’t 
drink. I chose not to get drunk and not get locked up, and 
I got locked anyway.

-Locked up
from The Beat: for the next time, if you’re going to do one thing right, 
do all of them right, so you can avoid the situation you’re in right 
now. 
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Should  Pr isons be racia l ly  Segregated?
I don’t think they should be racially separated but that 
everyone should come together with their beliefs.  That 
would solve many problems- if they think the same way, 
they shouldn’t have problems with each other.

-Greg
from The Beat- a very simple and beautiful way to live- no need for 
segregation, everyone coming together.  We hope that this becomes a 
reality in the world and in your life.

the System
What’s got hold of me is that I’m in here and the hall.  Now 
I’ve realized that what I did wasn’t right.  I regret it because 
I’m always away from my loved ones.  All I can do now is 
learn from my mistakes so I won’t  do them again.  Now I 
know where some of my decisions I make can take me.

-Angel
from The Beat- you are completely right.  The whole purpose for your 
time here is to learn from your mistakes so that you don’t repeat them.  
The past is past but you can make it a very positive time if you use it as 
a lesson and change your future.  good for you.

the hardest  Decis ion i  made      
The Beat:  What decisions have brought you to the place 
you are at now?
Kevin:  My decision to break the law, I guess.
The Beat:  Were there important decisions that you made 
earlier that led to that one big decision?
Kevin:  I guess I decided to hang out with the wrong crowd, 
although I’ve made a good decision too.  I’m never coming 
back here, never getting caught again.
The Beat:  Do you think that the decision to “never get 
caught” will really keep you out of here?  It might work for 
you for a while, but what will happen in the long run?
Kevin:  I don’t know, maybe I’ll get caught sometime.   I 
just won’t do the same crime again.
The Beat:  How can you make better decisions to keep 
you from doing those old things again?  There are always 
smaller decisions that lead up to the big ones.
Kevin:  Well, I could think of something else instead of 
what will get me into trouble.

-Kevin
from The Beat: it sounds like you’re on the right track.  making a 
decision to never come back to the hall again is a good one, even if 
it’s sometimes tough to follow through on.  you need to look at all the 
small decisions around that one… what it will take to accomplish the 
bigger goal?  it’s a daily decision, keeping on the right track.  look 
ahead before you choose to act.  What is going to be the outcome?  This 
time apart from your family will be short if you stay focused.  We know 
you can do it.

i  know i  Promised to  Stop…..  
I know I promised to stop, but I just can’t stop. And I 
always get locked up. It’s like a curse, and no matter how 
much I try to stop, nothing will change. I’ve already given 
up,
 but to help it a little, sometimes I get in my car and 
get lost in the fog, and for that moment, I feel good. But 
then I’m back to that curse.

-Lil’ Siete
from The Beat: sometimes it provides a little relief to believe that 
our problems are caused by a mysterious force, like a curse. But in 
our opinion, that’s usually an excuse for not taking responsibility for 
one’s actions. We know that most of us, at some times in our lives, are 
reluctant to take responsibility. it’s easier, at first, to blame our own 
mistakes on other people, or on fate. But that isn’t honest, and that 
won’t help us out of the difficult situations we find ourselves in. We 
don’t know if this applies to your life. But as for us – we don’t believe 
in curses. By the way, this is a well written piece. We especially like the 
part about getting lost in the fog. 

real iz ing
Well, Beat, I’m on room confinement but it ain’t nothing 
to me.  I won’t let nothing get me down.  
 You should always think positive, never think 
negative. Strive for what you want.  Little obstacles like 
this are just a pinpoint where reality hits you. 
  It’s like a friend just told me in the courtyard, “do 
your program, we don’t need you behind these concrete 
walls.  We need you in the streets.”  That good friend of 
mine is going to Youth Authority but he will be back here, 
yoked , too.  Ha ha ha.  
 Well, Beat, man bro, I thought everyone telling me to 
do my program was full of sh--, but my own friend got it 
through my head.  Now I noticed it for my own good.  He 
is a very intelligent person.

-Making The Change
from The Beat- your friend helped you to learn an important lesson. 
yes! strive for what you want and look beyond the obstacles.  following 
your program now means that you won’t have to do it again.  The world 
does need you out in it, but make sure that once you’re there,  you 
make the most of it.  remember these lessons to make your life count 
for positive on the outs. 

who bel ieves in  You?
I believe in myself, and that’s all that matters because I 
am me and me I am. I will always believe in me. You know, 
we don’t go humphy out here. We go hard out here.

-I believe in me
from The Beat: you’ll discover that there are many things “that matter”. 
actually, we know that you already know it. next time, give us more 
than this. We know you, too. you’re being lazy.

mom or Dad? 
My hardest decision I ever made was having to decide 
who I wanted to live with- my mom or my dad.  
 The only reason I chose to live with my mom is because 
she has always been there for me.  My dad showed up in 
the picture when I was like five, so I chose to live with 
my mom.  She never neglected me at any point in my life.  
That doesn’t mean that I still don’t love my dad.  I would 
have to say that was the hardest decision.

-Cody
from The Beat- We’re sorry that you were put in that position.  That’s a 
tough decision for sure. you can love both of your parents in the midst 
of an imperfect situation. We all come across difficult decisions from 
time to time in our lives.  you will face more- such as whether or not to 
do something you know is wrong for the sake of fitting in, what career 
you choose, how you want to live your life… with anger or acceptance 
and peace. sometimes there isn’t a clear answer and you have to follow 
your heart.  

Push harder
The harder we push, the better we feel.
Hearts of gold, men of steel.
Over the walls, through the walls,
freedom calls.
We struggle and strive.
In the end, we survive
the big bad machine.
My people, better yourselves in life.

-Shane
from The Beat: Well done shane. fine writing. every machine needs 
fuel. The big bad machine you’re talking about needs human beings 
for fuel. if you stop providing the fuel, the machine will be useless. Try 
starving the machine. We’ll all be better off. We’re talking in metaphor. 
and we know you know what that is, because you’ve shown us that 
notebook you’re keeping, the one with all the new words. good poem, 
shane.
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never thought…
I never thought I would end up in a place of darkness. 
That gives me the shivers. I ask God for mercy and 
forgiveness. Sometimes I feel like a ghost, no happiness, 
no feelings. At night I ask for an answer, a way to get out 
of this darkness. With all this fog, I can’t see my future.

-S
from The Beat: you keep writing. in our vast experience, we have come 
to the conclusion that ghosts cannot write. By continuing to write, 
you will demonstrate that you are not a ghost, but a real person, with 
deep feelings, and a capacity for happiness. With so much sadness 
surrounding you, it is understandable to wonder about happiness and 
mercy and forgiveness. But wonder with words. We much appreciate 
these questions you’re raising in your writing. We look ahead to more 
from you.

i  know i  Promised to  Stop…                 
I know I promised to stop.
Now I think back when the cops came and knocked,
and they raided the pad.
Tears in your eyes when they took me away that night.
Fighting a case for my life.
I sacrifice myself for my family’s wealth.
My vacation is being locked up for probation violations.

-Lil’ Joker
from The Beat: not a vacation we would recommend to anyone, ‘lil 
Joker. But we do want you to be open to receiving any help that’s 
offered to you. and it sounds like you need a lot. We wish you the best. 
Thanks for the piece.

i  looked around
I looked around and all I saw was darkness.
I thought I was lost in the middle of nowhere.
All I saw were ghosts and they whispered at me.
The wind was blowing, but there was fog, everywhere.
I needed a key to unlock the dream,
to have a chance for mercy.

-Luis
from The Beat: Writing is the key. keep writing. Write yourself into 
the light.

who bel ieves in  me?
Who believes in me is my mom. She cares and is there 
for me. She is the only one who comes and sees me in 
juvy. She has true love for me. I love her with all my heart 
and I would die for her.

-M
from The Beat: The best thing you can do for your mom is to straighten 
up, earn your freedom, and start helping out at home. That means 
taking care of yourself. ypi can’t help her if you aren’t taking good care 
of yourself.

what  i ’ve  been Doing
Well, Beat, my name is Ernesto and I just found out I’m 
pretty sure I’m going to go to ranch camp. So far I’m doing 
good.  I’ve been on RC. for a fight, but I’ve put it to my 
advantage.  I was in my room.  I’ve been doing physical 
education and mental stimulation.

-Ernesto
from The Beat: and you’ve been writing up a storm. We’re mighty 
impressed with your output, ernesto. Wherever you go, keep writing, 
and keep reading. all the good writers we know tell us that to be a 
really good writer, you need to read a lot, a whole lot. Write to us when 
you get to the next stop along your way.

i  was wrong
I’m sorry about the thing I thought I had to say
I know I should’ve treated you a better way.
Promises I made all turned into lies.
Because these drugs had my conscious paralyzed.
I knew right from wrong but I didn’t care
I just wanted my next fix whether or not you were there
So this is my apology I was wrong
Wish I didn’t do it, I should’ve stayed strong
But I didn’t and now I’m all alone
Durango is now my new home
Mom I promise, when I get back
Gonna finish school, Join the marines, and make some 
legal stacks.

-Knico  
from The Beat:  it’s a good thing that you realize now the crazy, hideous 
things drugs will do to you!  Wanting to change is step one, apologizing 
and meaning it is step two and setting goals is another step.  so, you 
seem to be on your way to recovery and redemption.  keep going!  you 
have skills with rhyming and writing, so maybe that’s something you 
can pursue in the future.  you’ve got the skills and mindset, so use it to 
your advantage.   apologies and promises are great first steps, but just 
words.  We encourage you to remember to follow through on what you 
have promised to do and apologized for when released.

who w i l l  understand?
Dear Lord: This is a letter from me to you.  
I ask you to help in the things I do!  
I don’t know why I keep coming back. 
I need money so I slang G and crack!  
I always look forward and never look back!  In my cell 
I get sad and wanna yell 
but instead I rap about why I’m in jail! 
Nobody picked me up when I fail 
I think I’m a foo’ ‘cause in school 
I never passed I always failed!  I try to make this sound 
the best way I can deep down 
inside I know I’m a man that’s why I look up and ask the man 
if He would help me if he can!  
I talk to people about my problems but they don’t seem 
to understand. 

-Lil’ O
from The Beat:  your rhymes begin to paint a picture for us of how you 
see life.  you say you are struggling, but have not given up hope.  What 
kind of help are you looking for?  is it possible that the people with 
whom you surround yourself have a significant influence on the choices 
you have made so far in your life?  We always have choices, especially 
with those that influence us the most.  Who influences you the most?

a r i z o n a

My vacation is being 
locked up for probation 
violations.
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Freedumb
I’m going to be off be off probation when I get out—
twenty-one more days. I turned eighteen yesterday. This 
shhh is finally gonna be done with. Yee!
 I hate probation—forget them all and the judges and 
POs. It’s me against the world, yadadadi!

-Skill
from The Beat: happy birthday! yes, you’re almost free from the juvenile 
justice system, but if you really believe it’s you against the world, now 
that you’re an adult, how can you ever win? is there anything about 
the world beyond your neighborhood you can enjoy, learn from, earn a 
living with? Why can’t it be you in the wide world, not against it, riding 
to the biggest adventure of your whole life?

Pain
Pain is more than a word
More than a feeling
Pain, when you are at a down
High up to the ceiling
I felt pain when they told me
My right hand, man, goin’ to the pen
Life will be different
By the time I see him again
I feel pain
Huggin’ my parents
Knowin’ I can’t leave with them
Why do I feel this pain?
Why can’t pain feel them?
As I walk through this hell
And wonder about life
And will it ever be the same?
Life can be lame?
Lord, free me from this pain

-K
from The Beat: The pain you’re describing can be excruciating, especially 
because there’s not much you can do to relieve it. if you feel that it’s 
in any way on you that your right hand man is going to prison, that 
may hurt you even more. When you get out, can you help your homie’s 
family? Write him? send him what he needs in prison? even if you only 
learn that it could have been you going to the pen, but you aren’t, that 
can help alleviate your pain. 

i  love big  mike
I’ve got a hold of myself. Can’t get out of my own head. 
Stuck, and I don’t think there’s a way out. Gotta distract 
myself constantly, as often as I can, in any way possible. 
If I listened to my own thoughts 24/7, I’d be dead. I’m not 
unhappy, I’m happily psychotic. 
 Shhh, the doctors might find you here, dead or 
institutionalized…or free. Sobriety is a cage. All I want 
is a Camel filtered cigarette. I enjoy watching people on 
TV smoke. My best friend’s name is Mickey. He speaks in 
Olde English to King Cobras. He’s old. Hail, Satan! There 
is no god but ignorance, and Bob Seger.

-A
from The Beat: listening exclusively to one’s own thoughts could drive 
anybody nuts, but at least you have a great sense of humor, of the 
absurd, and have a whole bunch of other youths in juvy with you to tell 
you about their experiences, stories, senses of the outside world. as 
long as you keep your heart open to other people and your mind free, 
you shouldn’t have to be just the victim of your own imagination. 

i  hope to  become a Probat ion of f icer
What good, Beat? This Kool-Aid again. I’m back because 
they gave me five weekends and I just screwed it off and 
ended up on the run again. I was gonna run ‘til I was 
eighteen, but I ended up wanting to be able to go back to 
school, because I’ll graduate by December and I know my 
life will be way harder without my diploma. 
 I was living the youngsta life for a long time, just 
perking, getting loaded, fighting, but that got old fast 
in the past month. When I get out I’m going to take 
classes at COM (College of Marin) to become a probation 
officer, because I’ve been a criminal my whole life and on 
probation for three and a half years, so I think I can get 
it down. And since I’m ‘bout to be an “adult,” I gotta step 
my game up and stop the high life. 

-Kool Aid
from The Beat: some of the best case managers and probation officers 
have been to juvy in their youths. maybe they are so effective because 
they can have an idea of what the youngsters have been through, have 
a good heart for them, and can call on their true affection, humor, and 
ability to be strict with the youths, when they try to get over and need 
it. great luck with your plans. 

mmm…Fried Vegetables
Chinese flower blooms in glass
Pale dead fish eyes probing down the hollowed well
For the red velvet
The certified misconceptionalist declare
“Possession is a state of mind”
Demons, lesbians, cookie cutters and FBI agents
Swirl with plastic laminated screams
Mazes surround the ground
Blood swells the floor
Statues, posing with cosmic hairs
Erected, celebrating with a fungus grown bananas
Gapping masks
Claimant the ground in mosaic mixtitude

 -Henry
from The Beat: another sensual specialty from you sprawled out within 
your poem!  luckily, sometimes meaning is essentially meaningless. 

i ’m almost  out
I’m almost out
I got places to run
Got people to shun
I’m almost done
Gotta make beezie money
Or no money
I’m almost out
What’s fun is fun
And what’s done is done
I’m gotta run
‘Cause I’m almost done

-Nerdy
from The Beat: Why do you feel you can make money from “beezies” 
(we changed your word). Why should you be able to earn money from 
anyone else’s labor, besides your own hard work? Would you want 
someone else getting money off of your back?  you may be real busy 
with your business on the outs, but there are different ways of being 
“almost done”, including being almost finished with your freedom.  

what ’s  got  a  hold  of  me
What’s got a hold of me is what I’m going to do when I 
get out next week. I’m afraid that I might get in trouble 
again and end up right back here. I’m also worried about 
how my home environment is going to be like. I am just 
hoping for the best. But I know one thing is for sure, God 
will always be with me, no matter what, through thick 
and thin. To all out there, keep your heads up and stay 
strong. God bless.

-Dion
from The Beat: it may be very realistic to be concerned about messing 
up again when you get out. can you figure out now who or what in your 
home environment could sabotage you? What do you have to do or stop 
doing that will defeat anything that threatens you? if a counselor can 
help, ask for her/him now.   
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l imbo
I try to tear down these walls
Which are about to collide
I don’t know how to destroy them
Because I’m the one who built them inside.

Clenched fists pound simultaneously
Muffled screams and inaudible cries
Once again, alone in this insanity
Alone in these lies.

Infinite black begins to smother
Head in my hands
Only desperation and hopelessness bother

A light then awakes at the very end
I begin to rise, for this is my last chance
And there’ll be no others to lend

Reaching with every amount of strength
As if there’s an incredible weight
I’m being pulled back
The light becomes an impossible length

As hard as I try to run
I sit back down where I stayed before
For I’ll never see the sun
Never ever more

-Roxanne
from The Beat: Beautiful, sad poem that wholly evokes the despair that 
you are feeling. you don’t write who or what’s hurting you so deeply. 
Who are the walls you built meant to keep out? sometimes, when you or 
anyone feels this hopeless, any emotion can hurt. even the sun shining 
on you can cause you pain. Who can help you? ask for that help now. 
sometimes, little by little, life itself can just take over and heal you.

i  Fee l  For  the Street
I’m a mac
Get hats
Get girls on lock
Shhh, I don’t stop
Make girls want me
I feel for the street
Yes, am a G
Do care about The Beat
No, I am playing The Beat
Cool
I like to do the fool
Okay, me and the ‘hood
Do play
I go, “Hey!”
The streets I see
Is dead
I am good
Forget the good
When is good
Feel for the park?
Okay

-D-Tack
from The Beat: We hope we reproduced your poem the way you wrote it. 
Why don’t you write more about why you describe the streets as “dead”? 
Why “forget the good?” 

i ’ l l  never Forget  her green eyes
Got locked up three days ago, trying to talk to my girl, 
‘cause she was about to sleep with my cousin behind my 
back. I never thought she would do something like that 
to me, especially with my cousin, ‘cause he know I loved 
her and still do. 
 Hopefully we get back together and do everything we 
wanted to do with each other, like get married, and for 
her to have my first-born child. I’ll do anything to make it 
happen, ‘cause I truly love her and probably always will, 
‘cause I want her to be my wife ‘til death do us part, ‘cause 
she’s the world to me. 
 I’ll never forget her beautiful green eyes and that nice 
smile and her smooth body. I’ll probably always truly love 
her and only her. I love you, Ronni. Hopefully one day it’ll 
be Ronni with my last name.

-Antonio
from The Beat: you have our hearts at The Beat because you are so 
hurting. you don’t sound like you’ve had a chance to talk to this lady 
lately, but what you write doesn’t sound good. if she is hanging with 
your cousin or any other guy, you seem like you’re going to move on, 
and even though you’ll be really sad, you can always keep your heart 
open.

Do You wanna hug me?
I miss her. Does she miss me?
I love her. Does she love me?
I left her. Does she miss me?
Here I am in these cold cell walls
Nothing to do but think of you
But do you miss me?
Do you love me?
Do you wanna hug me?
No!

-Nerdy
from The Beat: sometimes, especially when you love someone, you can 
intuit what his/her response will be to any question you ask in your 
imagination, and get his/her answer right, no matter how much that 
answer may hurt. But instead of putting yourself through all the pain 
your imagination is going through, why don’t you call or write her? 
you may be right, or maybe not, but you might as well find out for real 
what’s going on with her. 
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los riesgos De mi  V ida
El riesgo que yo tomé fue para venirme para aqui a los Estados 
Unidos. Fui un riesgo porque tube que pasar por Mexico, y en 
Mexico es muy riesgoso por los ladrones. También es un gran 
riesgo tomar el tren porque uno se puede caer del tren o te 
pueden tirar el tren. Eso son los riesgos que tenemos que pasar 
todos los Centroamericanos. 
 También les quiero contar otro riesgo que me va a pasar a 
mí porque yo no tengo padre y quien lo mato vive cerca de donde 
vivio. Si me deportan, me pueden matar a mí también como 
mataron a mi padre, y a mi hermano. 
 Yo solo le pido a mi Dios que está allá en el cielo, quien es el 
único que me puede ayudar en estos momentos malos que estoy 
pasando, que me tenga en salud a mi madre y a mis hermanos, y 
a todas las familias.

from The Beat: ¿Por qué crees que corres peligro? si crees que tu vida 
corre peligro, deberías de pedir ayuda para que no te deporten allá. 
se llama, “auxilio Político.” si pruebas de verdad que tienes problemas 
allá, a lo major puede y te den una oportundiad para que te quedes 
aqui. si te llegan a dar esa oportunidad, usala bien y aprovecha las 
oportunidades que la vida te da. 

the risks of  my l i fe
The risk I took was when I came here to the US. It was a risk 
because I had to cross Mexico, and it’s risky because of the 
thiefs. It’s also a big risk to take the train because you can fall 
from the train or be pushed off it from another person. That’s the 
risks that all Centramericans have to go through. 
 I’m also going to share another risk that will happen to me 
because I don’t have my dad no longer living in this world and 
who killed him lives near where I live there. If I get deported, they 
can kill me as well as they killed my dad and brother. 
 I only ask God who is in Heaven, who is the only one that 
can help me at these bad moments I’m going through, to have my 
mom, my brothers and my whole family in good health.

-Carlos, San Francisco
from The Beat: What make you think you’re in a big risk? if you fear 
that your life is in jeopardy, you should ask for help, so you won’t get 
deported. it’s called, “political asylum”. if you can prove that what you 
are saying is true, they might get you a chance to stay here to live here. 
and if they gave you that chance, use it and take advantages of the 
opportunities that life and this country offers.  

todo Cambio  al  Venir  aqui
Cuando estaba en Honduras era un niño sano sin ningún 
vicio porque tenía a mi madre y a mi padre quienes me 
apoyaban y me aconsejaban. Yo les obedecía a ellos. Me 
hablaban de la iglesia para aprender de la palabra de 
Dios. 
 Cuando yo me vine para los Estados Unidos, siempre 
obedecía a mi madre porque ella me aconsejaba. Yo tenía 
un buen trabajo e iba a la escuela en Oakland. 
 Un día recibi la noticia que mi madre había muerto. 
Me deprimi mucho y me confundi. Andaba muy triste 
porque no recibía los consejos de mi madre. Un día mi 
amigo llegó a casa y me dijo que dejara de trabajar legal 
y que me fuera para su casa y que me iba a enseñar a 
trabajar con droga. Me fui con él y deje mi trabajo legal y 
empece a trabajar con droga. Cuando empece a trabajar 
con drogas, empece a tomar alcohol, me gustaba andar en 
barras, fumaba cigarros y también fumaba mariguana.
 Salirme del trabajo legal me llebo a la cárcel y no me 
sirvio de nada solo para andar en vicios y en los malos 
caminos. 

from The Beat: sentimos mucho la pérdida de tu madre, pero también 
tienes que tener en mente que solo por haber perdido a tu madre, 
tienes que tirar todo a la basura. siempre seguir a las personas que te 
perjudiquen no es una buena ideas y mas si andan en caminos malos. 
deberías de volver a ser la persona que eras antes para ya no tener más 
porblemas con la justicia ni con drogas. 

everyth ing Changed when i  Came here
When I was in Honduras I was a good boy without bad 
habits because I had my mother and my dad who supported 
me and gave me advices.
 When I recenlty I came here to the US, I would still 
listen to my mother because she would give me advices. I 
had a good job and I would go to school in Oakland. 
 One day I received the bad news that my mother had 
died. I got so depressed and I confused myself. I was sad 
because I no longer had the advice my mom would give 
me. One day, my friend came to my house and told me 
to stop working legally and I started to work by selling 
drugs. When I started working with drugs, I started to 
drink alcohol, to go to bars, smoke cigarettes and to 
smole mariguana. 
 Quiting my legal job took me to jail and it didn’t help 
me at all and all for being in habits and bad roads. 

-Danilo, San Francisco 
from The Beat: We are sorry for the loss of your mother, but you have to 
keep in mind that just because you lost your mother, you are going to 
throw everything away. is not a good idea to follow other’s people path 
especially when there are walking on bad roads. you should go back to 
be the person you used to be, so you can avoid getting in trouble with 
the system or drugs. 

lo  Que he V is to
El tipo de droga que he usado es la Mariguana. Pienso que es 
mejor que las otras drogas. Mi vida ha estado relacionada con 
las drogas, porque desde que me vine de mi pais, he estado 
vendiendo droga. He tenido piedra, heroína, cocaine, y crystal. 
 He visto que muchos primos míos que han estado en 
las drogas, han tenido carros, casas, y que poco a poco han 
quedado en la calle. He visto como ellos actuan cuando no 
pueden conseguir la droga que hasta venden a sus esposas y las 
prostituyen para matar la malilla. 
 Un saludo a toda la mara Catracha. 

from The Beat: Todo lo que es droga afecta la vida humana de una manera 
u otra. nada se salva de las garras de las drogas. desafortunadamente 
la droga es como una enfermedad que mata y hace hacer cosas que uno 
no quiere hacer como las personas que has visto usarla. ¿si sabes lo que 
hacen porque participas en venderlas a las personas? 

what  i  have Seen
The type of drugs I’ve used is Marijuana. I think it’s a better drug 
than others. My life has been related with drugs because ever 
since I came my country, I’ve been selling them. I’ve had crack 
cocaine, cocaine, and crystal. 
 I’ve seen many of my cousins that have been in drugs, who 
have had their cars, houses and how little by little they’ve ended 
up in the streets. I’ve seen how they act when they can’t get 
drugs. They even sell their wives and prostitute them.  

-Daniel, San Francisco
from The Beat: every drug affects the lives of human beings is many 
ways. nobody can be saved from its hand. unfortunately drugs are like 
a decease that makes people do things we don’t want to do like the 
people you’ve seen using it. if you know what they do to people, why 
are you participating in selling it to the people who uses it. 

One day I received the bad 
news that my mother had 
died. I got so depressed 
and I confused myself. 
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mis Pensamientos Sobre los temas
Para ser un buen padre se necesita llebarse bien con el 
hijo, enseñarles a respetar, no enseñarles cosas malas, 
mandarlo a la escuela, enseñarle un trabajo para que sea 
alguién en el futuro. 
 La persona mayor en la familia es mi padre. Es un 
padre responsable. Desde pequeño, he crecido con él, 
me ha enseñado a respetar y a ser una buena persona. 
El se merece el respeto como el padre que es. Me ha 
acompañado en las buenas y en las malas. 
 Es un riesgo estar en las pandillas. Uno nunca sabe 
cuando le puede pasar algo o hacer algo que no es bueno 
para uno. 

from The Beat: Que bueno que hayas tenido tal padre como lo has 
dicho. si realmente crees que esa personas se merece el respeto que se 
merece, creemos que ya es hora que empieces a demostrarselos. y la 
manera como vas, no creemos que lo estes haciendo. no son muchos los 
que tienen ese don de tener buen padre. 

my thoughts  about  topics
To be a father, you need to get along with your kids, teach 
them to respect, not to teach them bad things, send 
them to school, teach him a carreer so they can become 
someone in the future. 
 The oldest person in my family is my dad. He is a 
responsible father. Ever since I was very young, I’ve 
grown with him, has taught me to respect and to be a 
good person. He deserves respect like the father he is. He 
has been with me through good and bad. 
 It’s a risk to be in gangs. You never know what when 
something is going to happen or do something that isn’t 
good for someone. 

-Dixon, San Francisco
from The Beat: lucky you had such a dad you haver. if you really believe 
that he deserves such as respect, we think it’s time for you to start show 
it to him. The way you are heading, won’t show it in any way. There are 
many who have such as dad like you do. 

las Drogas
No me gustaría veerme en ninguna clase de drogas ni a 
ningunos de mis familiares ni mis homies. La droga por 
ningún momento es buena para nada. 
 Sólo pienso en Dios y que me cuide a mi familia. Yo 
vendo drogas, pero he visto personas perdidas en el vicio 
y sé que no son buenas hasta robas a los demás personas 
[ara tener más. 

from The Beat: ¿si no te gustaría que ni tú nit u familia pasaran por 
las drogas, por qué estas matando a otros al venderles? solo responde 
a esa pregunta. 

Drugs
I wouldn’t like to see my family, my homies or myself 
messing with any type of drugs. Drugs are not good at any 
circumstances. 
 I only think about God to protect my family. I sell 
drugs. I’ve seen people lost in this habit and I know they 
are not good because they even rob people to obtain 
more. 

-Ariel, San Francisco
from The Beat:  if you don’t like to see your family to get stuck to any 
type of drugs, why are killing other by selling to them? Just respond 
to this question. 

lo  Que le  P ido a Dios
La última vez que lloré fue aqui y fue de tristeza. Estaba 
tomado. Me acordé de mi mama en cuando me vine para 
acá. 
 Tengo dos hermanos que les gusta la mota y ellos han 
el efuerzo de dejar ese vicio pero no lo han podido hacer. 
 Le pido a Dios que nos de fuerza para salir adelante 
y la confianza de apartarnos de los malos vicios porque 
solo nos lleban a la perdición, puede ser en una cárcel o 
en cualquier otro lado peor que eso. Le pido a Dios con 
todo mi corazón que me ayude a mí y a mi familia. 

from The Beat: esperamos que dios los ayude a ustedes a salirse de las 
drogas y que también tengan la fuerza que necesitan para pasar por 
todo tu estress. deberías de salirte de este problema primero y despues 
tratar de ayudarlos a ellos. 

what  i  ask god
The last time I cried was here and it was because of 
sadness. I was also drunk. I thought about my mom when 
I left there to come here. 
 I have two brothers who like weed and they have made 
an effort in quiting, but they haven’t succeeded. 
 I ask God to give me the strength to move on and the 
trust to get away from bad habits because it just takes us 
to perdition, jail or another place even worse. I ask God 
with all my heart to help my family and I.

-Rony, San Francisco
from The Beat: We hope your god helps you, and to give you the 
strength you need to go through all your stress. you should find a way 
to get rid of your problem so you can try to help your brothers.  first 
step is taking care of yourself.

la  Peor Droga
Hola, yo soy una persona que creci rodeado de vicios 
y drogas. Fumaba mota de vez en cuando y llegue a un 
acuerdo que fue un error y ahora estoy aqui.
 La peor droga que consumen mis amigo es la chiva, el 
crack y el ice.  
 Tengo a un amigo en Atlanta quien empezo pidiendo 
un jalon, despues fue fumando más, y ahora se inyecta 
chiva. El dice que es como un relajamiento y se siente 
como un viaje perfecto que se ve, que se siente una 
sensación de la cual no quisiera regresar jamás. Tienes 
unos cuantos años de adicción y esta flaco. No se vaña y 
hasta roba por tener droga. Es mi amigo, lo conocí cuando 
no tenía vicios y ahora me da lástima mi amigo. No tomen 
drogas porque son malas. 

from The Beat: has visto como destruye la droga la vida de la gente. 
las drogas podran hacer sentir bien a uno, pero lo que hace es matar las 
células del cedebro. los efectos que hace son bien dañino y bien tristes 
para la vida de cualquier persona. usarla y venderla son dos cosas que 
crean problemas y afectan en muchas maneras y tú lo sabes. ¿Tratastes 
de ayudarlo a que se saliera de esa adicción? 

the worst  Drugs
Hi, I am a person surrounded by habits and drugs. I used 
to smoke weed once in the while, and it got worse which 
was a mistake and now I am here.
 The worse drug my friends use is heroin, crack and 
ice. 
 I know a friend in Atlanta who started it asking for hit 
of drugs, later he continued smoking more, and now he 
injects heroin. He says that it’s relaxing, and it feels like 
a perfect trip, and it’s a sensation you don’t want to come 
back to reality never ever. He has been with his addiction 
for a few years and he is skinny now. He doesn’t take 
showers, and he even robs people in order to get some 
more. He is my friend. When I met him, he didn’t have any 
addictions, and now I feel sorry for him. 

-José, San Francisco
from The Beat: you have seen how drugs destroy people’s lives. drugs 
may make you feel so high and feel good, what it’s really does is kill 
your brain cells and steals your soul. The effects it does are hurtful 
and sad to any life. To use it and to sell it are two things that create 
problems and affect people in many ways. you are very aware of that.
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Siendo un buen Padre
Hola amigos que Dios los bendiga. Bueno, quiero decirles 
que hay que pensar en el futuro para llegar a formar una 
familia. Tenemos que ser unas personas responsible para 
llegar a ser papa. 
 Bueno en mi caso, todavía no soy padre, pero creo 
llegar a eso. Hay que cumplir con muchos deberes. Yo 
he conocido a varios padres que solo embarazan a las 
mujeres, luego no les dan ni para la leche. Creo que para 
llegar a ser un buen padre, hay que ser responsible con 
cada una de nuestras obligaciones.
 Un buen padre es el que se preocupa por que sus hijos 
tengan todo, educación, alimentos, ropa y disiplinados. 
Un buen padre es el que lleba a sus hijos a la escuela, a la 
iglesia los Domingos, los enseñan cosas buenas que les 
van a servir en la vida y en el futuro. 
 La joya de mi familia es mi abuela que es muy buena. 
La quiero mucho y algún día voy a estar con ella. 

from The Beat: Que bonita forma de expresarte sobre como un padre 
debería de ser realmente. imaginate como fuera el mundo si todos los 
padres fueran como tú lo has describido ¿cree que la nueva generación 
fuera diferente si todos fuera únicos y responsables? ¿crees que llegues 
a ser un padre responsible? 

being a good Father
Hi my friends, and God bless you. Well I want to tell you 
that we have to think about the future to form a family. We 
have to be responsible people to become a good father.
 Well, in my case, I’m not a father yet, but I’m looking 
forward to get to that point. There are many duties 
required. I’ve known fathers who only get girls pregnant, 
and won’t give them money not even for milk. I think 
that in order to become a good father, you have to be 
responsible with any obligations. 
 A good father is someone who makes sure his child 
has it all such as education, food, clothes and discipline.  
A good father is someone who takes his kid to school, 
church on Sundays, and teach him good things that 
might help him in the future. 
 The jewelry in my family is my grandmother who is a 
good person. I love her so much and someday I’ll be with 
her. 

-Rosny, San Francisco
from The Beat: What a nice way to express yourself about how a good 
father should really be. imagine how the world would be if all fathers 
were as you’ve described. do you think that the new generation would 
be different, if all fathers were unique and responsible? 

lo  Que tengo en  mente  S iempre
Mi nombre es Carlos y mi tema es sobre la muerte de 
mi padre y hermano. Cuando era más joven, me acuerdo 
que estaba en Honduras y caminaba con mi padre donde 
quiera que el iba. Mi padre me enseño a trabajar. 
 Siempre que hacía algo malo, él me decía que esa cosa 
estaba mal y que no la volviera a hacer. Hasta ahí iban 
todas las cosas bien. Todo comenzó a cambiar cuando 
me vine para los Estados Unidos. Mi abuelita me decía 
que no me viniera porque iba a quedar mi padre solo. Yo 
tenía tantos planes que no que no le hice caso. Sólo me 
despedi de mis padres y me vine. 
 A los 16 días, estaba en la frontera. Ahí estuve 7 días 
pidiendo agarrar coyote. Al fin pude agarrar uno. A los 
2 días y dos noches, cruzamos el decierto. Llegamos a 
Phoenix, Arizona. A la semana, cahí preso y me mandaron 
a un lugar que se llama SWK. Ahí me dieron la noticia que 
me dejo marcada toda la vida. Al pasar el tiempo, me fui 
recuperando de ese golpe mortal. Ahí estuve ocho meses 
preso.
 Me mandaron con mi primo a Houston, Texas. Ahí 
fui a la escuela. Cuando me tocaba el día de la corte, no 
me quiso llebar. Me dieron la orden de deportación. Me 
vine para San Francisco y por andar en las drogas, me 
encuentro preso. La últimas veces que lloré fueron en la 
muerte de mi padre y de mi hermano.

from The Beat: sentimos mucho la perdidas de tus seres queridos. 
hemos notado que siempre que escribes de cualquier, escribes sobre 
esta pérdidas. hay profesionales donde estas que te pueden ayudar 
mucho si es que estas perdidas te estan perturbando la vida. dale un 
intento. Te puede servir. la vida sigue y si dejas que el dolor controle 
tus emosiones, no vas a poder sobrepasarlo del todo. no te tires tu vida 
a la basura. ¡Vivela1 ¡gózala! ¡Ámala! 

what  i  have always in  mind
My name is Carlos and my topic is about the death of my 
father and my brother. When I was very young, I remember 
I was in Honduras, and I would walk with my father 
wherever he would go. My father taught me to work.
 Every time I would do something wrong, he would tell 
me that it was wrong to do that and not to do it again. 
From there, everything was fine. Everything started to 
change when I came to the US. My grandmother would 
tell me not to leave because my dad was going to stay 
alone. The fact that I had plans, made me not to listen. I 
only said good-bye to my father and I left. 
 16 days later, I was at the border. I stayed there for 
seven days for a coyote (an immigrants-mule). Finally 
I got one. After two days and two nights, I crossed the 
desert and we arrived to Phoenix, Arizona. 
 A week later, I got locked up again and they send 
me to a place called SWK. There, they gave me the news 
that marked my whole life. Throughout time, I started to 
recover from this mortal hit. There, I was locked for eight 
months. 
 They sent me and my cousin to Houson, Texas. There, 
I went to school. When my court date arrived, they didn’t 
take me to it. Instead, they gave deportation order. 
 I came to San Francisco and for selling drugs, I find 
myself locked up. 
 And the last time I cried was over my dad’s and 
br0thers’ death. 

-Carlos, San Francisco
from The Beat: We are so sorry for the loss of your loved ones. We have 
noticed that every time you write about any topic, you always write 
about your loss. There are professionals in juvenile and the community 
that can help you psychologically with this issue that has tragically 
effected your life. give it a try. it might help. life continues and if you 
let your pain take control over your emotions, you will never be able 
to over come this problem. don’t throw away your life. live it. enjoy 
it. love it. 

la  Droga
La última vez que llore fue cuando me vine de la casa. 
Me despedi de mi familia.
 Todas las drogas son malas especialmente la piedra. 
La mota, la cocaine te perjudica la salud, te perjudica a ti 
y a tu familia. 

from The Beat: Por eso, no deberías meterte con las drogas. mantente 
lejos de ella. 

Drugs
The last time I cried was when I left from my house. I said 
good-bye to my family. 
 Drugs are bad especially crack cocaine. Weed and 
cocaine harm your health, and your familiy as well. 

-Hector, San Francisco
from The Beat: That’s why you shouldn’t mess with drugs. stay away 
from them. 
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V o i C e S  i n  S P a n i S h

lo Que hace las Drogas
Bueno, lo que puedo decir de esto es que me ha afectado 
en el aspecto que por droga estoy aqui y de adicción 
personal. He probado la mota, y la piedra. Pero en mi 
persona, no le encuentro sentido y la verdad es que les 
puedo decir que gracias a Dios, no corro peligro en eso. 
 Por otro lado, les voy a hablar de mi primo. El ha 
perdido todo por culpa de las drogas. Hasta lo ultimo, 
la familia le dio la espalda porque le ayudaron unas y 
que otras veces para que hiciera un efuerzo en dejar las 
drogas y no pone de su parte. Que no dieran ellos que 
dedicara a su mujer, y sus hijos. 
 El caso más grande de él fue que un día se puso a 
fumar mota y beber alcohol, y era tan grande su loquera, 
que rocio de gas su casa y la incedió. Esta es una de las 
tantas cosas que las locuras que ha hecho. Yo sé que en 
algunos momentos de su vida se ha sentido el hombre 
más infeliz de esta tierra.
 Esto es un gran ejemplo para no seguir ese camino 
porque esto es lo que te lleba a la destrucción de tu 
vida.

from The Beat: imaginate hasta donde ha yegado esta persona hasta 
insendiar su propia casa. lastimosamente existen personas que se dejan 
controlar muy fuertemente por los efectos de las drogas. hay otros que 
hasta se quitan sus propias vida estando bajo la influencias. esperamos 
que esto los ayude a refleccionar que vender droga es bien malo. 

what  Drugs Does
Well, what I can say about it is that drugs has affected me 
because due to it I am here and from personal addiction. 
I’ve tried weed and crack cocaine. From my personal 
opinion, it doesn’t have a meaning, and the reality is that 
thank God, I’m not in risk from drugs. 
 From the other side, I’m going to write about my 
cousin. He has lost everything because of drugs. He has 
lost the last thing he had, and his family turned their 
back on him because they try to help him one and many 
times, so he can make an effort to change and didn’t. 
They would give everything so he can dedicate himself to 
his woman and kids. 
 He’s biggest case was when one day he got high of 
weed and drank, he was so messed up, and he lit his 
house on fire. This was one of those many things he has 
done. I know that in some moments of his life, he has 
been the unhappiest man in this world. 
 This is a big example to never follow that road 
because that won’t take you anywhere but to your own 
life destruction.  

-Alexis, San Francisco
from The Beat: imagine where this guy has gone with his life to the 
point of lighting up his own house. unfortunately there are people who 
are control over the effects of drugs. There are others who take their 
own life away while being under the influence. We hope this message 
help you all to reflect that selling drugs is not good. 

e l  Ú l t imo abrazo
Que pasa Beat! Pues por lo que me acuerdo del ultimo abrazo 
que me dieron fue mi hermano en amediacion de Mayo del 
2008. Les voy a contra un poco de como pasan las cosas de un 
momento a otro. 
 Un Domingo 11 de Mayo, mi hermano me dijo que no saliera 
para afuera con mis homies porque iba a ser su cumpleaños en 
dos días despues. El quería pasar una buena fiesta con toda la 
familia y gracias al Señor todo pasó bien en su party. 
 Ese día, yo tomé demaciado con los homies, y que me 
agarraron un día despues de su party con un homie aqui en 
Milpas. Ahora estoy esperando que me transfieran para Alameda 
para poder hacer mi tiempo. La mera verdad es que pienso que 
me van a deportar para México. Dios quiera que no me deporte, 
pero si lo llegan a hacer pues no importa porque más duran en 
sacarme que en venirme.

from The Beat: hay muchas formas como puedes perder mucho sino al 
tomar alcohol. muchos hasta han perdido la vida con el alcohol, muchos 
la libertad como tú, y otros hasta sus familiares. ¿si no puedes tomar 
apropiadamente, te recomendamos que mejor ni lo hagas por tu bien? Toma 
las cosas con seriedad, hay algunas cosas en la vida que no deberías abusar.  

my last  hug
What’s up Beat! Well, from what I can recall about the last hug 
that I received was from my brother in the middle of May, 2008. 
I’m going to share how one thing can turn to another in a sec. 
 In May 11th, my brother asked me not to go out with my 
friends because it was going to be his birthday in the next two 
days. He wanted to have a great party with the whole family, and 
thank to God everything turned out to be fine. 
 That day, I drank so much with the homies, and I got locked 
up with  homies in Milpitas a day after his party. Now I am waiting 
to get transfer to Alameda to do my time. The truth is that I think 
they are going to deport me to México. I hope God don’t let them 
deport me. If they do deport me, I don’t care, because it takes 
longer to get me out of here than coming back to the country. 

-Sparky, Santa Clara 
from The Beat: There are many ways how you can lose so much when 
drinking alcohol. many have even lost their lives with drinking, 
others their freedom, and others their families. ¿if you can’t drink in a 
appropriate way, we recommend you not to drink for your own good? 
Take things seriously. There are things in life you shouldn’t abuse. 

mis Pensamientos
Yo pienso que yo al ser un padre los creciera a mis hijos con 
mucho respeto para que ellos no hagan lo que ellos quieren 
y criarlos como me criaron a mí. Quiero que se aprendan 
a vivir la vida, pero no como los que hechan a la perdición 
porque no los lleban por un buen camino. 
 Yo he conocido a un amigo que nomas quería arruinar 
la vida de mi hermana. Yo le dije que si hacía eso que lo 
pensara.  
 La mayor de mi familia es mi padre, mis madres, mis 
abuelos, y mis tíos.

from The Beat: nos parece bien que los llegues a criar a tus hijos así. Pero 
para que eso pase, tienes que buscar la manera como cambiar y ser un buen 
ejemplo. en el camino que llebas, el mismo camino que llebaran si no cambias.  

my thoughts
I think if I were a father I would raise my kids with much 
respect, so they won’t do what they want to do, and raise 
them as I was raised. I want them to learn to live life, not like 
those who throw their lives in perdition because that won’t 
get them anywhere. 
 I’ve met a friend who only wanted to ruin my sister’s life. 
I told him to think about it if he was thinking about doing 
it. 
 The oldest people in my family are my dad, my mother, 
my grandparents and my uncles.

-Darwin, San Francisco
from The Beat: it sounds good to us that you raise your future kids 
like that. But in order to make that happen, you need to find a way to 
change, and to provide a good example. The path you are going, it will 
be the same, they will follow, if you don’t make a change. 

I’ve met a friend who only 
wanted to ruin my sister’s 
life. I told him to think about 
it if he was thinking about 
doing it. 
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ignorant 
Raised on the west side of my city (SJ) regrets I got a lot 
in life, but never will I look down and cry. My mama says 
to change that my time is up. I look up to the sky and ask 
myself is my time really up? Or is it just the beginning 
through this tragic life we livin’. It’s up to me to make a 
decision because in this life you get introduced to this 
game. That ain’t no joke. 
 You have to play your cards right, if not, you’re going 
to end up on the wrong path. You have to get yourself an 
education before it’s too late and get stuck in the system. 
Been in Santa Rosa Juvenile Hall since I was sixteen. Got 
tried as an adult. Now I’m across the street. 
 It’s just the reality this system doesn’t give a damn 
about me. No time to really understand the meaning of 
life. No time to develop. DA says funk him throw his 
butt in the gutta. Now I’m with the big boys heading for 
the big house. So what am I supposed to do now? All I 
can do is look back at the times when I had a good life. 
Contemplating how stupid can I be for getting wrapped up 
in the game. 
 Now I got to ride it out. I know it has no sense in life 
when you’re fighting a war and don’t even know how it 
started. That’s the funny thing in life. People take things 
for granted. Everything is a joke, but in the long run this 
shhh will hit you up side yo’ head you big dummy. When 
we’re young and dumb there is no meaning to life. We’re 
on to hit rock bottom you see. That ain’t no joke. 
 When someone throws game at a youngsta’ it seems 
it just goes in through one ear and out the other. That’s 
when it seems all regrets we have come tumbling down 
on us asking ourselves why didn’t we listen? We feel it’s 
too late to change, but it ain’t never too late to change 
you just have to take initiative and be willing to over come 
all obstacles that come at you in life. Remember always 
stay on your toes because life is a wild ride. Much love 
–n- respect Beat and Beat Readers. I’m out.

Shout  outs !
What’s crackin’ with you Dave how you been? Hopefully 
everything is good with you and your loved ones. As for 
me I got to county on June 19th.  That’s crazy! It’s coo 
over here. Thirst is my celly. We’re just posting, talking 
all the time. I haven’t got sentenced, yet but I’m fighting a 
total of twenty years to life. Ain’t that some shhh!? 
 Yeah but I just got to stay strong with my head up and 
pray for better days. So how’s Chris? Hopefully he’s doing 
fine tell him I said was up. I remember before I left he was 
in the hospital. Hopefully everything is well now. How is 
The Beat going? I can imagine it’s pretty busy. 
 Well I wrote a piece. hopefully the kids read it and 
listen to what we got to say. But I know us youngsta’s is 
hella hard headed and just push things aside. You feel 
me? Well yeah Dave if you have time try and get at me. 
Shoot me some words of wisdom. Don’t forget to send a 
Beat. All right take care. Much love and respect.

We welcome back our next writer who comes to us from santa 
clara county Jail in san Jose, ca. Victor aka knuckles, was once 
incarcerated as juvenile in the halls and is getting tried as an adult. 
he writes to warn us how we seem to take everything for granted. 
could be we’re spoiled… or just plain ignorant. We don’t know. But we 
do know that we all take things for granted, including our freedom. 
knuckles is here to remind you that it’s never too late to change. so 
peep out knuckle’s piece, and soak up some game!

•Victor Leal•

the l i fe 
This is the life if you didn’t say nope 
And dedicated your life to doing dope
If you snort, slam, or hit the glass pipe 
Or sold your soul to something real sick
Your life will soon start to change 
You’ll become something scary and strange
People will offer food cause of your condition
You’re torn up from lack of malnutrition
You pass up food on the kitchen table 
For another issue for now you’re still able 
One by one people start to leave you alone
They see the monster you have now grown
First friends, the kids, and then your wife 
You don’t need them trashing up your life
You spin round town thinking you’re cool 
“Screw what they think” you’re nobody’s fool
Once it was kicks is now all too real 
A brainstorm and think you should know the deal 
At first you’re taken as some came 
Before long you’re hip to the dope game 
Time spent just making rounds 
First quarter grams, ounces, then pounds 
You write the last chapter of the book 

Decided to become the big time cook 
Knowing in your heart it’s going to be trouble 
Watching your little lab as it’ll bubble 
A target for the cops, feds and the DEA 
You still continue to just play 
One day sitting and minding your little store 
15 punk cops crash through your front door 
Scam you and put their foot in your chest 
“Hello stupid, you’re now under arrest!” 
You know it’s over when you go to court 
16 informants are on the police reports 
Walking this level fouryard I’ve had time to reflect
My life is screwed up and really wrecked 
It flashes like big neon sign
“Hey comrade, want to do another line?” 
Soberly I see all the chaos and strife 
Price is heavy to pay when you live the life.

Writing to us from the correctional facility in Wasco, california, 
mathhew — aka knucklehead — has a lot of talent. he writes a very 
graphic poem on the consequences and repercussions on messing with 
the dope game. Whether you’re a smoker or a doper, none of it pays. 
Both can land you to jail for a long time. so take it from a dude who’s 
been there and done it. We appreciate matthew’s honesty and sense for 
trying to steer young people away from the path he was once on. Please 
give it up for matthew aka knuclehead!

•Matthew aka Knucklehead•
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Chained to many, have none Chained to me
Chained to many, have none chained to me
Sharing hurt and pain, have I chained to a heart not free
Crying tears of an ocean bleeding deep, you’ve drowned 
my soul
While grasping happiness to keep conscious
Did with you this happiness I let go?
Upon arriving at freedom, your heart was set free
For turning was still chained, only my heart and me
Captive in reality I cried worse than you
While stumbling amidst life were chained less than a few
Opposed to sharing my hurt and pain, you’ve chosen to 
stay free
Chained to many, have none chained to me.

Calm is  to  be humble
I’ve learnt to remain humble
Discipline is my key to not stumble
My nerves try to remain constantly calm
Opposed to many in regards to a sweaty palm
I’d rather my inner soul freeze cold
Rather than heart arouse anger to unfold
Controlling my mind, do I control me
Inhale, exhale, my breath is set free
Bowing, I acknowledge others
No greater am I than my sisters and brothers
My bow is nothing less than humble
My calm is to humble.

missing You
I watch the morning leave the night
Waiting for darkness to turn to light
It’s strange how one will leave the other
Yet will return back to each other
At times I wish it were me and you
At least I would know you’ll return in a few
But it’s not, and it hurts to see you go
How much you’ll never, ever know
With only thoughts and hurt
What’s left to do?
But to continue missing you.

al l  n ight  i ’ve  watched Your Soul
Long nights are embraced silently deep 
As my soul is comforted in watching you preciously sleep
Taking your breaths can I feel your heart beat
A sweet melody repeated as the day is defeat
Out our window the moon prevails lonely and cold
Unlike me the sky tonight has no star to uphold
Curiously, I wonder if I’m the hero in your dream tonight
Then again, I’ve wondered the same last night
An angel sleeping on earth is an angel sleeping with me
The most beautiful sight a human soul can see
Rising with the sun you’ll arise and go
Leaving me tired, for again, all night I’ve watched your 
soul.

a tear
A tear is the release of joy or pain
It’s the very drop of loss or gain
Even the remembrance of a moment we share
A mixture of love, hurt, or care
It’s a sign of what we’re going through
Most of all, it’s from my heart to you.

what ’s  war
War is the mistake of anger and greed
One’s urge for control and power to breed
It’s lies covered by courage and pride
A mass destruction by false guide
The genocide created by evil minds
Captivation of lives and increasing of binds
The loss of dear souls who believed
The death of a cause that’s later grieved
Death of children and innocent life
Torment of a country cursed with strife
The reason many mourn to be free
A trap set to kill you and me
The brightest idea to annihilate a population
The repeat of history, the repeat of a revelation
Let’s be honest, war could never free
Its design is to control or kill you and me.

from california correction institution in Tehachapi,  ca., clarence 
reese writes The Beat regularly and very well.  in his upcoming 
pieces, clarence does a great job describing his different emotions 
and thoughts. it takes some courage for a dude not to be afraid to write 
down his true emotions. so give clarence his props and give him a read 
folks.

•Clarence Reese•
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Dreams
What are dreams? What do they mean? Why do we always 
have them? Sometimes-there bad, sometimes they’re good. 
I just really want to know what they mean. Especially when 
I have a bad dream, like the ones I die in well actually get 
killed in. Those dreams are one of a kind and scary. 
 The first time I dreamed about me getting killed was 
when I was still with my woman. It was a crazy dream for 
me to have. The dream started off with Samantha and me 
walking down the street holding hands loving each other. I 
remember that the dream was really foggy. As Samantha and 
I were walking 8 to 10 men run up on the both of us. 
 They started to grab Samantha and I was trying to fight 
back then all of a sudden there was a shotgun in my face. 
I got pistol whipped with the butt of the shotgun. As I was 
on my knees looking down two black eyes I was hearing 
Samantha’s screams then the trigger was pulled. It was crazy 
my spirit came out of me and was floating up towards the 
sky. I could see my body sprawled out face down with a dark 
red puddle forming around my body while I could still hear 
Samantha’s screams loud and clear.
 Then I woke up…
 Why must we have these kinds of dreams? Are dreams 
just a figment of our imagination? So many questions… Do 
we dream of the past and the future?
 The second dream I just had a couple of nights ago 
basically the same thing happen. The dream started off with 
me running from what I didn’t know. I saw some faces I knew. 
Samantha was there again. I kept running. But when I ran 
around a car in a parking lot I got a gun shoved in my face. 
 The man with the gun I did not know. I remember all I 
did was stare down the black hole of that gun. I didn’t move. 
Nothing.
 The trigger was pulled and the bullet hit me in the face. It 
felt cold and hot. Paralyzing. I fell to the floor and Samantha 
came next to me.
 She kept saying “It’s going to be fine”. “Your going to be 
alright”. Everything started to fade and I started to cry. The 
last words I heard were Samantha saying “Don’t cry please. I 
love you.” Then I faded to black.
 I awoke in a cold sweat with these county cloths sticking 
to my body. That dream I do not want to have ever again. 
Just the thought of dying is scary. It’s no joke. The scariest 
thought is me dying young. Is that the way it’s supposed to 
be? Who knows?
 Questions that will probably never be answered. It’s 
always a mystery. We will never know what dreams will 
come. 

riP Carol  ann Voul tsos
May the Lord bless you into his heavenly palace. You 
were a sweet and kind woman. You were part of the family 
even though you weren’t my blood. You watched me as a 
kid. You were a very funny lady. All I have are memories. 
There all good one’s though. 
 In your memory I will not cry I will only smile. You’re 
in a better place now you’re not suffering from that 
sickness you had. I will constantly think about you that’s 
the truth as told. You were an independent woman from 
New York. So many funny memories I will cherish with my 
heart. In Loving Memory Carol Ann Voultsos. September 
19, 1946 - July 30, 2008
 You will forever be missed.

knee Deep
We’re from the cities where they trying to put people to 
steep 6ft deep. They say they’re trying to help our people. 
When really they’re picking them off one by one. So 
who’s really helping our community? The gangbanging 
individuals, or the dropouts? I really want to know.
 Active gang members stay ever killing their own 
individuals, their own race. Day in, day out, people are 
dying from stepping on other’s toes. The kids of our future 
are starting at an early age, but checking out an early age 
too. Mother’s forever feeling guilt for not watching their 
young. When really it’s not their fault. They do it for their 
own. They help their own… is that true? 
 My opinion and many others we don’t think they’re 
helping much of anyone. How are older men going to 
tell young kids to start up and get strapped up? Treating 
them like puppets. Controlling them. Of course the young 
are going to listen after all that gets kids into the gang 
life when they’re not even fully developed! Why kill the 
future!
 I don’t think it’s right. I’m sure many agree… Knee 
deep in life people really don’t want to follow but choose 
to for what reason, I don’t know. I was one of the one’s 
who chose not to follow. I hope what I write is read by 
those at the halls. Their banging for something they think 
they know about but really don’t.
 Dropouts are another story I would say they’re kind 
of helping out a little. If you’re a dropout you don’t listen 
to no one but yourself. Dropouts want to get out and be 
with their families. Other actives see that you’re about to 
get released and they go tell you to do something that’s 
going to keep you locked up.
 I’m Really trying to help out. Those who don’t bang 
I suggest you don’t start or you will be knee deep in 
all kinds of stuff. May God Bless you all, actives and 
dropouts. 

our next writer was once locked up in santa clara Juvenile hall, 
but is being tried as an adult is now writing to us from santa clara 
county Jail in san Jose, ca. We have seen daniel, aka Thirst really 
mature over the time that we’ve known him. he comes at y’all with a 
different mind set about life. his piece about dreams is really a trip once 
you read it. But don’t let us spoil it for you as Thirst delivers a couple of 
impressive and powerful pieces. so please give him a read people!

•daniel Miller•
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us ,  them,  and everyone in  between
It was this week in 1989 that my family came to America, 
and settled in sunny Los Angeles. I was only ten years old, 
a little Russian square from the USSR, with no clue about 
what to expect on this side of the Atlantic. It seems that 
I have lived three lives since then:  the life that I brought 
with me, the life I absorbed on the streets of Southern 
California, and then the new life, the one I gained in prison 
after the street life sealed my fate with life imprisonment. I 
am not an American citizen, but America has been good to 
me. Most of my time in the Land of the Free has been spent 
in juvenile hall, camps, the county jail, and in prison, but 
that has not prevented me from loving America, even when 
I disagree with her: in her ways, her culture, her policies. 
Bu that ‘s America as well…Life is a paradox; life is a gift 
from God.
 I need to be in prison because I brought myself here, 
and deserve much more than a life term. The fact that I am 
able to write about it more than a decade later is proof that 
I have not received what I truly deserved. God is merciful 
to idiots, but it still breaks my heart to read many of the 
workshop entries in the “Pieces of the Week.” I know that 
I am “beating a dead horse,” and I am repeating what I 
have often commented on: the raw tragedy of youth who 
grow up in broken homes, on the streets, ensnared by the 
lowest things in life which manifest themselves in social 
corruption and madness. One young man writes, “Life. I 
love life. I’ve always loved life. My life is filled with a lot 
of sorrow because of how I chose to live now. How many 
similar entries, echoing the same sentiment, do we find in 
The Beat Within.
 For many, life would be a joy if only it wouldn’t be 
such a struggle or tragedy (past or present). Yes, there are 
organizations, programs, churches, etc., that are willing 
to help or offer consolation to struggling teens—but 
how many teens are willing to struggle, to live out their 
tragedies, only because they are used to them, and another 
life is unimaginable? There is nothing sadder than a young 
person who has already counted himself/herself out, and 
has given up on life. The street life is an existence, but one 
can hardly call it “life,” it is more of a slow death. A slow 
death accepted and embraced.
 Evil is a reality of the world, not just a devil with 
hoofs, horns, and a pitchfork, but the daily pain, poverty, 
discouragement, disease, the basic struggles of life. The 
only way I can write today is because I have faced (and 

continue to face) the evil in myself, and do fight against 
it. And it fights back. There is no other way, but the Lord 
grants me the strength to wage this unseen war, and I am 
united with others who are fighting the same fight against 
their passions, lusts, anger laziness, pride, and selfishness. 
Society will change only when people are changed, and the 
first transformation has to begin with myself. Otherwise, 
no government handout, no social program, no freebee will 
make a difference. There is an Old Russian joke: You can 
sit a pig at the dinner table, but it will still be a pig.
 I know that God is with us in jail and out of jail. Critics 
will say that “people get religious” when they come to 
prison. I would say that people “get religious” in hospitals 
and hopeless situations no less than in prisons. When 
the carpet is pulled out from under your feet and there is 
nothing to stand on then people remember how weak and 
helpless they are, and how they are not “in control.” Then, 
they remember God, who has never forgotten them. The 
Holy Bible does not explain away evil as a “social problem,” 
and the Christian Faith does not pretend that evil does not 
exist. On the contrary, everything in the Christian Faith 
is directed to overcoming evil in spite of its existence. 
The bible confronts evil, and describes how Christ has 
conquered it through love, through death, through the 
undeniable witness of the Resurrection.
 Popular psychology medicates; political policy 
compensates; Christianity liberates—no matter what the 
social circumstances or situations we find ourselves in. I 
leave you not with my weak words, but with the truth of the 
crucified and risen Savior, who himself faced and defeated 
the world’s evil, and whose words are just as true today, as 
they were two thousand years ago, on the eve of his passion 
and death. “These things I have spoken to you, that in me 
you may have peace. In the world you will have tribulation; 
but be of good cheer, I have overcome the world.” (John 
16:33).

message to  our Chi ldren
I’ve lived the famed life harboring broken stone
Thought to be wild, I thought t have known
My laughs were few, but my tears are many
Cast in a well no wish came from my penny
I thought I knew which way the wind blew
Only to journey the wrong path, I’m cast from you
Along the way I’ve blistered many hearts and my feet
For I’ve walked over the hearts I’ve come to meet
Many have tried to teach or show the way
But, my eyes were blinded for I chose to stray
As many laws a person can choose to make
I realize these laws I was determined to break
Running with my gang I’ve done my share
A future in prison or death had my future to bear
I’ve witnessed disappointment by a wounded dove
The wounding of hearts in faces I love

Bye to those eternally lost to this game
I hope your forgiven when in death you here your name
I sit in prison for the rest of my life to dwell
Will our children get the message or them to fall?
Here I realize you deserve to hear the truth
Take a hold of your future, cherish your youth
Here is my message I hope it does well
For no longer should you dwell in my cell
Sincerely,
Rigo

our next writer should be a familiar name with all of you weekly 
readers by now. markhasev doesn’t ever fail to deliver powerful 
pieces for all of us.  We can count on his mail, like you can count 
on this publication. he constantly drops unselfish knowledge knowing 
that if he can spit some game every week, maybe someone will take 
heed to some of the advice he gives. not only his advice, but he uses his 
mistakes from his own life as examples. yes, he’s in jail for the rest of 
his life and now his goal is to educate as many people as he can about 
life in general. you don’t have to go the same route he did and wait ‘til 
you get a life sentence to change your ways. so please give it up for 
our man, mikhail markhasev, as he once again drops some game that we 
cannot deprive you from. read on! 

our next writer is writing to us from california correctional 
institution in Tehachapi, ca. rigo took part of the gangbanging 
game and it didn’t get him, wait. no wait. it did get him somewhere in 
life. it got him in a little cell with a steel bunk, away from his family and 
loved ones. his message is simple, as he hopes to try to reach out and 
tell many of you younger people to stay away from this pointless game. 
so hear the truth in rigo’s piece and read the message that he shouts!

•Mikhail Markhasev•

•Rigo Estradav•
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Specia l  People  to  me
It was a woman who was very vital to me in my young life. 
Her name is Mandy. I’ve known her since I was fifteen, more 
than half my life. When I got out of juvenile hall, back in 
the early 1990s, I was fifteen, and they released me to my 
case manager, David Inocencio’s, custody. At that time, he 
was so kind and caring, that I even ate at David and his 
girl friend at the time, Mandy’s house three times a week  
during my probation. I loved eating and going over to their 
house. At the time they had a Border Collie named T-Shirt. 
That was before they married  and had their daughter. It 
was nice having dinner there. At the time they had this 
place where there was Italian food, it was a neighborhood 
called North Beach. Well, she’d cook chicken. It was good 
and we’d sit down, eat and talk, and it would slow my pace 
down. We used to talk about everything.
 When I was in Preston in the California Youth Authority, 
Mandy would come to visit me (what seemed like) every 
week from San Francisco. She would drive all the way to 
Ione, Ca, which was four hours away, but she would never 
complain. I kept goin’ to lock up, but I could always depend 
on a visit from her or a letter, and she knew how to word 
her words, like to pull me back when I was mad, to make 
me calm. It’s like a big story of mine. 
 All the time, I’d be sittin’ in my room in Preston, and the 
guards would come and say, “Brian Seales, get dressed, you 
got a visit,” so then I had this peach lotion I used to put on 
so I would smell good and clean. Then I would get dressed 
and then, when I’d go to the visiting room, I’d see Mandy 
and she’d just start smilin’. She’d buy me hamburgers and 
sodas from the vending machines and we’d just sit down 
and talk. I’d tell her what it was like to be locked up and 
what I was going through. In Preston, I always got in trouble, 
always fightin’. Mandy liked to hear my stories, and then 
offered her thoughts to help me. 
 In Preston, inmates would rile me up, like I had to 
deal with eighty different attitudes. It’s like when I see 
somebody have an attitude, I just say some kind words to 
them and stay away from them. I can’t fight. I don’t know-
-every time I get angry, I wanna fight, but Mandy will say, 
“Use your words. Don’t fight. Your words got more power 
than your fists.” She’d be, like, “Just talk to ‘em. If you see 
that talking to them won’t cut it, then just leave ‘em alone 
altogether. Fightin’ with ‘em is never the solution.”
 I would give Mandy examples of problems that I avoided, 
like they had a cat in there named Ben, and even though 
I was a knucklehead, Ben was even a worse knucklehead 
than me. Every time I was sent to Ironwood, lockup, Ben 
would already be there. When you’re in lockup, you have to 
do good in school to get out in thirty days. I helped Ben and 
he helped me. I’d look at Ben and say, “You messed up,” 
and he would say, ”That’s the kettle callin’ someone black. 
How you sayin’ I’m messin’ up and you on lockup, too?” 
But Ben didn’t know that I was gettin’ all my advice from 
Mandy and I was just recycling it to him, like “Use your 
words, your words are more powerful than your fists,” and 
he would say, “I guess you’re right,” and he stopped gettin’ 
in trouble, too. So Mandy was helping both of us, but she 
didn’t know it.
 So then I turned eighteen and I was too old to stay in 
Preston, so they moved me to Chad (in CYA), in Stockton. I 
met Yusef when I was in Preston, so me and Yusef went to 
Chad together. For the first three years we were in Chad, he 

was my roommate, and Yusef started taking college classes, 
‘cause he already graduated high school. He used to come 
back to our room, jump on his bunk, open his books, do his 
homework, and be quiet. But I’m playful. I always wanted to 
play with Yusef. He’d say, “Would you please cut off the TV 
and radio?” So I would, even though it drove me nuts, I did 
it, because he needed to study and I was proud of him for 
going to college. 
 Yusef, that’s my best friend right now. He lives in 
Richmond. He’s doin’ good. He finished college in Chad. He 
got a business now. He cleans out houses and I guess it feel 
good to work for yourself, and he tells me, “Nobody pays 
you better than yourself.” I go to Richmond to see him. I 
take the BART to the Del Norte BART Station and he picks 
me up.
 When I got shot, I was in Oakland, in Fruitvale, and I got 
shot twice in the head and in the stomach. In the hospital, 
they induced me into a coma for two months and gave me a 
whole bunch of medicine because I guess they were afraid 
going into shock would kill me. It was like a preventative 
measure. Though I was in a coma, I could hear my mama’s 
voice. I remember her sayin’, “Look at him. God got him 
now,” because I was in a coma and not movin’. She was 
like that at that time. That’s when I was talkin’ to God, 
that’s what she thought. I want to say “Thanks” to my mom 
and that I appreciate everything she done for me, because 
my mom put her life on hold for me, to take care of me, 
and that’s unconditional love for me. My mom was like 
everything for me. 
 Mandy would come and visit me in the hospital, too. 
She would talk to me and read to me, even though I was 
unconscious and I couldn’t answer her. I don’t even know 
if she knew I knew she was there. I could hear her voice, 
but I couldn’t see her. She would take my hand and talk to 
me. And then later I found out she stopped eatin’ when I got 
shot, because I guess it was too hard for her. 
 I think it took me three years to recover. When I got out 
of the hospital, I did a workshop at The Beat. I remember 
Jack Jacqua at Omega (Boys’ Club) was there, too. That’s 
when I first started talking about being shot. I never knew 
I had a voice before that. The kids in juvy responded good. 
I just saw a kid on a bus yesterday. He say, “I just saw you 
up in juvenile hall. When you goin’ back up there?” I said, 
“Tuesday, with The Beat Within. You already know the 
routine—every Tuesday.”
 Well, Mandy is a beautiful person. She’s a lawyer now. I 
remember when she passed the BAR. It was a big deal. She 
was going to a law school down by the Embarcadero. When 
she passed the BAR, I was like, “Wow!”
 I haven’t seen her in a minute. I would love to see her. I 
would love to sit down with her so I could inform her of all 
the new stuff I been doing and she could tell me all the new 
stuff she’s been doin’. We got a whole lot of stuff to catch 
up on. 
 I want Mandy to see what I’m doin’ now, because I 
think she would be so proud of me. She’d be like, “You’ve 
straightened up your life,” and she’d be right. 

here’s a second offering from Brian seales, now 32 years old, who 
spent a number of years of his young life in Preston and chad, in 
the california youth authority, after leaving ygc. unfortunately, 
despite the time detained, Brian continues to live the thug life, which 
almost cost him his life. Brian was shot twice, and he lay two months 
unconscious in a hospital in oakland, and slowly recovered three years 
later. now he comes to our Beat workshops in san francisco. Today he’s 
writing about close people in his life.

•Brian seales•

She’d be like, “You’ve straightened up your life,” and she’d be right. 
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what  i  Saw
Dedicated to Mr. Alex Robinson

I saw jail bars
I remember standing in front of the judge
And getting escorted to the back of the courtroom
I began to see pain and hurt
I began to be around people
Who had no care about what’s going on, or what’s gonna 
happen
I was scared, but I had no choice to but to deal with it
I was depressed 
I didn’t understand a lot of things early on in my bid
As time went by, experiences of a lifetime started to 
happen
I began to man up
I had a legal visit and saw hope
I began to free myself and forgive myself
Because of a wise man
A person most people might criticize because they don’t 
know him
I saw a brighter future for me through him
I saw a nice big house for me
Hopefully a family
I saw a nice job
I saw good expensive cars and dirt bikes and 4-wheelers
I saw true family and true friends as my crew
I saw this by being strong mentally, physically, spiritually, 
and emotionally
I saw myself being productive and legit
I saw all of this because I wanted it

-Delonte

my l i fe ,  my Choices
My name is Nick.
 I’m seventeen years old. When fast money comes 
my way, I don’t think right. I feel dumb. I didn’t think. 
I wouldn’t call myself a “follower”, I just think about 
getting into trouble when I’m around my friends. Now I’m 
behind bars for making the wrong turn. This happened to 
me when I was around bad influences and I didn’t realize 
it until I get caught. Well, I have to face my time. I did the 
crime.
 My mother and others used to stay and talk for hours, 
but I just let it come in one ear and out the other. I think 
I wouldn’t be here if I had a father to look up to. I don’t 
know my father, so my mother raised me. She’s the 
coolest mother. She’s always there for me. She is like my 
angel.
 The bad thing about my family is that no one finished 
high school, and now I’m one of them. I didn’t even get 
a chance to go to the prom this year. I was supposed to 
finish high school this year. I was making the honor roll 
and everything, but I chose to do wrong. I was the type of 
person that loved going to school and walking the street 
at the same time. I didn’t really have to be out there. My 
family was giving me anything I asked for.
 It’s going to be a while until I get back home.
 I’m doing my seven years now.
 So I have nothing, but time to think.

-Nick

Cutt in ’  hair
I love it 
It’s like selling drugs
‘Cause, I get paid day by day
And if ya’ ain’t talkin’ bout feelin’ this haircut
Don’t even come my way!
And my razor sure sharp
Time-consuming ‘cause I’m on my time
I’ll get you out of there in a tick of a clock
You want your eyebrows arched?
I do that too
No lie, I’m just doing things to benefit you
Gentlemen and dudes, Slim it’s all the same
It’s 25, give me 30 and I’m not looking for no change
But you gonna wanna tip
Give me more money and see your whip
Just playing but my braids is tight
All straight like the handlebars
On a brand new bike
Don’t trip, just come and sit in the chair
See that line?
Everybody like me around here.

-Drew

for this issue we would like to welcome back our great new friends, 
the “free minds Book club & Writing Workshop,” which is based in 
Washington dc. The following poems were already published in their 
publication, “hear us out,” which came out earlier this year. The writing 
compiled, came from their weekly writing workshops in the dc Jail with 
the young men who are being tried as adults. We have had the great 
privilege to meet the free minds folks – kelli and Tara, the masterminds 
behind this awesome project. We at The Beat want to thank kelli 
and Tara who have given us permission to share this work from their 
workshops in The Beat Within.   There are a variety of poems, with 
a different topics, exposing a lot of different emotions and feelings. 
so please give a read to these poems written by the fine gentlemen 
from Washington dc, who like most of you readers are fighting for your 
freedom.  for more information you can check out the free minds Book 
club & Writing Workshop at www.freemindsbookclub.org. Their motto… 
"empowering young inmates to Write new chapters in their lives"

Summer
I’m 11 and going to the swimming pool
The smell of chlorine 
Gets in your eyes and make them red
Hot sun on my skin
Girls wearing two pieces
Playing basketball in the water
Doing flips off the diving board
So hungry
Going to McDonald’s afterwards
That’s summer.

-Dmp

•Free Minds Book Club & Writing Workshop•
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in  C irc les  and hal fway back
As a child I was filled with hate and despise
You could hear it in my voice
You could see it in my eyes
My momma couldn’t make it and my daddy told lies
Expressed my feeling through fights
Not tears to the eyes
I was searching for my portion of the pie
The other day I watch a single tear drop from my eye
Then I drop to my knees and I ask God
Why my emotions took this long
To let a young man cry 
Still hoping a young man don’t die
And if I do pray the Lord lift my soul to the sky
Now I’m back with my mother
Every time I wake up I tell her that I love her
Every time she comes my way I kiss her and I hug her
Like a normal family I aggravate and bug
But growing up it wasn’t all gray 
Seen death before graduating from a lil’ baby
Move 360 and back to 180
Man that’s crazy
How tragic is that if you ain’t hip
That it’s in circles and halfway back.

-Dk 

i  remember
I remember when life was all about fun
Football, basketball…never about guns
I used to sit in the house and watch cartoons
Now it’s so much death on the news
In everything I did, I always excelled
Now I’m stuck in this little ass cell
I wish I could take back the stupid decision I made
Sometimes when I lay down, I wish my life could fade 
I have so much talent, but it’s wasted on this
I sit in my cell sometimes and cry
‘Cause the way I live can’t be true—it has to be a lie
It’s so much violence, need to increase the peace
I wish violence was germs, ‘cause I keep some bleach 
My life was hell, I wish people could see
Slavery is over, but I’m still not free
Doing wrong is easy, but doing right is hard 
My mind travels to different places—I think it’s on Mars 
The world is falling, someone yell “Timber”!
This is just some of the stuff I remember.

-Derrik

thir teen Year old
Thirteen years old
People in the hood
Call me Dover and Snagglepuss
I am sitting on the playground
And I see all the older boys
Pulling up in the cars with girls
I am wearing a Madness shirt and shorts
With some Vince Carter shoes
It is me, my cousin and two friends
It is about 8:45 at night
And it is a nice summer day today
Flashy cars, dirt bikes
And my football career is my world
I am thirteen years old

-Stephon

my troubled l i fe
Here I am born into a world of troubled human beings
No one knowing what today, tomorrow, or the next day brings
As a youth of today’s society
My heart set, full with irony
Murder, rape, stabbings, killings
Yet a positive individual like me still willing 
They don’t understand the things we face
But yet here I am smiling 
Accustomed to my race—African American, yes I am
Knowing I can excel, yes I can
Guilt, pain, pleasure and crime
Built deep into our culture
Drilled into my mind
No one really knows what goes on 
In my young troubled life.

-Andre

this  P lace 
A place that’s very scary
A place where loved ones 
Are buried
A place I’ll eventually go
But I’m definitely not in a hurry 
They telling me not to worry
But what else can I do
At the cemetery.

-Demetrius 

to the  People  i  love the  most
I know that the people I love the most
Be worried at night 
Worrying and hoping that will be all right
I know that the people I love the most
Can’t sleep at night because it give them a fright 
Because I don’t walk in the door at night
But they need to know I will be all right

-Cc

P r o u D
Proud to be alive
Proud to make someone smile
Proud to make people happy
Proud to have a family
Proud to be myself
Proud to be wild
Proud to be myself.

-Aj 

Jai l  th ink ing 
I’m over the jail
Sitting in my cell
I’m mad that the police
Had to follow my trail
It’s nothing left to do but be patient and wait
Freedom on my mind, and my family closer
“You push me to the limit, you going to be on a poster!”
But no, that’s negative way
It’s time for change
Being negative and violent
Is out of my range.

-Dp

•Free Minds Book Club & Writing Workshop•
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the  Struggles of  my l i fe 
I was just a youth sixteen years old living a life of crime 
In this sinful life of mine but momma tried 
to get me to do what was right in her eyes 
But I didn’t listen to her positive advice   
And chose to live a life of crime in this sinful life of mine   
And then I got locked up 
Straight from the hall to the pen
I ain’t happy here 
It’s so much misery living hear in this penitentiary 
It’s fifty-one years I got to bring but can’t give up
I have to keep my head up 
And fight to survive to stay alive in this prison life of 
mine 
‘Cause the devil wins when your soul dies
Yeah death got to be easy ‘cause life is hard 
It can leave you mentally emotionally scarred
I aint gonna lie, I once contemplated suicide
But all I could see is the tears in my momma’s eyes
No one knows my struggles 
All they see is my troubles 
It’s hard to carry on when know one loves you 
But I gotta be strong and fight these feelings to survive in 
this life of mine 
‘Cause there’s nothing to fear but fear its self
I’m trying hard to turn from my evil ways 
‘Cause I’m to young to be lowered in to my grave
I don’t want to die 
I want to stay a live to fight through these struggles 
In this life of mine and do what’s right in the good Lord’s 
eyes.

the info
Hey Beat what’s up? This is Chris and I’m currently 
incarcerated at Corcoran State Prison. A friend turned 
me on to your magazine, The Beat Within. I read your 
magazine and I liked it very much, and would appreciate 
it if you could put me on your mailing list, to receive, 
your magazine. Also, I am enclosing a poem I wrote kind 
of expressing my thoughts and some of my struggles in 
life. 
 Which we all have, I also want to take this time to 
say thank you all for the wonderful work you guys do, 
by providing us prisoners and all the incarcerated an 
outlet to reach out to, and to express ourselves and our 
thoughts so our voice could be heard. I think The Beat 
Within is a very positive magazine. It’s the only magazine 
that allows us to express ourselves in positive ways by 
putting all our cares emotions, frustrations, and anger 
down on paper and getting a lot of things off our chest in 
a positive way. So thank you very much and keep up the 
good work.  

our next writer is writing to us from corcoran state Prison in 
corcoran, ca. chris has found our publication through a friend and 
has fallen in love with it. like many writers chris supports the positive 
writings that anyone can find in our publication. in the following poem 
that chris submits, he’s clearly getting his feelings off of his chest.  
chris has found a positive way to vent out his anger and frustrations. 
so listen to chris’s piece and feel his pain.

•Chris dibble•

whY?
Why should we
Be all we can be
If in the end
The world still revolves around slavery?
We fight for what’s right and good
But being raised our color
We always managed to retract
Back to the hood
Why should we change?
And be better than we could
If the world never hears
Voices raised
From juvies to adults in the hood?
Why shouldn’t we hustle?
That’s all we know 
Education was thrown at us
But the ratings so love 
Compared to the suburbs 
Compared to the hood
They live wealthy
We live off of what we could
Why raise a question
If the question’s
Not going to get answered?
Why?

-Domenic

take me there 
I feel like going home
Happy as I was to be a teen
There’s no place like it
Where you’re safe and sound
Sleeping like a baby
Loved ones happy to see you
Please take me there
I want to go there
I miss my family
I want to be there
This place is home
Home, just in bed 
Fluffy pillows and blankets
Soft and cuddly
Take me home 

-Michael S.

one Day
I was going down like the rollercoaster
Fast with speed
Now I am misplaced like 4 zeros
On an immigrant’s paycheck
One day I will be on the honor roll of life.

-Will 

•Free Minds Book Club & Writing Workshop•
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the  Juveni le  in just ice  System
65 years old and I am left with so many questions the answers 
to I doubt I will learn before I leave this place, stuffed inside 
the little cardboard box (I wonder if they recycle t) that state 
graciously provides those of us whom the “justice” system 
has, in all its wisdom, determined would leave prison only in a 
horizontal position, as more and more of us are, having been 
thrown away like trash a long time ago.
 I know. I know — the bottom line is at some point we could 
have made different choices that likely would have kept us 
from here. I accept the role I took on that brought me to this 
end I have come to, but I cannot help believing it could have 
been different for many of us, myself and a whole lot of other 
men I wrote for, had bad things not happened to us when we 
were tykes being taken advantage of.
 I remember only a few things before Mom and Dad’s car 
accident, before my sister and I were taken to juvenile hall 
“to be looked after” until our parents were discharged from 
hospital. I remember the little towheaded boy who loved to play 
soldier with his brother outside in the back where there was, 
in our eyes, a “huge” WWII green canvass army tent set up. 
Inside, we had “secret meetings” and hid our “secret stuff,” 
sneaked our first cigarette. To this day, if I carefully listen, I 
can still hear our carefree laughter as we chased one another, 
had rock fights, and wrestled one another to the ground.
 Then there were the many trips to the Colorado River at 
Willow Beach, Arizona, where Danny and I were brave explorers; 
where we were outlaws hunted by large posses throughout the 
“Bad-Lands” in the surrounding hills; where were “ranchers” 
rounding up the wild burros that had come to trust us, which I 
think had something to do with the beer we swiped and served 
to them.
 I honestly do not recall anything “bad” happening in my 
life; I was about as happy as a kid could be with loving parents, 
a little brother I loved more every day, step siblings that had 
not yet begun to make my life a living hell — it was all good. 
Then, in less time than it took to blink an eyelid, the world as 
I knew it ended: At the Los Angeles County Central Juvenile 
Hall, a nightmare began that was to send me into a nosedive, 
one I’ve yet to pull up from.
 I was there, four short months, an eternity. I was raped by 
a counselor and beaten by the older bigger kids, and isolated 
for over three months in solitary confinement, after I decided 
to defend myself. Even in solitary, I could not get away from 
the perversion that defines incarceration. I was molested by a 
second counselor, who promised I could go home if I let him 
“do it.” I recall sitting on the edge of my bunk anxiously waiting 
for him to again unlock the door, only this time to take me 
from there. When they pushed the breakfast food tray though 
the slot cut into the steel door, it was only then I realized he 
was not going to. I was a frightened and confused nine-year-old 
who was to leave there an extremely angry little boy growing 
bigger every day.
 I have been in a dozen juvenile institutions since, and some 
bad things happened as they do inside of those places, but to 
this very day, only when I think of Los Angeles County Central 
Juvenile Hall does it become difficult for me to breathe; all over 
again I become so enraged I want to kill the people did those 
things to me, and I would — suffering no remorse — if I were 
to some how find I have been transported back to that time. No 
matter how I try, no matter I sometimes feel I have, I cannot 
forgive what was done to me, no more than my victims can 
forgive me.
 It’s that anger that has followed and motivated me most 
all of my life. It is an anger so intense that when it is suddenly 
there, churning in the pit of my stomach. I am left feeling I am 
about to strangle on my own bile. For a very long time, I could 
not control it. Sometimes I still can’t.
 When 11-12 years old, I had to get away from those I loved, 
“run away from home,” rob and steal. I would go out and pick 
fights, and as I was beat down, I would experience a momentary 
deliverance from the madness flooding through me, from the 
pain — the anger. (A psychiatrist might want a piece of that.) 
Afterwards, I would be back in juvie, Mom and Dad sitting 
across from me in the visiting room, she crying, Daddy asking 

me what was wrong. “What have we done?” Drowning in shame, 
I never told them. They died thinking it was their fault; two 
more victims of my abusers who broke something that could 
not be repaired.
 My story is not unique. I have a lot of company all around 
me — the cell blocks are filled with men like me, and it does not 
have to be like this: The prisons do not have to be overflowing 
with graduates from the juvenile penal institutions. Shut 
down those assembly lines, stop the State of California from 
preparing at any given time thousands of children to take our 
cells after we are carried from them.
 Are you aware it is statistically shown that people who fall 
victim to crime, the odds are 2 out of 3 that the perpetrator, male 
or female, has, from a preteen, been “state raised”? That has 
got to speak volumes, or am I missing something? Do we not 
have good reason to suspect those we look to, elected officials, 
are hoping we keep “missing something,” that we continue to 
wallow in our ignorance? That’s what gets them elected, over 
and over and over, while nothing gets done. Possibly, if the 
families of those incarcerated had a lot of money, expensive 
gifts and free exotic vacations to offer, would their suffering be 
stopped then? Unfortunately, it is also statistically known that 
most families with a juvenile in crisis have never lived above 
the poverty line.
 “Where are we going to get the money?” is somehow 
always the leading argument considered against reform. “How 
can we afford it?” I suggest the question should be: “How 
can we not?” It will cost a hundred times, plus that, not to 
mention the lives lost to violence, as these children, in their 
own defense, become hard-core predators, live what is left of 
their lives victimizing society. One way or another, it is going 
to cost — the “how much” will be determined by the choices 
that are made by those in a position to bring change, and those 
“choices” will largely depend upon how actively we involve 
ourselves to make sure the right thing gets done. 
 Or, as is often suggested by the very people who administer 
them, we could build more institutions to warehouse them in, 
at a cost to the taxpayers of over $200,000 annually for each 
child, until they turn 18 and graduate to the adult prisons. 
Once there it will cost but a measly $30,000 a year until they 
are stuffed into that cardboard box.
 Though G.W. Bush recently made such amounts of money 
appear but a “mere pittance” American taxpayers have paid out 
tens of billions of dollars for a dysfunctional, often rogue, system 
that has failed since its conception all it was intended to ‘serve,” 
one more consequence of ignoring the existing problems by 
not becoming personally involved. If we unite and demand the 
juvenile penal administrators do what was originally intended 
— rehabilitate society’s “offenders” — success would be far-
reaching. There would be, in part, a noticeable lessening of the 
odds that homes will be burglarized, cars stolen. (Statistically, 
72% of all vehicles stolen are taken by children under the age 
of 18, and 59% of all homes broken into are entered by children 
between the ages of 12-16, of whom 63% have had prior contact 
with juvenile authorities.) Did I mention that your chances of 
being mugged/assaulted, your personal possessions taken, 
will also lessen considerably?
 Generally speaking, “good folks” will be safer when they 
are out and about, as the groups of gangbangers hanging out 
on the street corners and the malls will be smaller in number, 
considering the majority of them posting are between the ages 
of 13-17 years. State raised, having “survived” two, three, four 
stints in juvenile hall or “youth Authority,” they have “proven” 
they “are down for the homies.” The system not only returns 
them to the same neighborhood they were victimizing, it offers 
them nothing after their release, the same “nothing” they were 
offered when incarcerated.

dwight abbott — sun man’s light — salinas Valley state Prison 
at 65 years old, dwight abbott writes us from salinas Valley state 
Prison that he fears his great mind may be fading, but if that’s true, 
there’s no evidence of it in this powerful piece. We always feel honored to 
be able to present mr. abbott’s clear indictment of the juvenile “justice” 
system — based, as it is, on too may experience in those “official” places 
that no child should have to experience. We are proud to call the author 
of “i cried, you didn’t listen” (available at amazon.com) our friend.

•dwight abbott•
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Freedom is  a  State  o f  mind
Freedom n.: The state or quality of being free, exemption or 
liberation from the control of some other person or some 
arbitrary power; liberty; independence.
 According to Webster’s New World College Dictionary 
(4th edition) that is the definition for freedom, the topic of 
this essay.  Although I agree with the definition provided I’ll 
attempt to dig deeper into the word and its meaning as an 
incarcerated Black man in the United States of America.
 Freedom can sometimes be unappreciated, undervalued, 
and hence taken away, but freedom physically can at times 
have you mentally captured which in essence you’re not 
truly free physically.  I believe mental freedom in the form of 
creativity, uniqueness etc. etc. sets the stage and standard 
on how we carry and conduct ourselves in the form of 
physical freedom.  Your mind should be never captured 
and deemed never to expand and grow even when physical 
freedom has bee taken from you.  The word freedom is more 
complex than just “I’m free to go here and there, I’m free 
to say this and that.”  Historically as black people we were 
brought to this country as slaves with the word freedom 
nowhere in sight.  We were worked to death, raped, beaten, 
lynched, sold, auctioned off and mentally outwitted to hate 
each other.  The lack of freedom physically and mentally 
allowed these things to happen.  Later I will show you how 
these same conditions still effect us by us, even when our 
captors say “You negroes are free now.”
 As I sit in this prison cell and look back in hindsight on 
how I was stripped of my physical freedom I just shake my 
head.  Although I understand and know that mentally I’m 
free, I feel the pain of physical deprivation of freedom as I 
talk to the loves of my life, my Mom, my wife, my daughter 
and other family members.  When our freedom physically is 
taken or we forfeit it through poor decisions we hurt more 
than ourselves.  Recognizing you hurt more than self is 
one of the keys to suppressing the behavior that allows our 
freedom to be compromised. Mothers crying, wives feeling 
abandoned and lonely, children never knowing what a two 
parent household feels like, when is daddy coming home, 
why is daddy in jail, I love you daddy, I wish you were here 
with mommy and I… 
 As a man amongst many who grew up in a fatherless 
household we almost come to believe that not having a 
father in the house is the norm.  Those that do have two 
parent households we look at it as if it’s the weirdest 
thing since Senator Barack H. Obama ran and is now the 
Democratic nominee for President of the United States of 
America in ’08, and yes he’s a black man and yes he’s also 
a Harvard graduate.  These are some of the things mental 
and physical freedom brings about if we stay focused.
 Freedom is also being free to make decisions for 
yourself.  Sometimes when I call old friends and associates 
that still partake in the same old repetitious behavior that 
landed me in prison.  I’m blew back by their nonchalant 
attitude toward life, let alone freedom.  I ask myself was 
I this careless about life or freedom, and the answer is 
an undeniable yes.  During these conversations I hear 
statements like “You ain’t missin’ nothin’ homey-man it’s 
the same old shhh out here--or I can’t wait for you to be 
free and get here homey.”  I don’t know if they know I’m 
actually more free than ever, and in retrospect they’re more 
shackled, misinformed and stagnated than ever.  Which is 
a forfeit to the real purpose of physical freedom.  Although 
it appears that physical freedom is what rules this country, 
it’s the mental freedom that dictates your physical deeds.  
So there is people locked up on the street without freedom, 

unbeknownst to them.
 When you’re misinformed about the word freedom you 
take the word literally, like the ‘term freedom of speech,’ 
and in this country that’s true--to a certain degree. How 
many times have you heard of people losing jobs behind 
this term ‘freedom of speech’ and opinions—too many to 
count.  If it’s really ‘freedom of speech’ literally, why do we 
tell our co-workers how much of an ass our boss is and how 
he’s not running the company right.  When he/she walks 
in we change the subject from this freedom of speech and 
opinion to this form of censored thoughts of expression.  
Why?  Because there is a penalty to this it it’s taken 
literally.  Freedom is beautiful, it’s a birth right, but at the 
same time it can become bittersweet.  Not to ever suggest 
that freedom is not a good thing, but too much of it with 
no discipline, morals, or some type of structured lifestyle 
where this freedom is used to learn, teach and empower it 
can be abused and ultimately taken for granted.
 I also believe if I asked five people from different 
ethnicities, living backgrounds, and genders to explain 
what freedom means to them it would take on a different 
definition.  Privileges to certain things, rights of passage to 
certain places, or the ability to vote all means freedom to 
people of different race, class, and gender differences.
 In conclusion, I’ll revisit the statement I made earlier 
about how we as African Americans were out witted to hate 
each other through the lack of physical and mental freedom 
and how it effects us by us to this day.
 Think about this—the pain, the killing, the raping, the 
humiliation etc. that black people went through to be free. 
Black people, not one individual, but a race of people were 
denied to sit on the front of the bus, and consequently 
when we did we were taken to jail.  Beaten, humiliated and 
sent to the back of the bus to sit or stand.  Now the youth 
that take the bus run to sit in the back of the bus.  I’ve 
even seen them sitting on one another’s laps in the back 
of the bus.  Even when there’s seats in the front of the 
bus empty.  In today’s society we’re free to sit where we 
wish, but the blood, sweat and tears that came before us to 
have us sitting in the front of the bus has all but in some 
households been forgotten to old history books and black 
history month stories.  Where is the freedom in you if you 
let our people die in vain, to correct this problem and be 
proactive in it is the right thing to do.
 Or what about our right to vote?  So we can actually 
have a say in who makes and enforces these laws that keep 
us whining about this and cussing about that.  People, 
black people died for this right to have a say,  the right 
to be heard.  Now it’s 2008 and finally we all want to vote 
because there’s a black man running for president, and 
everybody I’m around wants this magnificent speaker, and 
component of change.  A black man with all the gifts  to 
make a difference.  My peers, my self included can’t even 
vote.
 A felony conviction and prison terms voids your right 
to vote and ultimately make a difference.  So to whomever 
reads this think before you act and forfeit this right.  I’m 
living proof that thirty-seconds of bad judgment can have 
your freedom taken away in certain sectors where it’s 
needed most, and now is that time if ever.    

Tim mitchell is a new contributor to the Beat Within and Without, 
writing from a facility in ontario, oregon.  he voice comes to us 
through a neighbor in Berkeley, and we’re grateful for the opportunity 
to bring you his powerful essay on freedom.  Tim asks us to consider 
why we don’t yet see the next president in our selves?  Why do we speak 
about how intelligent another man/woman is, but don’t strive for the 
same qualities in our selves?  settle in for this powerful meditation on 
freedom.

•tim Mitchell•

continued on next page
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 Obama!  What if Senator Barack H. Obama would have 
not tried and took his freedom for granted, would this be 
a topic of discussion?  I think not.  Obama faced the same 
intense racial roadblocks and hurdles as man blacks did 
in that era as well as now.  He overcame these roadblocks 
and hurdles through mental freedom.  Education!  Which 
has us now with the ability to sit in the same classroom as 
our oppressor’s great great grandsons and granddaughters.  
Privy to the same education and curriculum—Brown v. 
Board of Education (May 17, 1954) through this landmark 
decision and once again the blood sweat and tears of our 
elders we’re able to learn in these schools, and be in the 
most recognized, powerful, prestigious job in all the land.  
Commander in Chief.  The President of the United States of 
America.  
  So do we take our education for granted, which frees 
us to make landmark decisions?  Do we want somebody to 
save us?  Why don’t we see the next president in ourselves?  
Why don’t we enforce education in our own kids?  Why do 
we speak about how sharp and intelligent another man/
woman is, but then don’t strive for the same in our selves?  
Why are there less black leaders, less black social groups, 

less black movements to embark on for change when 
we’re at a time in our lives where they’re needed most.  
Black people lead in all the following categories: the rate of 
recidivism , teen high school drop outs, incarcerated men, 
and teen pregnancy.  Have we given up as a people?  Are 
we content with what we have, but angry about what we 
don’t?  Freedom is ours if we don’t take on the behavior 
once and still exhibited by our captors.  We’ve become them 
oppressing each other unconsciously and consciously.
 I speak of freedom through the eyes of a thirty-four year 
old black man with limited worldly exposure but still heavily 
profiled and looked at strangely in this land they call free 
and brave.  Profiled when I look like I’m “some place I’m not 
supposed to be.”  How free are we?  How free is this land?  
I may always be physically deprived of certain things, but 
free your mind first and who shall ever do this shall be free 
to experience freedom in the realm it was meant to be, and 
to you older fellas that feel the youngsters aren’t carrying 
on tradition, talk to them, work with them, build with them.  
Your job is never done and if you want to move on—leave 
the ladder!
 Freedom is a state of mind!!!!

Your love is  a l l  i  need
Your love is all I need, to get by
Your love makes me believe I can fly
So come on baby please stay by my side
Cause if I see you leave, it’ll make me cry
Thinking I can’t breath, I’ll probably die
There‘s so much we can achieve, if we try
When your love I do receive I get so high
Your love is all I need and that’s no lie
So tell me you’ll be there when I need you most
True love that we can share 
holding each other close
I wanna treat you right and always stay true
I’ve wanted my whole life just to be with you
I pray that you would stay and never go away
I dream of you at night and love you more each day
I’m hoping that you know just how beautiful you are
With the kindness that you show your shinning like a star
So run away with me spend your days with me
Together we can be living life so happily
You make me feel so good like I know you would
I hope it’s understood no one can love you like I could.

what ’s  Crackin  beat 
How everything going? Hopefully everybody is doing 
good. As for me, I’m doing alright. Just another day in 
this cage. I got court soon. I guess there going to offer me 
a deal. Hopefully it’s a good one.  
 I want to get out of here I been here for eight months 
now. Well I’ve done one thing positive in here and that 
is that I dropped out of my gang. I’m done with that 
lifestyle. 
 The only thing I learned about joining a gang is that 
you really don’t have homies and being in a gang is like a 
free pass to be locked up for the rest of your life. Thanks 
to my mom and girlfriend Natalie. Those to have been with 
me since day one. I’ve been with Natalie for four years and 
she has helped me stay away from all the drama in the 
streets. She helped me through my good and bad times.  
 I got two magazines from you guys today and I 
appreciate it. Hopefully you keep sending more and I’ll 
keep writing you. Well that’s all I got for now take care. 
‚Till next time.
 Much love and respect.

our next writer is writing to us from The main adult detention 
facility in santa rosa, ca. he’s a fairly new writer to our publication. 
gonzo gives his own brief intro and tells you what he’s about. gonzo 
use to be out there in his hood causing trouble and ruckus but, he says 
running with gangs is only gonna guarantee you one thing. and that’s 
a free pass to the state Pen for the rest of your life. so take heed to 
gonzo’s words and give his pieces a read.

•tim Mitchell cont.•

•Gonzo•

speak of freedom through the eyes of a thirty-four year old black man with 
limited worldly exposure but still heavily profiled and looked at strangely in 
this land they call free and brave.

continued from previous page
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I      am united with others who are 
fighting the same fight against 
their passions, lusts, anger 

laziness, pride, and selfishness. 
Society will change only when 
people are changed, and the first 
transformation has to begin with 
myself. Otherwise, no government 
handout, no social program, no 
freebee will make a difference. 

read the rest of Mikhail Markhasev's BWO piece on page 56


